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SUMMARY
The MEDLARS system consists of 0 large file of indexed references
with facilities for retrieving a l l references indexed bv a specified combination
of index terms. Were the file small the retrieval performance of the system
could be evaluated by as king a number of s ysrern users to inspect the entire
file arid to compare the references they selected as relevant to rhci r needs
with the references selected by a MEDLARS search. Since rhc file is largc
this is not pos sibl c. MEDLARS performance is the r cfo rc cva luutcd by
me(Jsuring the change in the us c r s ' l itc raru rc awa rcncs s induced by tJ1Csystem,
and by compa ring the standa rd system with three ul t crnarivc rcr r icvul techn iqucs ,
To measure the change in l irc rn ru rc awar cncs s a measure, the
Extension Ratio, is developed which is uppr oxirnatcl v equal to the runo of
the number of relevant references known by a user after Cl MEDLARS sca rch.
to the number known before it. It is shown that this mca su re docs not
necessarily vu rv with the number known before. Most MEDLARS users cun
be divided into two groups: those knowing less 'tlwn .13 rcl cvaru references
and those knowing between 1:3 and 6.'3. For the l at rc r the ,1VL'l"age Extension
Ratio is between 2 'Inc] 3 limes, and is not af'Icc tcd by the number of known
relevant rcf'c rcnc cs . For t hc others the JVer~lge Ext ension Ratio is higher
und varies invcr scl y with the nu rnbcr known before.
The standard MEDLARS retrieval Iuc il it y. Boolean Scu rch ing, is first
compared with an ah crnur ivc search t cchn iquc, Prubabil ist tc Scu rching,
which ul so uses ind .x terms for ret rIcvu! . Th is technique IlLls the advantugc
that the number of references to he retrieved cun be predetermined. It ul so
retrieves more of the relevant references even when its output s izc is the same
~ltj for the s randa I'd MEDLARS search. A method is givcn which extends
some of the ac1viJlltJges of the Pr obabilist ic technique to the Boolcan ,
(ii)
111e standard search is rhcn compared w irh two techniques which
do not usc index terms. The MEDLARS file contains, in addition to index
terms, rhe reference titles both in the vernacular and in (Arnc r icun) English.
An efficient method of searching t-hese Engl ish titles is given based on a
Kcy-Lettcr-In-Context index to each rit l c. The output size of this scurch
CClIl be fixed in advance.
This program takes ,J times as much computer time ~ISthe standard
Boolean search program. and rcr r icvcs I'cwc r (ubou: ::':6) of rile relevant
references than the Boolean when their output sizes arc the same. However
this method docs not require an indexing opcr at ion. ,Inc! when it is used with
an output size larger than the BOOIe<IIl, it ret r icvcs more of the relevant
rctc rcn ccs ,
The second method or rct r icval without indexing us cs the I inks between
references c rcurcd when auiho rs cn c other papc rs , MEDLARS docs not
contain info r rna t ion nbout these links, ancl <I relatively xm al ] Citation File
.had to be spcc.iull y con st ruc t cd. Ci t at ion Sca rch irig. using t h is file, is
compared with the best of rile three other rncrhocls . Pr'oba hil i xt ic Sc-archi ng,
The Probabilistic scu r ch ret r icvcx more or the rcl cvant rcfc rcnc: ..'s when
the output s izcs ~Ire the same.
The avcrugc extension or rill' users' I u crnru rc awa rencs s , ~lS
measured by the Exrcns ion Ratio is an index of the svs tcm» rct r icvul
pc rfo rmancc. The cornpa rut ivc tests dcs c rrbcd ill this thesis sugg~st thu t
irs retrieval pcrtorrnuncc could be improved hy using rile Probabilistic
rcchn iquo , and thut comparable, though not quite so good. ret r icv a l could
be obtained without indexing. by making usc or t ii l cs . The dctui l c-d results
also show that all rct ricvul techniques ret r icvc very much less t han 100% or
relevant references. and that the lise of scvc rul sca rch methods together
greatly improves the r ct r icval of relevant references,
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Mens!1 res ()r Ret riev~ll Perrormullcc rOI' Lei rgl' Systems ,1\ld an
Ov('r~111 EVL11uJtion of MEDLARS
I. J Information Rerrieval Systems
MEDLARS I J] is one of a number of 1<lrge Information Ret r icva l Systems.
each of which a ttcrnpt s to cover all current l itc raru re in its orca. Systems
exist for J wide vu ri ctv of subject arca s , iuc lucliug Chcrn ist rv 121. El c ct ricu l
Engi ncc r ing I :3J, LInd Nuclc~l r Sc icn cc I -+ I. MEDLARS (Meclic~t1 Lit c rurur c
Anul ys is and Rctr icvul System) attempts to include ~dl mcd ica l research papers,
indexing more than IHO.OOO journal rcfc rcnc c s per vcu r , without restriction 011
language or country of origin. Amongst orhc r services provided by these
svsrcms Is the 'Dcmnnd .Scu rcb ' se rvi cc: the Preduct ion of spec ia I bi hi iograph ic s
on demand. usually. but nor always. on u topic of interest to u pa r t icul a r rcscu rch
wo rkc r. The technical difficult ics as soc iarcd with Dcrnuud Sea rchcs can he
grouped under two hcacli ngs r-
(i ) The problem of processing the very large ouan t it ics of dat a at J
sufficiently higlt speed ro make searches cconom icult y possible, even if
cxpens ivc.
(i i) The problem of suppl y ing the user with u bibl i ogruphv which is
so s rna l l-u s not to overloud his dat a processing abil i rv. vet which c ontu ins
a lurge amount of useful info rrnu r ion . This will he called the problem of
achieving good Ret r i cval PerCor11lUI1Cl',
There is a distinction between Information Rct r icva l Systems or the MEDLf\RS
type. which process journal references. a nd Data Rct r icvat Systems. An example
of t hc l at rc r is a system which hu ndl cs the specifications of All Elect ric Motor's
c ommc rc m l t-, avu ilu bl c 1.:1-1. It is poxs i hl c to put u precise quest ion to ,1 0,-11;1
Rcr rtcvul system. and toget ,1 precise unswc r c rg. <111cl cc tr ic motors giving
- .) -
O. 7S h. p. ut 2.='00 r , p.m. 011 110 v. Tile MEDLARS system is not clcs igncd to
answer such Queries. It CUll provide u list of references which may have relevance
for a user's rCSCJ rch interest c. g. cornpuic r s imu lat ion of systems conta ining
Biogenic Arn iucs (MEDLARS sca rch no. 39.2:3). Such qu .st ions are nor precise,
nor can tile answer-s be so. Even the user may have doubts as ro whcr hcr a
reference is relevant, or useful. for his r cs eu rch. and he will probably revise the
judgements he docs make us his research progTcss('S.
L 2. Tile Evaluation of Ll rge Systems
La rgc Information Rci r icvul Systems JH~ s o expensive to consrruct and
opc ra t c, thar there a re seldom two or more systems for the same subject area
(al uiough several s ys t ern s may ove r l ap). Retrieval Po rfo r muncc cannot be
cvaluu t cd by compu r ing the svstcrn with others. for the l u c ruiu rc and the us crs
vary from subject to subject in ways that can <1l'i'ect Rcr r icva l Performance e. g.
the titles of papers on Chemist ry may be better dcs c r ipt ions of till.' content of
these papers than ore the titles of papers on Mcdi ca l subjcc is , Each large system
mu sr therefore be evaluated hy comparing it only with var ia nt s of itself. 01' by
directly ll1ei.lsul-ing'thc benefit" conferred on its usc rs . Both a pp rouchcs will be
used here. This Chapter develops a measure of the bcucfi t s to users of a
Retrieval System. and appl ies the measure to MEDLARS. Subsequent Chupr c rs
develop va r ianr s of the s tuncla rd MEDLARS Demand Sca r ch <IIII I compare them
with the standa rd form.
Much of rhc published research 0.11 the Eva luut i on of Rctr i cvul Systems has
involved spcc ia l l v constructed files of rhc order of 100 to 1000 rctc runcus r Sl.
The methods of evaluation developed for these smu l l files cannot he applied to I'-I rgc
systems; where tile file corn a ins several hund r cd thousand rcfc rcnccs . Where the
file is small. the system c an bl' t cstcd by making a request for information. and
then assessil1g the 'Relevance' of caeh referellce ill rile file to the request. A
2 x 2 rCJl;le can be rormeci:-
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Num bcr of References
suppl icd by system in
CJns wc r to (!U c ry
Number of References
ill rile bur nor supplied
in unswc r to query
Number of rcf'c renc cs
judgcd r'cl cvanr by
quest loner
Number of rcfc rcnccs
judged irrcl cva nr by
qucsr ioncr
y (x + ~!)
z (z + t )
(y + i)(x + 7.)
Fr om this iabl c many mca su rcs of retrieval pc rro rrnuncc have been defined 16].
x x
but the most widclv USL'd a re Recall Ratio = __ -
. x + y and Precision Ratio = x + z
Rccul l mcasu rcs the abi l it y of tile s yst cm to pr ovidc all r cl cvant rcfc rcuccs. and
Pr cc i s ion measures its a bi l ity to provide only rclcvanr rcfcrcnccs c. g. 171. Till'
values of x and zan.' L'LISY to obtain since they arc round when the questioner
eVJIULlt('S the rcrc rcnccs supplied ro him by the system. and in gcnc r.il the sum x + z
is not too IJ rge for inspect ion , ThL' value or y is CiU it c di f'{c ront . It cannot be found
unless rhe qucst ion c r assesses L'very reference in the file. Thus . although
Recall r
x
x + y can be mcasurcd when the file is small. it c.innor when the File is
large. Recall is thus i.I useful concept for discussion or ret r i cvu l techniques, but
not for mca su rcmcru or their cfIcct i vcn 'ss. Est imntcs or Rccul l call he used to
evaluate large systems only when the 'rcl iabil it y of rill' cxti mu t ion procedure CJIl be
dcmonst rur od.
I.J Relevonce LInd Recall EstimLltes
The concept of "r cl cvancc ' hu s been w idcl v criticised. The ass cs smcnt of the
rcl cvu nc c of a reference to a request vu r ics from judge to judge r HI. Since ~l
single index term CLIIl be regarded as a request. experiments showing indexing
- -t -
inconsistency I 9, JO, J 11 also show r cl cva ncc-u s scs smcnt incons isrcnc y. One
experiment on tile repeated indexing of 171 r ctc r cn 'es reported th~lt "SS papers
were indexed so differently (on the second occasion) that a correlation between
rho two instances was impossible." r J.2-I. In spite or valid criticism of tclcvunc c.
the consensus appears to be rhut "no practical alternative to the usc of relevance:
exists at the present time". I I:ll
Relevance judgements should be mode by the users of the system, nor by
system personnel nor by 'impart i a] judges' appointed by them. There is some
evidence that system personnels' judgements correlate well with each other, bur
not with the users' judgements I 141. and itis important to distinguish "relevant
to the cuc rv ~IS sratcd " from "relevant to the user's information need" r 15]. Only
the user call Llssess the loner and this is the rcl cva nc c which matters. Failure
to elicit the true need is at least partly the f,n.dt of the system. The results
nuorcd later in this chapter for the MEDLARS system a re ha sed 011 answe-rs which
users gave to qu cs rionnu irc-s , Two types were used: one us kcdf o r relevant/not
relevant jud gcrncnt s (Ncwc as rl c University scu rchc s). the other asked that
references be judged relevant onlv if the user intended to consult the: full text
(N. L. L. searches). Judgements were based on a print of Title. Author, Journal
Rctcrcnc o. and Index Terms. No uhst ruct s Of texts wen: provided. but
r'cl cvancc assessments based on absrru crs or t it l c s llwy not be very different 116. 17-1.
Degrees of Rcl cva ncc we re 110t used. All rhc mcusu rcs of rctri cva l effectiveness
discussed below cu n he calculated using degrees of relevance if such dat a is
ava ilabl c , For each measure the number-s of relevant r cf'c rcnccs would be rcpl ac cd
by slims of relevance-weights.
Recall has been described as all "a bs olurc" mcu su rc of ret r icva l cfIcc t i vcncs s .
dependent only on the retrieval t cchn iquc and the file, III filet this is nor so, for
the relcvance-8ssesslllcnls determine Rccul l and ihcv a re best mudc by system-users.
- ...., -
For Iurge files only [In cst imat c of Rccul i f s possible. <J1ll1 then the value obtained
depends upon the c st imut ion procedure also. The bu rclcn or proof t hat an
c sri mar ion p roccdu rc is reliable rests 011 those who usc it. Some of the procedures
used a re reviewed below.
Method I. Source Document Method 1 18. ] 9,20, 2lJ
Take 100 rctc rcnce s from the file, and for each reference devise a query
to wh ich the reference is relevant. These references a r c known a s "source
documents". Perform the lOa searches. The number of sca rchcs which retrieve
thci r sou rcc document is the perc 'ntage RecDII. This method has been c r i: i c i scd
in detail r n. n, .24, 25. 261. The important objection is that quest ions based on
info rmut ion needs. 111e source docum cru s a re more closelv rcl at cd to the questions
pa rt icul a r rcfc rcnccs an: different in cha ructc r [tom queries that a r isc frorn
than is normal .. Tile Rcca l l csr imat c is likely to -bc an over cst imut c of tile
pc r Ior mancc at' the system with gelluine «ucst ions ,
Method 2. Single-term m.u ch 1 :q
Assume thar uny rol cvan r rcfc renc c \ViII have ell Icust one index-term ill com m on
with till' User's ouc rv , Then the value of '! (= IlO. of relevant rctc r cnccs not
ret r icvcd bv the system) CUll be Iound bv a ss css ing only cl subset of the lil c . This
method ignores the effect of ~Iddillg further indcx -t c rms to the user's query to widen
its scope. Even if the S('~I rch hu s been wcl l vfo rrnulurcd . cl(klit i onal terms may
rcrricve lllany relevallt rdcrellcL's. Tilese terms migill well have been omitted
from the Cluery ill the expectcllioll that- tiley would rl'l rjeve too IlWIlY i rrclcvullt
refercJlces. The (..'s[ill'lute is cleclrly all upper-bound to the t rlle recall. The degree
of over estil1lcltioll is ullkllown.
- 6 -
Method :3. Ext rupolut cd Singl c-r cr m match 127-1
Repeat each search scvc ru l limes. gradually widening irs scope hv relaxing
the structure (e.g. replacing logical ~rs by or's) but not adding ...lily new index
terms, until the search becomes :J single-term march between rof c rcnc cs and
qucsr i on. Plot a graph of the number of rcl cva nt references ret ricvcd ugu inst
the corresponding Precision Ru r io . c. g.
No. of Relevant
Rcfc ronc os
Ret r ievcd
o
c
x
!-3
x
A
x
100% Prucis ion
A is the point obta ined for the original search, As irs scope is widened points
E, C. 0 arc obtained. 0 represents D single-term match.
The poi nrs a re joined by :J smooth CLi I've whi eh is cxr ru pol a ted (by eye) back
to the zero-Precision line. The point of intersection E with thcficl cvaru references
axis gives the t ot a l number of rel cvuut references in the sys tcm .
An immediate objection to this procedure is that the ox r ru pol a t i on of curves
of cxpe r imcm a l data r'cqui r cs assumptions about the shape of rhc cu rvc ill tile
region of cxt rupol at ion. TIl<: im po rra nt objection. us with Method 2. is that
rel axing the st ruc ru ro of a que rv is not the onlv means 01' widening its scope.
Method 4. Sample File 1 28]
Use <J sample, preferably a random s~nnpll'.· 1'01" tile cvu lua t ion. Unf'o rrunut cl y
this requires sample sizes wh ich may still be lOO large for the user to assess,
for example. MEDLARS hu s u fi l c of app rox i rna t .l v 7.')0,000 references.
Supposing that of these rcfc rcnccs . 7.')0 are relevant to ,J ouc rv . the expected
number of r clcvarn references in <J random sampl c of 1000 is only onc , Thus even
- 7 -
a sampl c 01.' 1000 references would give an insensitive cs t imarc of Rcc al l . and
if it conru i ncd no rcl cva nr rcfc rcnc cs it could give no cs t irna tc .
Method 5. Union 0[' Outputs r 29~1
When comparing scu rch techniques. assume that al l the r cl cvant references
'-I re ret ri cvcd by one or other tcchn inuc , Again this gives an upper-bound to the:
true Recall. It p roduc es JJl cspcc ia l l y high ovc r-cst imurc when al l the techniques
do bad] y.
Met Ilod 6. Us er -aLi grncnt ed Hec al L I :30. :3 I]
Assume: rhat all relevant rcfe r cnc cs are ci rhc r known already to the: system
user. or a re found hy rhc system. This cun lead ro u gross ovc r+cs t i ruut c of
Recall. In the cxpe r imcnr cited, three oua r t cr s of users knew no relevant references
other than those: retrieved by rile .sys tcrn , This contributed 10 all ;_:VC1'~lgCRcca l l
est imat c of 94%.
Method 7. Rccall-b<.L c [:3Xj
This is superficially similar to method 6 hut docs not require the: assumption
that the: system user is supc rl arivcl y wcl l+ info r mcd . For cuch search <"1
"Recall hasc " is formed of rcl cvu nr references u l ready known by tile us e r or found
for him by I l bru r iu ns , - The pc rccnt agc of the Rccull basc ret ricvcd by the: system
is r a kcn ~IS :J1l estimate of Rccul l . There is IlO assumption that tile RecL11i hase
contains all rcl cva ru rcf'c rcnc cs. II is assumed that the proportion of the Rccul l
base rct r icvod is equal to the proportion of' a l l rclcvuru rcfc rcnc cs retrieved. This
estimate or Rcc al l will be: called the "Cons is t cnc y Ra t io ". to r all the rcfc r cnc cs
known to the user should be retrieved unless the s vst ern us c r LIIllI the indexer Lire
inc orrs is tcnr with each other in ihci r us c of' index terms, or the s ysr cru-us c r rears
that the LIscOI' a tc rrn would give: low Precision.
- H -
Thus an crnpts to cstirnut c ReGJII involve assumptions which 11l,1Y not he
true. and publication of performance figures including Recall cs i inuu cs does
not end spccul at ion about the performance or the system. b.u s rurt s spccul at ion
about the rcl ia bil itv of the estimation procedure, 11l(: Prcc is iou Ratio can
always be found. but by itself ncit hc r Precision nor Rccu ll is impo rranr ,
Retrieval is tile process of filtering the few r cl cvu n t n:fL'rel1u:s out of a ti l c
which is ma inl y i r rcl cvaru . To evu l uu t e the process the yield unci concentration
of relevant references in tile product must be cons idc rcd rogcrhc r ,
1.4- The Extension R~1tio
Even when RecD11 can be mca su rcd it ignores the rclut ionship between the
file and the syst cm-uscrs , Rct r icvul of all rcl cvam references in tile file only
No, of ReiL'v,lnt references
known to user before sea rch III x= a + m
provides info rmuri on for the user if the covcrugc is high. or rhc document
collection arises from literature wh irh the user does not no r mo l l y check.
Some indox of rhc extension of tile USC)'S knowledge is ricc cs su rv, 1\ 2 x :2 t abl c
C<1n be dcfincd.>
No , of Relevant
rcfc rcru-cs not
round by system
No. of Relevant
rcfc ronc es round
by system
No. of Relevant references
no! known to user before
s ca rc h ,
b ? ?
(I) x has the sumc value us in tile: :2 x 2 t abl c or I. I
(~) ? is used (or 'qUJIl! it ics which cannot be found
number he knew before, i.e. e =
a +b+m
a+111
(It is iJ1teresting to note
- 9 -
One possible mca su rc of the extension of the user's knowi c Igc is the ratio
of the number of relevant r cf'c rcncus he is awu rc of after the sea rch to the
t ha r the inverse of c is an estimate of the user's Rcc al l lIsing method 6 of
1.2. '"TI1US c is both a n arithmetic and logical inverse of the Rcc al !
erect. , a+l>+mThe Lise or c = ------ as an index of extension surfers from rh;:
a + In
estimate obtained by method 6).
In general. tile higher the va l uc of e , the greater is tile sc r v ic c given to
the user bur there is <'H1important exception. Queries a re sometimes put by
users who know no relevant rcfc rcnc cs and hope they are nor going to Ii nd any,
e.g. to check that there is no reported instance of a given drug caus ing » pa rt icular
disadvaJ1tage t har cis undofiucd when 110 relevant references arc known or found.
and c is infinite when none arc known bur' some arc Iound . This dil'ficulty may be
avoided by adding one to numcrur or and dcnom inut o r , Since the ratio is al wu vs
greutc r than or equal to one it is a l so convenient to subt ru ct one from it. Then
a new index E ca n bc.dcfi ncd a:-;:-
E ==
u+h+m+1
a + m + l - I
b=-----
<.1 + m + I
cqu n , (ul)
E is 110ta monotonic t run s Io r ma t i on of e. since the values of ' (or small (a + m)
~1 re reduced by Cl g rcurc r fu cr o r tl1<111f'o r l a r~'e (a + 111). Wilen a + m == O. E takes
L1value equal to the number of rcl cvunt rcfcr cnc cs found by the system. When
(<.1 + rn) is I<'lrge, E is approximately the ra ti o of new relevant references found
to the number known already. It measures the ubil it y of the system to multiply
the relevant references known to the users. This p ropoxcd mL'L1SUre was mentioned
in J report on the British MEDLJ\RS system 1 :3:3.1 and D s i m il ar mca su rc called
rite Novelty Ratio. in an cvu lu ar ion of ihe American MEDLARS system [:32J.
The importance of the Novelty Ru t i o was not recognised. It was assumed tiwi its
VLlIUC was high when USers knew few relevant rcrcr cnccs , and low when they knew
b
It is natural to expect that till: rat io F = -----L.l+lll+.1 will he 1<1rge when
- lO -
munv. The properties of E cl re not so simple .
.I. S Properties or the Extension R<1tio E
Consider two us c rs . R and Q, wi til tile sumcIntc rcs t s . The same sca rch
(a + m) is smell I and conversely.. III so Ia r as (a + m) is an index of the user's
awareness of the literature, the larger it is the smaller tile multiplication or his
reference list. However. it is dcs ir ablc rhar E should huvc soruc measure or
inva r ianc c 10 vo r ia t ions in the stringency or the user's a sscss rncnt ur relevance
which is a l so reflected in the value of (J + m). To invcs rigut c the properties of E
a simplified model is used.
Property I: Inva r iuncc to Vari,HiollS til the Stringellcy or Relev<.lllL'e J\ssessrllcilt
CLlIl be performed for both, I'tel' tile scurch l ct R look through till' references
srr ingcn i view oJ relevance be expressed as a constant p robuhili t y p that he
judged relevant by Q (whcrhe r Iound by till' system or by Q). Let R's more
will accept as relevant Ll part icul ar reference judged rcl cvant by Q,
Tlen the Extension Ratio ror Q is E
Q
. where
n
cqun (a:2)F+L
where Q knew F relevant rcfc rcnc cs bcfor c the search und tile search tound
b cqun. (,d)
unorhe r 13 rcl cvant rcfc rcnccs . No r cfcrcncc c ount ing t owa r ds 13 c ount s towards F
or vice versa. Si ru i lu r l y let the E u cns ion Rut io for R be ER' whc rc
r + I
t hcn band f <'1 re ru ndorn VLlr iabl cs and clre independent. Thus the Expected Value
cqun . (o-J.)
= Bp,
k=F
~
k=O
I
k F-k
P (I - p)
k + J
(F)whc rc k is till' binomi<.l1
L' Ol:i'" i c ien t
- 1 1 -
B [ F + i],-(I -p)= F+
F+I
= EQ r I - (I - p) 1 cqun (as)
Thus ,(ER) ~ EQ 8~ P-?' I, j nd a Iso as F --?-00. The Expect cd Value
of ER is equal to )(EQ where till' value of j( for diffe rcut c ombi nan ons of p and F
is given in rhc rubl ct «
Valul;:S of
Vnlues
p
p = O. :2,~ P = O. .sO p = 0.90
of F
F = j 0.-1-:374- O. 7,~00 0.9900
F = 2 0.S700 0.8750 0.<.)1.)90
F = ,,) 0.8210 0.984-1- 1.0000
F=JO O. 9,~77 0.9995 1.0000
F =20 0.9976 1.0000 1.0000
F =50 I. 0000 1.0000 I. 0000
p, = 1DO 1.0000 I. 0000 1.0000
The Vu r iu nc o zu' FR can a l s o be c a l cul at cd ,
)
It is ~R - where
i
'f"R Fir + J~ (J - p) - (I - p)
~ F+I-i
j =o .
An upper hound can. he found to rile slim
I
(I - p)
F + 1 - by replacing it with iJ
[
F+J2
I-(I-p) .
i = 0
gcornct ric progression having a common rar io cqu.rl t~) the ma x imu m of the rat io
of adjacent terms in the o r igi nul sum. Thus.
- 1:2 -
F
~
1 ::: 0 :2p- I
i
(J - p) J i:2 (l - p) < F 1+< equn (07)F+JF + J - i
Hence, 2< :2\rR EQ
[
1-- P
( --T3 + p) r + 1 2]- (1 - (I - p) ), equ n (aH)2p - I
So B can be
.)
The case of T3:::0 is trivial s incc then EQ ::: ER ::: 0 and ~R :::0 .
assumed ~ J. Then
'2 < 2 [1~ E 1p -
, R Q
2]F+l-(1 - (I -p) .) eqUJ1 (a9)
Thus,
'\rR the cocff ic icnr of vu r iu ri on rends to zero iJS P tends 10 1, ~11ll1
E
tends to Q 2(1 - p)
2p - I
as F tends ro oa . , '. . 1The appa rcnt mt mu y at p > 2'
is nor Significant', for it result S from the gross approx imur ion in cqun (07).
Another equally valid upper bound suggest» an infinity ar p::: 1/:3 etc. A table
of values based on cC]Ul1 (a9) is given. hut needs cu reful int c rp rctu ti on since the
values of the bounds 'on arc gross ovcr-eslinwtes.
Values of
p
p :::n. 70 p = 0.80 p :::0.90Values
or F
F= 1.300 O. R6:)2 0.,')1%
['::: .2 J • ..:47 0.8262 0.51 L9
F= :; 1.126 0.8166 0.5000
F::: 10 I . 22.=; 0.8166 0.:=;000
F ::: ,:;0 1.22,"; 0.H166 O. ,:;000
F= 100 1.225 0.8166 0.5000
- I') -
F
' ~ (E )
rom tile: tables ot JP R /EQ V'and R/EQ it C~11l be seen iha: for p la rgcr
than 0.;) and F l argc r than 2 the expected value of the Ext ens ion Ratio for R is
close to the Ra rio to r Q. Low pond F give fairly high relative srundu rd
deviations. Thus. for several usc rs with the same interests, va r ia t ion in the
stringency of rel evunce as scs srncnt should not cause Clny cons ist cnr va r iati on in E.
belt when the re are few r clcvunt r'efcrcn ces known before the searches, or ILl rgc
differences in stringency, there ma v be a scatter of values or E.
Prop(_'rt V II: Inverse retati onshi p to user's k_l1owledge of rhe Ii tcr<Jtu re
Let several users denoted by suhsc ripti (i = J, 2.. ,.) have idcnt ica I relevance
judgements but varying knowledge of the l i rc rutu rc , If cl s inglc search is
pc rfor mcd. and (lie results subm irt cd to each user, they must dgrec on which
.rcf'crcnc cs arc rol cva nt , ;"1J1dupon the t oiu l. T, 0(' relevant rcfc rcnc cs , The
Extension Ra ti c for the i rh usc r IS
E. =
I A· + M, + I.I .I
= cqun «(/ 10)
A, + Mj + II
wlicrc Ai = no. or relevant r cfc r cn cc s rct r icvcd, which usc r knew ul rcudy
M, = no. of relevant' rcrc rcnccs known to user. which the system failed
I3i :::no. of rcl cvant rctc rcnccs r ct r icvcd, which u sc r did not know
ro ret r icvc,
The Conx is tcnc v Ratio. used as an c st irnut c..• of Recall in method 7 is Ci, where
cqu Il (a I I)
c. =
I
A,
l
A, + M,
I I.
Putting F.::: A. + M, the number of rcl cvunt refc]'cllc's known before the sca rch ,
I I I
and combining- cquns (a 10) and Cl J i). gives
E, =
1 cqu Il (cl L2)
- 1-1- -
The maximum value of C
i
is the minimum { I. T IF} and the minimum value
of C. is zero. Thus tile points (Ei. I') lie between the curvesI
E = T L' qu 11 (:l l:l )F+J
and
{
T-F
F+
cqun (cl 14)E = I11<JX
E);{"ension
Ratio E
F
All points (E F,) lie within the shaded area.
1 I
The shaded band is widest at F = T when the (vcrt icul ) widt h Is
T
T+ I
For MEDLARS the rncdi an va lue of T is ....:~;'). The ba nd is narrow rcl at i vc to its
ma x imurn he ight ~llx~ve the Faxis. Thus for users with the sa rn c concept of
relevance the Extension Rat io is inversely proportional to tile number or rcf'c rcncus
known before the scarch .
The rcl at ion IX.:tWL'L·nthe Consistency Rut io and the Extension Ruti o can he seen
trorn c qun ('1 12). E"1Ch va luc or C. till' Cuns ist cnc v Ratio, definL's an E - F
curve, EFc' lying between the two boundu ry curves, and t hc fruc t ion of the vc rt icu l
l iric ubovc FF is C. i .v. C=XYc
XZ
in rh c rigu re.
- l::i -
Fa m i l v of .u rvc-: rr :E = T-CP
C
P + 1
F=T/e p
Thus, Jo r users who agree on relevance. and who know the same number of
references beIore u search, the higher the Consis tcnc y Ra t io (R(x;_JlI Estimate),
the lower the Extension Rutio,
Property 101' the Ext ens ion Rati o suggests rhar were the users of ;_)s ys rcn:
equally well informed, then the vul ucs or their Extension Ratios would exhibit
no s ysrcmat ic dependence upon the nurn bc r or r cl cvunt references tha t each user
knew before his sca rch. The svs t 'm would be more succcs sful Oil some occ ns ions
than on othc r., , cuusi ng the (E. P) points to be s ca tt cr cd about J ho riz ontul line.
If users we re c qua l l y sr r ingcm ill their definitions of re-levance. Property II
~I'
suggcsrs that (E. F) points would lie close to the curve E = F + I (wh c rc T
is the rorul number of relevant references ret r icvcd by J sca rch). Si nc c values
of T would d i ffc r [o r different searches, the (E. F) points would each lie ncur
T
their particular E = ---
F+I
cu rvc ,
E
Fa mil v 01' E = T cu rvcs for va r iou- T.
I:
~I
- 16 -
Since the users have cqual lv stringent nor ions of r-elevance. the value of T for
a pa rt icul a r search depends only on the system performance, not 011 the parr icul n r
user who makes t.he: r cl cvu nc c as scs sm cnr s . Thu s the values of T should not be
svst cmu i ica l l y rcl arcd t o the values of F which do depend Oil the users. Thus the
p robabil iry -dis t ri but ion for T. P(T) depends upon the cha ra ctcr is t i cs of the system
but is the same Io r each user. what cve r the value of P. Hence the Expected value
of the Extension Ratio for a part icu lu r value of F is t (Er) where
'e (E ) =
~ F
~(T)
F+J
c qu n (.1 1;)
and the p r obabil h y di st rIbut io» of E for u pa r ucular value of F is r(E
F
) where
peE ):::: P ( ~)
F F+.l =
peT)
F + 1
Thus the distr ibut ion of (E, F) points for c quu l l v stringent users should be a wedge
shaped scu t t e r sloping down <.1S F inc rca scs , The rna in interest in <'1 plot of
experimental da tu onto an E-F graph, apa rt from irs dcs c r ipt ion of s ysr cm-
performance. is to dctc rrn inc which cffcc r is p rcdom i na nt - cquu l l y st r ingcn: (wedge
shaped) or cqua l l v well informed (rectangular shape).
1. 6 An Evaluation of MEDLARS ill I3rit~lin
MEDLARS is a t vpic a! I<Hge-scal ' i nfo rmat iou ret r icvu l system, Ea eh V<.:Jl:
app r oxi m a t c l v 180.000 references covering tile whole of Mcdi cinc a re indexed ut
the Na t ionu l Ll b ru rv of Mcd ic inc. Wi.lshington D.C. The primary purpose is the
p roduc u on of Inde-x Medicus.a printed listing of titles. each title being listed under
an avc rugc of three Subject Hcuclings . As a by-product mugncr ic tapes are produced
I isling an average of nine index terms (Subject Headings) clgainst each t it l c , The
corrput c r version thus ha s ;l much greater depth of indexing t h...111 the printed Index
- 17 -
Mcdi c us , but tile extra Headings are. in gcnc rul . less impo rtunt content
indicators t han the printed Headings, These magnct ic t upcs arc scarc hcd at
computer ins tu l l a t ionj in several countries [33.:3..J.1. The data presented below
is for sea rch ing performed at Ncwcu st! c Univc r s it y for Br i: ish us c r s of the system.
The standard search technique compare-d each reference with a logical (or Bool can)
expression of index terms e. g.
Mil.k a nd (Goats or Cows)
would ret rrcvc references on cows milk ..ind on go,.its mill" All results in this
Chapter an: for such "Boolcan ' sca rchcs .
Results from 211 NLL MEDLARS searches and 104 Nc-wc as t l c Un ivcr s iry
MEDLARS searches a re shown, (Na ti ona l Lending Library (NLL) sca rchcs were
bas eel on rcqu csrs r cccivcd by t el cphonc und lcu cr. Ncwcn st le University scu rchcs
we re formulated at interviews. each interview taking up to one hour),
Graph I. Extension R,ltio v Precision Rurio, It might have hccn expected that
high Extension would be achieved in searches having low Precision, In fact no such
inverse relationship cxi st s . Nor is there a positive rclu t ion.
Graph 2. Consistency R,ltio (Recall Estim,ltc) v Prec.ision Ru t io , This is a
sc au c r d iagru n: for individual sca r chcs and is equ ival cnt to Fig. 1-+(p. 12(~ or
the Am cr icu n MEDLARS test I :321. It has been f rcqucntl v suggested le.g. in 351
that an "inverse r cl at ion exists between.Recall and Pr cc isiou what .ve r the vu riubl c
muy he that is changed", This is a lrnost a tautology if the only vu r iut ion permitted
is the strict 11,1 rrowing or widening of t hc sea rc h formulation. II' the s cari-h I1<1S
been well-formulated so that in irs na r r-rwcs: form it uc h icvcs its highest Precision.
then the stu tcrncnr quorcd is tautologous for vn r iat i ons in the scu rch specificity.
MEDLARS permits three sub. ca rchcs for each search. each strictly' narrower
than its p rcdcc css or , By aVl'Llging results over <til Ii r s i -uubs cu rchcs . then over
all sL'cond-subscarche:-;, etc .. th rcc (Rcca l l . Precision) points cu n be plotted
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(fig. 7 page 78 of I: :321). which exhibit an inverse r clu ti ou . This. however.
mere! y shows that on average the Ame r ic an MI',DLA R sea rchcs wc r , well-
fo r mu lut cd ,
It would be of grca ter inrc rcsr and Jmporta nc c if iL could be shown that searches
achieving a high Rcc ...il l did so at the expense of low Precision LInd vice vc r s...r
In so far as Consistency is 0 good cs urn.n c or Rccu ll , this effect, if it exists,
would show in Graph 2. It do's not. Indeed. the IO'k or points in the high
Precision - low Consistency quarter indir arcs <.1 loose positive rcl ution between
Consistency and Pr'ecis inn.
Thus. cithc r Consistency is 110r a good estimate of Rcc.i ll . or there is 110
"t rudc+off" between Rccu l l and Precision. or both hypotheses a re wrong. It \V,IS
arguco u bov c , Oil t hcorcr ic a l grounds. that Cons ist cnc y \\I,IS nor cl good cxt imut c
or Rcc ...il l . Tile "t radc-off" hypothesis ma y well al so be wrong. Except in tile
c i rcu rnxt anc cs where the hypothesis is t ...rut ol ogous or nca rl y so i.e. wh 're the
only permitted variation is in sca rch spcc if ic it v , J positive rclut ion is reus on ...iblc.
For example, for one s ca rch the vocuhul a ry may le m o rc suunbl c than for unothc r
or the sca rch writer may undc r st and the problem hct t - r , 111 such cas's. tile
variation between searches call produce <.1 positive: r .l a t i on between R .cu l l und
Prcc i s ion.
Since [or large operational systems R 'c,i11 is n .vc r known. ;.lilY relation involving
Recall must rcrnainu martc r to r conjecture .. cr tu i nl y Gruph 2 C~11l not prove om;
exists. However, Gruph -does slIgg'st Cl pos it ivc rclu i ion between ons isrcncy
and Prcc is ion.
Graph :3. Consistency v Se,ll'cil Number. Til 're WLIS 110 mu rk 'd improvelllcnt in
~lsistellcy performance duri.ng tile period of the test.
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Graph. 4. Extension v Seun.:h Number. There \v~IS 110 111<11keel improvement
in Extension performance du r ing tile period of tile t 'st.
Graph ,"i. Extension R,Hio v Consis ellc~' R(]tio (I 'enll Estil11~ll ,)
Extension mcasu r: ...'s the ability of the system to provirlc n 'W relevant rcf'c rcnc es .
Cons is rcncv measures its abi l it v 'to retrieve known rcl cvu nt references. If the
• .: I
Extension Rur io rose and fell with the COllsislCnciy Ratio, the lu u cr could be
regarded as a good index of rct r icva l ctfic icncy. nor because it WJS a good cst imutc
of Rccul l , but beG1USC it reflected, ill Cl single lTle'ISU 1'<,:, both the Extension a nd the
Cons is tcncv, The graph shows rha t t his is nor so, nor is then: ~llly obvious trade-
off relation. The two rarios a ppca r to measure fu ndu rncnt a l l dirfc rcnt a spccts of
retrieval performance.
J\ measure of retrieval pc rfur mu nc c inevitably carries with it an impl ica t i on that
the l11e;JSUre should be maxim iscd , Tot a l- Rcca l l is ohviously bcrrc r than pa rtia l
RecDII in the a bs cn ce of any a ccompan ying ciisuclv:Illtages such LIS high .r .ost s or
lower Precision. Exrcns ion and Cons istcnc y ,IS III .usu rcs. must he cvaluurcd in
this light. The ac h icvcrncnt of higher Consistency Ra t ios is Cl usctul .xc rc isc in
the training or s ca rch writers, but it c onf TS no' benefits on the users. The
uscfu l ncs s of a retrieval system. to its uscr« should be 111eUSUI"c:dby somc rorrnulu .
which shows howmuch bcrrc r off the a re uft er using the svst cm , Ext .ns ion i.s
one such measure. MEDLARS pc rf'o'r mu nc c wa s th 'r ,rore cvu lua t '<I ill t' '1'111S )f
Extension. Since IlO r ru dc=off between Ext .nsion L1II(1PI" .c is ion W~IS evident in
Graph I, it is possible FO quote rill' Ext ens ion Rati o without qua l i l'vi ng it with 'I
Precis ion Ratio. It tol l ows that MEDLARS I' 'll'i 'vul P'I'I'OI"I1lLIJlCC 'un Ii ilSS 'ss 'cl
hy inspecting Graph 6 ~llonc.
Graph 6. Extension RLltie> (E) v No. or Rell'v,lnt RlJerl'l1l' 'S kl10vvll to
Sc ..lrch (F). For purposes of clarity this Graph is c11'41wnto 011' s '~lle 1'01' r~ 5
and to allother for F }:=;. This retaills ,1.' 1l1~llly inclividu<.t1 points LIs possibl' to
avoid ony loss of inJormLlt ion.
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To interpret Graph 6 it is useful to r cst arc br icfl y th ' rhco r .t icul points
mudc earlier ill this Chapter. Thcs c \~:etc:
(i) For users with cqual l y sr r ingcnt notions of rcl cvunc c , the: p robahil ity
--
di srr ibut ion of E for <1 pa rticulu r value of F is P(E
F
) where
P(Ep) = P(T)
F+I
ami P(T) is the p robuhi l it v d ist r i hut ion or T, the t ot al
number of relevant references retrje'vec!/ulld ill p.i rt icul a r till' C:XPCCW1.iOIl
~ (T)
F+l
(ii) For us cr s who a re equally wct l+Jnf'o rmcd . the expected vul uc or E is
app rox imat cl v invariant under changes in F so that
.) (El') = constant.
III both c i rcu m st anc cs the va r iu nc c m ay be high. These two cf Icct s ,11'C both
ope rut ing, (.111(1 Graph 6 shows (1 scatter of points which doL'S not fit cit hc r or
thcs chyporhcitcn] s ituut ions but lies sorucwhur bet we '11 i.e., the Gruph po int s
arc such that tile uvcr.igc E for particular F, }\(E
F
) cl xl incs ~IS F inc rcu s cs
but not so tust as to be inversely r cl a t cd ro F + I. The avcrugc cxi cusi on is given
below for bancls of F. Bands nrc chosen to be wide l'llough to c ont a in sufficient
points. To the nearest 0.::' tile a vc rugcs <1 re
Banci or F a I 2 :3 -* 579~ 13" J 7-'1 2 1-'1 25~ 4:)~ 6,:;-' 8S'" 105.... US
A ve rugc NLL 8. s 2 -+ 4 5. ~ 2 2 1.5 ! 1 I I O.S a.s o.s
s ca rchcs~ --~
Ncwca st lc 1.4 6 .s,5 :3 ' -+ :3 5.5 2 ') - 2, ,::; ') - ') - I O. ,:; n. ,--.:) -,:) -, ,,,,)
searches I
II' the "couall y sr r ingcnt ' crI' 'ct were til' onl v OIlC p rcxcnt i h« (tv 'I-Jgc E
would be cut ro one sixth of its Init Iul value bv tl c time F = 5. Tilis
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and s im il arl y A(E ) = t A(E
60
) etc., . 120
From the table it can be seen that in the range 0 ~F~,') ihc average does
follow an approximately inverse curve cspcciall.y for 1'\C''vV C;'I S t I ,- I'() r m ul L1 t eel
searches. In this range the pr cdom inanr effect is the "equally srr ingcnt " cff'ccr.
The users' lirc ratu rc-uwa rcncs s seems to d ic rut c how 1ll<.I1lY relevant rcfc rcnc cs
they know before the sca.rch. 'The very high ext ens ion ratios in th is range thus
-r'cfl cct the users ignorance' LIS well ns the capability of the svs tcrn .
.For F ~ s. A(Ep) dccl incs much more slowly than would LIIl inverse cur e.
Tile "couul l y stringent" effect is 11111l'Il less ma rked altllOugll still evident. Over
the range 5~F~ 100 till' value of A(Ep) declines to about /5 or its initial vu l uc.
An inverse curve would decline to 1/1701' irs initial vu luc , Thus Jor F~ S
the nu mbc r ()f rete rcnc es known bv rhc user bcfo re the SCD rch does not mea su r o
directly his awu rcncs s of the l it cruru r«.
Anothe-r approach to assessing the relative i mpo rtu nc c of the two cfI .ct s is
to calculate; J least" s qu a r os r cgrcs xion l inc
E-·a+ f3
F+
where Cl and {J a re constarus to he chosen by the least
sq'lfJ"tcs method. Til' vul uos of Cl [In 1 fJ indicate
rcspccr ivcl y the relative importance of the "c [uul l y informed" and " .quul l y
xt r i ngcnt " cf'Icct s . This lISC'S tile l cu st soua rcs III .i hod te pr odu .c ~I sumrnu ry
statistic (t hc CLI rvc E ~ ~l +_j}__). Since t bc r c is Ill) r '[lson for the ,r<lph points
F+I
to be on or ncar <J I i nc , it is mcun ingl cs s ro .a l culut ' 111 '~ISLlI""(,S of til ' guotinl'ss-
of-fir (or significance) of this n.:gTL'ssioll I inc. R 'gr 'ssioll I ill's W 'I" cnlclIli.llcd
for sever,1I subsets or data points <111<1arc display 'd.in thl' t;'1111
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All scorches
E = 1.280 + 8.177 (2,87)
F+l
All NLL s cu rchcs All New 'LIstie SC'Drchcs
E 1.045 + 7.015 (1,88)
F + 1
E = 1.624 + 10.91 (6 87)
F + 1
E = 1.784 + '6.088
F+l
E = 0.00 + U.:-:3 E = 1. 77 + 16. S8
F+I
E =0.598+ 12.09
F + .1
(7, 77)
(:36, 77) F+
(100,100) (5,6.1 )
The figu rcx in bruckct s show the minimum and mux irnu m pc rccnragc or E
a t t r ibutnbl c to t h c inver-se term in the upp rop r iat c range 0(' F. These: rcg rcxs ion
l in cs can be: misleading. For (,XLII1lpic, the l inc for Ncwca st l c searches with
F ~ S has a c on sranr term of 1.77 and thus declines us yrnproi icul l y to iha t vul uc ,
This value is th rce times t hc corresponding one for till' NLL scu r .hcs , Howcvc r ,
110 c onc lus ions should be drawn from this as rill' highl')' value or the us yrnprotc is
produced partly by the SC,l rc it y of darn points rr)111 Ncwcns tl ' io r which F > 80,
In fact for F> 80 neither Ncwcu st l c nor NLL ach icvcd Fxt cn s ion ru t i ox higher
Ihan onc , The regression l iucs must be cons ide red with till: data points they
summarise.
Simply by cons idc riug aVl'rLlge's A(E
F
) it wus SL'l'n that the" -qual st r innont
cffcc r was predominant for F 11'sS ih.m about ,5. For till' New .u st lc xcu rch 's,
the constant term in the rcgrcs sion (1'01' F ~ 5) is zero, whi ch u l xo shows tint this
cflcc t prcdominatcs. For the NLL searches the 1·~grl'ssi()ll lin' gives less cl .a r
evidence. tile constanr term to r tl1~ r~ 5 line being' non-zero, a nd in 1'<'1(.:1grL'dt-~r
than t hc constant term for thc F ~ 5 1inc., Til ' pc rc cnrug 's or E u u r i bu tu bl c to,
the inverse term ;1180 give a guide to the rc l a t ivo irnpo rtuncc of rh ' LW) '1'1' 'CIS.
t\gain the inverse' effect is much more imporrunt in tile nlnge' O~ r'~~ thun in F~ 5.
F~ s
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The results for the Newcastle searches show higher Ext ens ion Ru r ios t hun
for the NLL sca rche s. The di ff'c rcnc cs between the two groups of searches.
which cou l d affect the Ext cn sion Ratio a re given ill the tabl ':
NCWCJ srle SeC]rches NLL Seu [L'hes
(I) COI1t;1ct between user and SCiHCil- (1) Cont a ct between user Jill! s ca rch-
writer was by pc r sona l intc rv icw. writer was by post unci by telephone.
(:2) Oucst ionnu j re asked rha r IlCW (..!) Qucstionnai rc uskcd ihar I1'W
II rei evant" rcfc rcnccsfound by "relevant" references be ma rkcd ,
ME 0 LJ\ RS be 111<.1 r ked on all only if the user intended ro obtuin
evuluari on sheet provided. the full text.
(:3) MEDLARS service cus il v ava i lublc (:3) Conrac r withMEDLARS only after
, I
being opc ra tcd on the campus. us c r had consulted his own l ibru r ia n .
All three differences tend to produce higher Extension Ratios for Ncwcusr l c
• L
scar chcs . Difference (I) tends to make Ncwca s tl c sca rchcs bcn c r [o rmul a rcd.
U) depresses the number of rel cvunt references fou nd by MEDL RS for NLL
users, without depressing the num bc r of relevant ref 'I' .nc cs tlwy ul rcady knew,
ami (J) tends to make the NLL users more iJW"1J"e of till' l i t c rutu rc before their
MEDLARS sea rch,
MEDLARS rct ricval pcrf'o rrnunc c is su mm aris 'd in i hc t abl c bel ow, which
shows tile Jvcrage Extension Ratio for vu r ious bunds of F (Ext .ns ion Rut io to
ncar est 0.5).
F 0-+0 I ...,I. .=:, til IJ "6:) 65 +
Newcastle 14,0 5.0 :3.5 2.5 O. ,-
NLL 8.5 :3.5 1.0 1.0 0 ..')
MEDLARS EXTFNSIOI' R:\' '[OS
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Chapter 2. Proballi listic Searching
2.1 Coordinate Indexing
In irs simplest form, Coordinate Indexing locates each refcrence a t a
unique point in a space whose coordinate directions represent index terms.
This space may be finite dimensioned ("usc a restricted Voc aublur y") or
infinite dimensioned (e. g. frce-language indexing). The coordinates arc
orthogonal. i. c. the application of one index term to the reference docs not
have any irnplica tions as to the application of othc r te rms .
When index terms can on Iy be appli ed or not applied, i , e. when. ,
weighting of the index terms is not permitted, the only points ar which a
reference mny be located arc the ve rticcs of a hypercube - one of whose
vertices is at the origin. This may be represented in a simple diagram which
will be useful later in the description of deviations from pure Coordinate
Indexing.
Diag.
,
Diag. l shows the possible locations of references in a Coo rdinute Index
which uses only three index rerrns .
A Boolean Expression is a set of index terms linked by the opc rnto rs
2. 2 Boolean Searching using <ICoordinate Index
"and. or. nor" and which takes the valuc"tru(( or the va luc "false" for
a particular reference when the index terms arc replaced by true or false-- -
according as they do or do nor appear in the 'rcfc rcncc. Formally B olean
Algebra is <In isomorphism of binary- arithmetic under the transformation
- 28 -
and X
or +
not 1 - i,e. not 0 = I, 110t I = 0
true , L
false 0
with + det in cd by 1 + 1 = J.. L + 0 = 0 + 1 = J, 0 + 0 = O. Le ss form <J 11Y a
Boolean Exp re ss ion may be illustrated by c .ample , Thus ,
B = m iIk and (cow or goat)
takes the value true for any reference indexed with (milk, cow) or (milk, gout)
and takes the value false othc rwi sc. A Boolean Sea rch consists of the rctr icval
~f all references for which s orn c Boolean Expression rakes the vu luc "rrue " ,
The p rcscnce of "not" in Boolean Expressions u s cd for Info rrnurion retrieval
has been much crit-icised r L, 2.:3.4]. It cu n only be jusrificd tf the presence of
an index term is a sufficient- re;]SOI1 for nor retrieving J reference irrespective
of what other index terms a re an ached to it: The subject of interest ro the
system~user, and the subject rcprcs cntcd by rh negated rcrrn must be muruul ly
exclusive in the index. This can never happen in u Coo rd inate Index. The
alternative to negation is prn crcrncgation [ I]. i. c. til' lis ring of a .ccpra bl c
altc rna tivcs , Thi s Js al ways possible. The, most g .ncrul form of 'I 1100lan
Sca rch Statement is rhus a positive Boolean Expression, i.l'. one which does not
contain the open lor not.
In systems based on Boolean rct ri eval the op -rut or 110t may he uva ilubl c.
This is true of the MEDLARS system [5]. It is ava i lubl ' be '(Jus' the li s: or
acceptable alternatives may. on occasion, be long and there is a dung-er that
some ma,y be overlooked. Furthermore the cost of the set! rch (in computer t.i me)
moy depend upon the number or index terms in the search st a rcmcnt , Then
ncgu rion has the advanr age of economy, if nor of rcrr icvul vcf'Fi ci cnc y. Again.
- 29 -
this is true of MEDLARS as implemented on KDF 9.
2. .3 Scoring Searching
Since a Boolean Search divides the file into just two categories -
retrieved I not rcr rLcved, ir Js very sensitive to the omission of an important
index term from a reference, from the Boolean Search Statement". or from the
Vocabulary. Such omiss ions are to be expected. For want of time or of
subject-knowledge, ,either the indexer or the (professional) sea rch-f'o rmula tor
may fail to include a relevant term. Indeed, there is no reason to suppose
that the indexer and searcher wi II be more consi srcnr than Cl pai r of indexers,
anti several experiments have indicated that the consistency of indexing is
low l6]. But this understates the problem for the interest of a rcfc rcnc c ro
a particular user may not lie in its main topic, and minor topics may not be
cxhau stivci y indexed. Occa si ona l ly, when a restricted voca bul a ry is used,
,the obvious term 1"0 describe the reference 'may not exist in the vocabulary,
and indexer and sea rchcr 111<.lY choose different substitutes, e.g. in the MEDLARS
system the term "cell wall" was not ava ilu blc ur 011' ti mc rn. The term
"cell membrane" though apparently cl osc was .rcjecrcd as entirely diffc rcnr by
users with good subject knowledge.
Scoring sca rch rcchni iues u rc d 'signed to usc irnpe rf .c t indexing by
ass.iI:,'Tling scores 1'0 references rather than retrieved/not-retrieved indi cu to r s r 81.
For ease of discussion and wuhour 10 s of gellcrClljly. these SCOT'S .an be
assurn 'cl positive numbers the r 'fer ne '8 with num .rt .al l y high 'r scores being
rer ri evcd in prefc rencc to thos c with Lower scores. A 13001',.111 'a reil is 'Ill
cxnmplc' of the crudest possible Scoring t 'chili ILie i. '. on .wh 'Ye onl yt wo
distinct scores arc possible. Exc .pt in this cl 'geIlCL"<lICC'IS '. ihc as:-;ignl11 .n:
of scores has the advantage that rh . lack of' Lt. particulu r scarch-t .r m mu y r 'due'
the score of a reference without (by itself) p revcnung th . retrieval or ihu t r Jc rcn ·C.
- :30 -
Two criteria for retrieval a re conven icnt, Ei rh e r a reference's "core
must exceed some threshold value T, or its score must be one of the top N
. scores. Espcc iall y with the latter criterion, it makes sense to present
those references which a re retrieved in order of dec rcasi ng score in the hope
that rhe user wl l l find the inf o rma t ion required without examining all the
retrieved references. This is a possibility if the user is after (1 fact, rather
than a complete survey of the literature, c. g.
"What is being done in paediatric post-operative care?"
MEDLARS users, at least in the U. K., tend toward the lat rcr type of
query.
The reference's score may be cul culnrcd from any of its attributes,
e. g. author's name, cit ari on links to other references, title, index terms,
language, rhe jou rrial in whi '11 ir appca rs . A user mu y well p rcf'e r references
which are easily accessible a nd thus prefer major journa ls in his own language.
However if the score is ca lcul atcd purely from the index terms, til 're is a
fundamental difference between retrieval by rh rh rcshold criterion and
retrieval by the second criterion. In that cas, rctri cva l by the threshold
criterion is equivalent ro Boolean S -a rch ing. The l' luivaicilt Bool 'all S .a rch
Exp res si on is ea s il y wri rt cn down, It" is
B = (x ancl y and ..... ) or (<:I u nd b and) or .•..•.
, --- -- ---
where each combination of terms producing a score high '1" than the threshold is
written down in turn, and each corn binat ion is link 'd to the ne 't by "or". It
follows that only <J S o ring S 'arch lIsing rh' second .rf rc ri on )1' rct rt .vu l is
different f rorn Boolean Ret ricval , and that a Scoring .a rch c a n only do better
(or worse) than a Boolean S .u rcb wh in ir uses that criterion.
When the score is a runc rion or index-terms only. it may be represented
by V = f(S) whc rcS is the set of ind .x-rc rrns arruchcd to a ref '.I" .nc c. A s impl '
example is i ;
- :3 I -
1"(5) = L v«
ie5
where a weight Wi is a s s oci a ted with each term in the vocabu lu ry, In a
normal search neu rl y nil the W, would be zero. The non-zero W, would be
I 1
associated with the "search terms ".
Th functi on 1'(5) must have a property corresponding to the restriction of
Boolean Search Expressions to positive Boolean Exp res 'ions. Wher one set
of terms Includes (s rr icrl y) another thc score for the fo rrncr should be at least
as high, i,e.
+5.,::> 5 implios rrs +) ~ f(S).
since the addition of a further index-term to J reference cannot make it any the
less rcl evanr to the topics represented by it s othc r index terms.
With this one restriction, the Iorrnul a used to ca lculut . the se re may be
whatever is (i) convenient' to ca lcul arc in a given s ys icm a nd (ii) gives a good
retrieval performance in that s ys t '111. The intuition of those turni l iu r with
the system may well suggest a more eff .ctivc fo rrnul a than a reasoned theory,
particularly if the theory ma kcs statistical L1SSUl11ptiollS, Til' only val id jusrif tca ri on
of [J retrieval t .chn iouc is cxpc r imcntul • But stu t ist icu l u rgurncnt s T11JY justify
a test. even if the tcsr docs not justify the st: ti sti cs .
2.4 The Information Content of a CO~HdlilDte Index T'rlll
The bas ic requirement of 3 5 'oring eu rch f'o rrnu lu is thu t the s 'orcs cu l>
cula rcd byit be estimates of the p robabil it ics of t he ref .r .nc 'S b 'ing r ,I .vant I
or a r cstirnarcs or some monotonic t run sf rrn.n ion or these p robabi litt 'S.
Let P(R/Tl T
2
., ... T
k
) r .p r '8 .nr the probability of t ·1 .vancc ( v '111' R), .onditi onu l
011 the OCCLI r renc e of index terms J to k (events T I 10 Tk). h .n rh -uncon li t ionu l
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probability:-
P (R TIT 2 •.. T k) = P (R) P (T 1 /R) ..... P (T k/R T 1T 2' .. T k _ I)
and also
whence by division
P (R/Tl T.)... T,> = P(R) [P(TI/R)
. - k L P(T 1)
In a Pure Coordinate Index as defined in 2. J, the appl ic at ion of one index
term ca nnor al re r the p robabil ity of application of another. This "probability"
is with respect to a popula tion of "a l l refc rcnc cs to which the indexing system
could be applied." This is a hypothetical set and not merely the set of existing
references. Thus, in a Pure Coo rdinu te Index,
P (Ti/Tj) = P (T) for all i and j luml by repeated appl icuti on,
If this same property of term-independence holds for the much more
r esrr icted population of "a l l possible relevant references" (ugu in <.l hypothcri cu l
set) then
P (T/RTj) = P(Ti /R) for all i and and Equation (fJI) can be very
much simplified to Equat ion (1-]2):-
i. = k
T\
= 1
P (T/R)
P (Ti)
In any opcruri ona l rcr ricval system .it is most unlikely that this property
would hold exactly either in the t oi al population Of in the relevant set. The
concept of a Pure Coordinate Index is diff.icull to realise. The effect of MEDLARS
dcviu tions is considered in the following sections.
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The value of P(R) may vary frorn search to s 'arch. but for anyone search
it can be taken as constant over the references in the file. (This is reas onabl e
when only index-term. arc c ons idc rcd. If data is a va il abl e on varying P(R) it
can be incorporated in an obvious manner in the following equations).
Thus the formula S ,
. 1
i = k
Sl= ~< = } P(T.)L
P(T/R)
1
gives a set of reference scores which is an order-preserved transformation of
the set given by P (R/TI T 2' .. T k)' .<Jnd so for purposes of information retrieval
SL is C~L1ivalent to the conditional probability .
. The formula S can be made the basis of a practical retrieval technique if
J
the probabilities P (T/R) and P(Tj) can be estimated. It' is usual in retrieval
systems such as MEDLARS which employa restricted vocabulu r y, to do D
considerable amount of rcscu rch on the terms in the vocabula ry to ensure that they
arc well chosen. A bye-product of this work is J list of "rallies". A term's
"rally" is its frequency of usc as an index term. This frequency Pi : say, provides
an csrl murc of [he probahility P(Ti). This estimate is far from perfect,
particularly if' terms a re periodically added to the vocabulary or del ct ed from it,
but it is rcadi ly ava ilabl c , and is a n cstirnarc based on a sample consisting of u l l
the references whi .h have a crua l l y been indexed by the svs tcrn. e.g. ill 1969 the
MEDLARS sample c ompr iscd over three quu rrcrs of Cl million rcfe rcnc cs .
The estimation of P(Ti/R). i.e. of the probability of uppl ic.u ion of the i th
term to a relevant reference can he made by the system user either alone or in
c onsul ra t ion with a professional search-formulator. This rcqui rcs a personal
judgement and again the estimate may he far from perfect. Let it he wj .
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Then the formu lu S2' i = kr: WoJp.I
provides an estimate 'of the Io rrnula S. It can be used to calculate the score of
.l
a reference indexed by terms I to k. The system user will only be interested
in a few of the terms in the vocabulury , and explicit values of Wi will only be
available for these "search-terms". However, by expressing no interest in a
term he is imp] ic irly stating that P(T/R} = P(Tj}
Le. w·J
= so that S2 can be written
where the terms i(i =.1 2, .... k) index the reference/Inc.! cis = I if i is u
search term = 0 otherwise.
Obviously S can also be written. 2
52 =D ('1_)Sjr
J = 1. PJ
where now till' product is QV ir all the search rc r ms and S. is J or 0 according as
F
the search-term j docs or does not appear aguins t the rcfc r cncc.
An order preserving t run sfo rrna t ion of S2 is the log-t runsfo rrn SJ = log S2
s
L s. log wJF P.j = 1 J
s w·
L:: 6. W. where W. = log _l_jr J J p.
j = J
that is, the score or J reference is the sum of the "weights" or the search-terms
indexing it. The weights arc a s s igncd by the user and cnual log Wj for the j rh
~ J
"information content" of W. = Log
J
.and the e information contents a re additive.
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search term. A ~etrieval technique based on the scoring formula S3 interprets
the Coordinate Index as a device for transmitting information about the relevance
of the references to the user. For the individual user each index term has an
This is a funda rnenta.l ly different approach from Boolean Seraching and merits
a brief discussion.
A standard definition of "information conrcnr" is as follows [9.1:-
If a set of inputs to an information transmitting device is denoted by {Xk~ with
associated a priori probabiLttics [p(Xk)l, and the set of outputs is {Yi J with
" . probabiliti~s {P(Yj)} the problem of information transmission is "IJ Yi is the output
f rorn the device, how much information does its occurrence give about rhe input xk ?".
The st andard measure of the: inf'orrnat ion given is the Logarithm of the: rat io of the
a posteriori. probability P (xk/y) to rhc a priori probability P(xk). This measure
Log is the infnrrnari on content of Yj with respect to xk •
If we regard the Coo rdinat c Index as an information transmitting device with
inputs relevant R, and not relevant R, and outputs fTjJ(the occurrence of index
terms) then the Info rrnarion content of term i with respect to relevance is Ii ' where
Ii = log [P(R/TJ2.]
P(R)
whence
I. = log [P(Tj/R) ]
I P (Ti)
WiThu~ Wi = log
Pi
thc Inf orrnu t ion content Ii or the i th t c rrn with respect t o the relevance of Cl
the user-assigned weight of a search term is an cs t irn a t c of
rcf'c rcncc to the particular us c r ,
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It is possibLe for Ii to be negative, namely when P(T/R) <
i.c. when P(R/Ti) <
P(T)
1
P(R)
i.c. when the occurrence of an index
term can indicate that the reference is Less l ikcly to be relevant than it s other
index terms would suggcst. Th is is analogous to Boolean ncgu tion LInd by choosing
values of wi less than the known Pi the user can "weight-against" an index term.
but this should not be done in a Coordinate Index system, since rhe arguments
aga inst Boolean negation al s o appl y here.
The p r cscnce of,' ·'I.ogo" is ]'mpo rta lt si c rhc Io rmul.a S-'-' oJ.' u,l Inc..; o' u -to
S4
s
6, Wj=
~ F FJ
j = I,
is nor an o rdc r r pr cs e rved transform of 5:3'
s Wj
53 = :E 6, logF P
j = I J
and would not give the same retrieval results. On pu rcly intuitive grounds, S4
is a fairly obvious scoring fo rrnul a to rest r 10J but the difference between the
inrui('ivcly-de6ved and the thco r .t ica l l y derived Io r mu la c is s ign ific anr.
The last" section pruscnred an inf'o rmut ion retrieval technique for usc with a
Pu re Coordtnaro Index as defined in 2.1. Any opcrut iona l retrieve11 sys rcrn is
unlikely to conform cxuc rl y to such a simple type. For a s ys icrn which is Cl
\
va r ia nt of Cl Coordinate Index the method dcvcl opcd in 2. -+ is not justified by the
a rgurncnrs of that section. bur may sri ll be suggested by them. The method must
be tested to show whether deviations from Coordinate Indexing so reduce the
performance of the method that its advantages over Boolean Sea rch ing disappear.
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If the major systematic deviations from Pure Coordinate Indexing arc known,
the method can perhaps be modified to take account of and even make constructive
use of, these difference. MEDLARS has at Least five systematic differences
from Pu re Coordina te Indexing.
(1) Pre-coord'inatcd Terms
The spatial analogue of a Pure Cooydinate System given in 2. I was a set of
murua lly orthogonal vectors representing index terms. The MEDLARS vocabulary
MeSH r 7J contains "pre-coordinated" terms whose analogues a re vectors which
arc nor orthogonal to all other term vectors. For example MeSH contains "JOINTS",
"ANKLE JOINT", and "ANKLE" which m<JY be represented a s in the diagram,
ANKLE JOINT
with "ANKLE JOINT" lying in the pl a nc defined by "JOINTS" and "A KLE". Such
J situation could be made compatible with 2.4 by us ing Ins rcad of "ANKLE JOINT"
the individual terms and indicating ill the indexing of Cl pa rt iculur reference that
[or rhar rcfc rcnce , the terms were I inked. The important difference that this wouLd
make is to the rallies (frequencies of oc .u r renc c) of iho tcr ms . The application of
"ANKLE .101 T" would then c ount CIS nil occurrence of "ANKL JOINT", and of "ANKLE"
and of "JOINT". Since this is not' done the tallies Pi do not provide such, good
csti ma rcs of P(Ti) as they could.
This example is very cas y to appreciate but rho lack of crnpha s is on
orthogonality can produce terms which a re effcct ivcl y coor dinai ions of others without
being obviously so, e.g. the term "SEASONS" is l a rgcly. though perhaps nor entirely,
D pre-coordination of "WEATHER" unci "PERIODICITY".
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(2) Category Numbers
Superimposed on MeSH is a hierarchical category st rucru rc. There are three
levels of generality and it is not a simple hierarchy in rha r rhere arc many points
at the most gone ra l level , not one. For example. ANKLE JOINT at category
point" A2.48.4 is linked to JOINTS at A2. 48 which in tu r n is linked to
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM at A'2. The standard MEDLARS Boolean Search
can use category numbers such as A2. 48 us well as index terms. In a Boolean
Search Formulation the use of A2. 48 is equivalent to
"JOINTS or ANKLE JOINT ~ ELBOW JOINT or ..
i,e. to the logical sum of all index ter ms placed at the point A2. -+8 or at more
s peci fie po in ts .
111e structure is further complicated by the Location of ;J term in the hierarchy
not being unique. Each index term may appear at I, 2, :3 or 4 points in the category
st ructu r c,
The spatial arial ogue of such category points' is obvious. Each point represents
a vector space which is a subspace of the full space spanned by the full set of MeSH
,
terms. Cat go rics can be used in a modified form of the technique of 2. -+ and
the modifications necessary a rp given in the next" section ( 2.6 ).
(:3) Sub-hcadi ngs
A nu mbc r of "Subheadings" arc ava il abl c. e. g. "METABOLISM", "CY10LOGY·'.
Subheadings arc terms which can only be used when linked to one of the normal
MeSH index tc rrn s , The purpose is to distinguish e.g. J r .Ic rcncc
Ref. I on A (as a therapy), I3 (as u poison)
from a second reference
Rd. '2 on A (as a poison), B (as 'J therapy)
Although tile subheadings ca n only be used to index ~l reference when linked to
all index term, it is possible when pc rfo rrning a Boolean Search to detect the
LIPOPROTEIN (METABOLISM)
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occurrence of a Subheading irrespective of which term it" is associated with,
e. g. it is possible to specify that the subheading "METABOLISM" should appear
or "LIPOPROTEINS (METABOLISM)" i. e. 'the term "LIPOPROTEINS" linked to
the subheading "METABOLISM".
Indexing by "term-pius-subheading" is thus s imi l.ar to using Cl pre-coordinated
term, but with the important difference rha r the prc-coordinauon can be removed
and the two component terms treated Individually. Providing tallies are kept
for terms, subheadings. and all combinations of term-plus-subheadings the method
of 2.4 can be used. (In the U. K. MEDLARS system these tall ies are not avail.abl c).
LIPOPROTE IN
(METABOLISM)
The subheadings can be regarded as add iriona l index terms. represented by
additional vectors as shown in the diagram.
(4) The "mas t-specific -term" indexing con venti on
Since MeSH contains terms at different levels of generality there could be some
ambiguity as to whether to lise c. g. "MICE" or "RODENTS" to index a reference
about mice. There is therefore <J convention that only the most specific term
possible hould be used. Thus Cl reference on mice is indexed by "MICE" but
not by "RODENTS". It is possible that a reference be indc red hv both "MICE"
and "RODENTS". This would occur when the reference was about mice (hence
"MICE") and also about some rodent" e. g. chipmunk which \Vas not Lt MeSH term.
Since chipmunk did not exist in McSH the most specific term uvu ilu bl c would be
"RODENT". TI'lLS docs nor cause any problems either in Boolean or
Proba bil is tic ( 2. -1-) searching provided that the meaning of the term "RODENT"
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is clearly understood. 1£ what is rcqui red is "anything on rodents" then the
category point B2. 72. 58 should be used in either search formulation. This
category point is equivalent to the logical sum of all the MeSH rodent terms -
"RODENT", "CHINCHILLA", "GERBIL", "GUINEA PIG" etc.
(5) Index Medicus Headings
The entire MEDLARS system is Cl bye-product of the printing process of the
publication "Index Med icus ' which lists the titles of all references as they appear.
In Index Medicus each title is listed under an average of about 2 or 3 "Headings".
These Headings arc MeSH index terms. In the MEDLARS system each reference
is indexed with an average of about 9 terms, including the ones it is listed under
in Index Medicus, MEDLARS thus has a greater depth of in lcxing , It als o has
Cl record of which terms are "Index Mcdicus p rint headings" for the particular
reference, and which arc not.
This provides an elementary form of weighted indexing. The method of 2.4
can be modified to usc this add itioun l inf'or ma t ion . A simple means is to
modify S3'
s
S3 = 2 :
j _. t
6.
JT
w·log J
P.]
by having rwo values of p., the frequcncy of occurrence. A record is nor kept
• J
of the frequencies of occurrence of terms as p rin t hcadtngs . As a substitute for
this. it can be a rbit ra r il y a ssurned rh at one third of each term's occurrences
. (1 .• _3)are as p rmt headings -. 9 .
3
This is obviously all approximate procedure.
Then for <l particular reference P
j
or Pj/3 call be used according us the term is
not, or is D print heading.
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2.6 Modification of Scoring Technique for Categories
The use of <1 MeSH category number in a Boolean Search For mulnri on
is equivalent to the logical sum of the index terms dcs igna ted by that number.
This is equivalent to the collapsing of the subspace spanned by those terms
into a single vector, to be used wherever any of the individual terms were
previously applied. All that is nccess a ry for the use of category numbers in
the scoring search techni que ( 2.4) is values wand p which are estimatesc c
of P(Tc/R) and P(Tc)' where Tc represents the event:-
"the reference is indexed by a term having the specified category
number".
The probability P(Tc) can be ca lcul ated from the equation,
j = N
7 \ (L - P(Tj» .
j =- I
J - (equn (53)
where the terms j = 1 to N have the category nun be r c (or. of course, Cl
more specific category number). Equation ({J3) is vu lid when the event "a
reference is not indexed by term i" is statistically independent of the event-
"not indexed by r'. This c ondition is met for a Pure Coordinate Index.
More important, it is the same condi rion as is ncccs sa ry to val idate the
method of 2.4. It thus brings in no furrhe r conditions or assumptions.
From Equa tion ((33) j r is rea sortable ro estimate Pc by
j =N
Pc = 1 - n (1 - Pj)
j=l
replacing p robahili ties bv cst imarcs.
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Since MeSH terms may appear at up to 4 points in the category structure,
equation ((33) is an oversimplification, The probabil.iry, P(T.), of application of
J
the j th term which has a category number representing a point within the search
category, should ideally be replaced by the smaller probability, P (T.), that the
c J
term be applied with a category number within the search category. This second
probability is smaller since not all the terms category numbers need be within
the search ea tegory, TIle formuLa given for p is thus an over-estimate, but
c
the frequency counts necessary for a more accurate estimate are not available,
Should the scoring technique appear promising when tested, there arc 110conceptual
or practical obstacles to prevent the recording of tallies for category points. No
estimation would then be necessary.
TIle modified form of
s
S3 =L
j = .1
S3 is now
Wj
+ ~
c = I
~cr loglog
with the probability P(T /R) being estimated directLy by the system user, as
c
for P(T./R). The first sum is over search terms, the second over sca rch
J
ea tcgo rics ,
2,7 Modification of Scoring Technique for Equivalent" Terms
The M SH terms have been ass igncd to .arcgo ry points by the system.
These arc the 'official' category poir~ts. This may 110tsatisfy a pa rt iculu r
user. He may be interest cl in a 'cat 'gory' of terms which is a cutcgo ry for
him, 1. c . he regards' the terms as substitutes for each other, but is not a
ea tcgory of MeSH.
Alternarivel y a user ma y class a group of rcr ms ;)S substitutes [or
each other, but irnperfcc r substitutes in that he I1;JS (J scn!c of preferences,
The group mayor may not be ;J MeSH category.
- 4:3 -
c .
One soLution to this problem is to partition the list of search rc rrns into
d1CSC "user-categories" and in the calculation of S:3'
sI
L~ CLogL........... ~Jr ( Logdcr
w-_J
p-J
+
j=1 c=l
w-
to select only the largest inf'o rmar ion content log _J provided by the terms
Pj
in a particular group. This is cqu ivalcnr to assuming that the information
given about relevance by the occurrence of two al rc rnat ivc terms is not more
than is given by the single term which is the preferred alternative. In
algebraic terms the assumption is that P(R/T T ) = M3x [l\R/T I)' P(R/T ')U
1 2 -
when terms I and 2 arc alternatives. With this modification S:3 becomes:
we J
Pc
Max
all groups
of search
terms
This pa rt irioning approach has been usee! elsewhere r J 11.
Another solution is to combine Boolean and Scoring Searching. This is
described in the next chapter. but it i only a pa r t ia l solution to the problem
of this s ec ti on since it makes lit ilc provision for imperfect substitution and a
scale of pref'c rcnccs ,
2.8 A KDF9 Program for ProbabiUstic Searching of the MEDLARS file
The'standard MEDLARS s ysrcm was implemented in the U. K. by
E. D. Barraclough on an E. E. L:M. K. D. F. 9 computer. The quantities of
data to be handled were large for Cl machine of this size and speed and
machine code programming was ncccs su r y. Standard E. E. L. M. Magnetic
Tape Handl ing Routines were used.
TI1C p rogru m to perform u Scoring search W<.IS therefore written in
K; D; F, 9 machine code, partly because or the same problem of large-scale
delta handling, and partly to ma kc it compatible with the Magnetic Tapes
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containing the MEDLARS file which had been set up by the standard program
Adoption of machine code and E. E. L. M. tape routines throughout avoided
much dupl ica ti on of effort. In particular the p rogrn m used for printing the
retrieved references in an eas ily readable format was the standard MEDLARS
pr in t.
Program Input
(1) 111e MEDLARS Ii lc of indexed references held on magnetic ra pcs in
reference o rdcr ,
(2) A separate magnetic tape containing the MEDLARS vocabul a r y MeSH
• and giving for ea eh term its category numbers and tally (frequency).
(:1) A paper tape containing a batch of search formulations. Each
formulation consisting of up to ten user-categories, ea eh user-
category being a list of terms and MEDLARS category numbers with
associated Wj provided by the user •. For each sca rch fo rrnu lu t ion the
maximum number of references to be rrr ricvcd. Restrictions on
batch size etc. arc given below.
Layout of the KDF9 high speed store
The program reads the paper data tape and combines <1lLs ea rch terms
(from whatever search) into Cl single List sorrcd in term order. One puss up
the MeSH tape provides a l l the Pi and Pc required and the search of the file
commences. From this point onwards tile layout of the high speed store
is ClS follows:
The KDF9 store consists of 16K 48-b.ir words. When system sofrwa rc.
program and magnetic rape buffer stores are ill store some lO. 000 words
remain. 111<':c arc split between L1 "Category list" (1. 000) and a joint "Sca rch
Term and Retrieved Rcf'c rcncc List". 111e category list is merely a category
version of the search term list and no further description is necessary. The
other list is laid out as in the diag rarn i>
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Search Term and Retrieved Re ['erence List
Merged
Search
Term
List
1
Retrieved
List
1
SCR T(:1)
SCRC
crT
First
f
Search
of
Batch
MESH
1WT ADD
1
!
J
;
r
SCRT(J) crT
SCR T(2) "
" \
J. I....
SCRC CIT I~
\.
f - - ,,~-
Two words for each sea rch
term. MESH is an integer
identifying the term in the
Pivocabulary. WT = - and
Wi
ADD is the add rcss of the
word containing the
information content of the
usc r-c arego ry of the term.
Provision for up to 10 user-
10 categories
"lords
Provision for MAX references
MAX· to be ret ricvcd
words
Pj
the value of the most preferred term from the a rh user-categoryWi
which is present ill the indexing of thc reference being considered .
.
the score of a retrieved reference
the identtf icution number of a reference (note. nor a l l the CIT's in
the diagram a re the same number)
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Size Restrictions
From the diagram it is clear that for a ba tch of S sea rches with N terms
j
used in the, j th search, and with an output limit MAX. on the j th search, the
J
program requires
j = s> "
j = .1
(2N, + 10 + MAX.) ~ 9000
J J
For example: Iteach search has 50 search terms, and each user requires no
"
more than 290 references then the la rgcsr batch size possible is S where
S (100 + .10 + 290) ( 9000
i,e. S ~ 22
i ,c., twenty two such searches may be processed simultaneously.
The category list imposes the addiri onal restriction that not more than :33:3
category numbers moy appea r in search statements.
Retrieval Action
The formula used for calculating the score of a reference is an order-
preserving transformation of S3 and therefore cqu ivalcn t to it. It is,
Score -B (Min [[(~jtrJ ,fc:~rr]
categories
Thi.s formula should be c ompu r ed with that given in :2.7. When terms a ppca r
as Index Mcd icu s Headings the p. values arc modified as described in 2.5.
J
The retrieval action cun be described by a very simplified "Il ow diagram",
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1
Get next reference
STOP ~<-n-o-n-e-- from MEDLARS file
~
Sort its index terms
~
Compare the sorted list of these terms
with the unified Honed list of sea rch
?ms usinga "POfuP"procedure\
Reference term Reference term One list
exhausted
~
Repeat this
whole procedure
for the sea re h
ea tcgory list and
c a tegory numbers
of the rcfc rcncc
t
is not a sea rch
term
~
is a search term
J,
Pl-Put into the
wi
computer word
reserved for the
app rop r iare use r -
category. Do
this onl y if a
smaller ~ has not
al ready wi bee-n-
placed there
- For each sed rch
ea leu lu te the
reference's score
and compare this
with the scores of
references a l ready
retrieved
This retrieval action has two important features. First, the comparison of
the score of the current refc renee with the scores of the rete rcnccs already
retrieved: If the number already retrieved is equal to the maximum output
desired by the u er, the current reference can only be added to the retrieved
set a r the expense of rejecting one which has already been retrieved. This is
done if the score of the current reference exceeds the smallest score in the set,
The program is so designed that a reference whose sco rc is less than that minimum
is rejected after on ly one comparison. This situation is likely to be very frequent.
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Secondly, the list of scarch terms is inspec ted only once, uo maucr how
many terms the reference has. The reference's list of terms is also inspected
only once. This is done by cornpa rmg the heads of the lists and "popping-up"
one list if the heads arc nor the sa me. The maximum numbc r of comparisons
is S + T where there arc S sca rch terms and T terms attached to the reference.
(If one l isr is exhausted long before the other, the acrua l number of .omparisons
can be much l dss than this). Although this is fairl y eff icicnt an <.11tcrnati vc
procedure, a "binary chop" could be more efficient when the list of search terms
is Cl long OI1C~-
Each of the T index terms art ached to tile reference is uikcn ill turn and the
list of search terms inspected by means of Cl bina ry chop p roc cdu rc (succcs s ivel y
dividing the list into two, and using the fact that it is in so rtcd order to decide
which half may contain the tc rm in question). The rua x i rnum numb -r of com-
parisons necessary to find, for ul l T terms. whcrhcr they arc on the sca rch li sr
or not is appr oxirna rcl y T (l + log S). Fo r the MEDLARS syst ~11l, T uv 'rages
2
about 9. The 'table shows the maximum number of cornpa r!s 118 using pop-up and
using binary chop, when the reference has 9indcx terms.
No. of Search
Terms
No. of Comparisons using
(i) Pop-up (i i) Bin.l ry clwp
2 II
1:17
265
- 2J
I (
128
256
72
81
512 90
The table shows the vel)' considc ru bl c sup .rio rl t y of the bi na rv 'hop proc xlu rc
for large number's of scarch terms. The superiority is cxuggc rut cd by rh ' table,
ill that large batches of sca r cho s often result in repeated s cu rch tern S and 80m'
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modifications are necessary to the simple binary chop method. N iv .rth 'l 'ss
for batches of 500 search terms, the table suggests that the speed of th ' program
could be irnpr ovedIou rfold,
Time Taken
The processor time taken is spent partly in overheads su 'h us sorting, and
parrl y ill comparing index rcrrns or category numbers wi th rile rete rene 'S. As a
simple approximation,
Time = V+ t T + cC
where V is the overhead
is the number of index terms
c is the llU mbe r of ea rcgory llU mbc rs
T is the time per term
Cis the time per ea tcgory number.
Four searches were run over J4.000 references with results 8S in the table:
Ti me c
20 mins 265 23
20 359 :3
24· 430 7
[8 19 L9
T[1~ing V as :3 minutes, T as 2.67 seconds and with each "Iregory number tu king
4.7 times as long as an index term gives csrirnut cd times of 20,20. 24 '111(,1 19
-4
minute.' rcspc n vely, The comparison rime per refer '11 , 'is rhus 0.8 x lO seconds
-4
pCT index term and :3.75 x 10 se .onds per cur igor nurnbc r , These ist l mutcs
arc corupa r cd with the results of a lurge numb T of sca r 'hes r 'I o rt 'ti in rh ' n "I
sccri on .
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2.9 A Comparison of Boolcdll and Probabilistic Se<Jn.:hing of the MEDLAR
Tests and Results
Two tests of ret rieva l pe rfo rrnance were made. In each test D number of
searches were performed by tJ1CBoolean Sca rch strategy, by the Pr obabilisric
method, and also by Title Searching (described in Chapter -+). Two useful
measures Io.r evaluation are Prcc ision and Relative Rccul l , whc re
Precision = No. of relevant references retricved
Tota l no. of rcf'e rcnccs retrieved
and
Relative Recall = No. of relevant rcfcl'el1 'cs rctrieved by ;1 p'lrticuLH technique
Torul no. of rcl evant references r ct ri cvcd using a l l techniques
As noted in Chapter 1, it is nor st ricrl y correct to aver age Rcl a tivc Recall figures
over scvc ra l searches and then compare st rarcgics , since the ave rage is a function
of the distribution of pe rf ormuncc of the combined method,', Bur Rcla uvc Rccul]
for individual sca rchcs can be va lldl v used.
Tesr 1. All MEDLARS users pu rt ic iparing in rho MEDLARS MOl rhly S .lc .r icn
Service were offered the option of pa rall cl searches by Bool ca n und nth '[ 111 .rhods .
In rerum they were re evaluat > the rcf'e rcnccs retrieved by 'Jassillg til .m as
"r-elevant" Or "not-relevant". There were 50 such users cit the t im ' of til ' offer.
Some did not take up the offer and other' d id not cvu lua l"C til ' r ,t r icv '<I r if Ten 'CS.
As <1 result only 23,,>earche, were available for us \ in .ornpa ring 13001 'an and
Pr oba hi tis ti c s rra rcgies ,
To avoid imposing an unucc .ptuhl c burden of work on USLTS, the Probabi l ist i '
Search Srarcmcru s were f'orrnula tcd by MEDLARS stuff who bas .d th '111 on til'
Boolean Sca rch Statements. These had been formulated in .onsu l tu t ion with users.
N~) artcrnpt was made to group search terms into uscr-cutcgo rivs and the
modification of the Scoring Technique given in 2.7 W(JS nor used.
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The output sizes were arbi t rartly set at:30 or 75 d 'pending on wh .thc r the
Boolean Search Statement seemed specific or general.
Each "search" was over 34, 000 references.
Results of Test 1.
(L) The Boolean Techniqu 'did ov rwhcl rningly beu 'r. In la of the 23
searches the Boolean was better on both Precision and Relative R .cul l, The
Pr obabfli st ic Technique was better on both counts in onl ! 2 of rh' 23 sca rch .s ,
(2) Of the relevant references retrieved the Boolean Technique rerri eved
70% and the.'Pr obabi l is tic 46%, although these Iigu rcs arc c ompl icu tcd by the fact
that not all techniques were used for all searches. T1,i8 W'lS the result of giving
the users the option of any cornbinuti on 'of the three a vai labl c tcchni qu >,".
Conclusions from Test 1. It was obvious from the rcsul t s of rh is Ii r st t .st that
further testing would he necessary. lnrcrp rctarion of the results was difficult
because the response was less than half the ori ginal sampl c (2:3 out of .sO)and
this could well be a biased sub-uampl c.
In spite of this the results did suggest that rhc Proba bil istic Technique us used
in this tcs r, was considerably inferior to rh' 13001e~ln.
Test 2. The criteria for this test "vV '1' ' that u:
(u) Should provide fully comparablc results fOT 111'S 'til' '11techniques iusofa r
us was pos sibl e without making the t .sr unr '<.11istlc, To this end 110 opt ion W'IS
given, all searches were performed by aLI tc .hni qu 'so In uddiuon rh' Boolean
Search was pe rto rrncd first and wh '11 it's ourpu s izc was known this siz ' W'IS
scr as the Probabilistic S ar 'h's maximum output, How 'v .r it W'IS h 'Id to I '
unreal isric to set this maximum a I' less than 1 .
(b) Should provide sufficient da t a to giv' stur is t i 'ully signifi 'unt l'<..':-.;ults. ,llld
preferably at a high level of signifi 'un "c. Til' r 'SpOilS' rutl' should t ' elm'L'
to 100% to ovoid the problem of H biClSl.'d sub-sJmt=le, ~Ind thl.' number of s '...11' '11'S
should be as high as resources permilled,
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To get a' high response rate a group of users was chos n ut u single gcogruph: '
location - Strathclyde University. This made it pos siblc to obt a in rclcvunc
assessments at personal interviews instead of relying on postal cornmunica tf on.
All retrieved references were eva lua ted. Only two users were unu vailublc.
Both had left the Un ive rs ity. III one Ci-1Sethe eva Illation was ea rri id out by a
colleague, in the other by the user's supervisor.
The group was chosen from those members of th ' University who h;.1(.1a I r ady
hac! a MEDLARS search run. Some senior sta ff, Readers and Pr of'c sso rs , were
eliminated as having roo little time to cooperate on cvu luarion ,
The Boolean Formulations of the remaining 27 sea rches were then considered.
One was rejected <:IS unsuitable for a Title Search. The rcma intng 26 formed the
test" base. In the course of the test a typing! error was mad' in the sp x.if'icutl on or
one Boolean Statement and to avoid results biased against that method only 25
fo rmulu ri ons arc quoted below,
Using nly the MeSH tcJ;I11S found in the Boolean Sea rch Fo rrnul at ions , t hc
corresponding Probabit is t ic Search Statements \\I • rc formular 'd. <a .h Fo rmulu ti on
was then searched over 6 MEDLARS fil c tap's, e'1(.:11tupe coruu ining :3,::;000
rofc ren c cs ,
For e lar iry the terms "Search Fo rrnul.a ri on " and to ear .h ' will be distinguish 'd.
The test used 2,5 Boolean Search Formulations, J 5013001 'an '..1 r .h 'S, and til' St1l11 ' for
the Probabi l i 'ric technique.
This test format was somewhat unr culi st ic in that l'~g. it involve I r .pcuri ng 'I
previously run sca rch , but as a test method it had rh ' advantug 's,
(i) All scu rchcs represented genuine requests for information,
(ii) Users' judgements on relevance were final.
· - ,=):3 -
(iii) The Boolean Search Formulations were devi ed by staff of the Un ivc rsiry
Library in consultation with users, and were not merely the product of M ..DLARS
s tu ff.
(iv) The same index terms and category numbers were used in the Probabilistic
Search Formulation. It would be most unrealistic to assume that such a rudi cal ly
different pair of techniques would use the same index terms but rh' int rodu .tion of
other terms would have made the analysis of results more difficult, and would
have required more work of the users.
(v) Because of a time lag between the original search and the test, the t st :lid
not, in gcne ral , consist of searches over a set of references al rcady scorch xl,
The usc of User-categories in Scoring Search Formulation,
111L' original rest, although inconclusive, had suggested that the Scoring
Technique as used ill thor rest. was much Infe rior to the Boolean, Sin .c the
standard MEDLARS system had been ope raring for several years it se .rncd po s ibl '
that Boolean Formulations were more expc rrl y construe: 'cl than til' .o ring
Formulations. The la rte r were cxarruncd for any svsrcrnau 'errors. Estirnut ion
of P(T/R) 1. c. Wi rhe es tirnarcd fr a crion 01' relevant" rcfc rcnc cs indo 'et! by t .rm i
should ideally be estimated by the users but this would have rcqui r xl mo rc
cooperation from them than was available. They \V 're III .rvf'o rc csti ma t 'd by
the author and a subject specialist. No great improvement could I c cxpcct cd 011
this count.
A big improvement did seem possible by making c ons id rabic us 'of sc r-
categories. One search for example wa ' titled "HYL1Iuronidu s ' ~11l(1 .m a! a rrcs ".
The Boolean Search Statement was:-
B = HYALURONIDASE and (Sum)
whe re Sum represents fifteen dental terms or - cd together. These \\1 'rc',
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1 D NTAL L LU
2 D' lT RI·
,3 L ARIE "PTIDILITY
4 L PR PHYL . XI
5 D NT.L bM·NT M
6 DENT L DEP SIT
7 D'NT L PL .Q
8 DENTAL EN MEL
9 DENT L E AMEL PROT" IN
IQ D NT L E 'A M' L L BILITY
J L D ·NTRU·I ES
l2 D· J\L IFl !\TION T' HNI
J :3 PERIOD NT! ~
I~ LIV
15 L M
Th ' us ' of til' M ....DLAR CUI igor nurnbc r for T TI r (\:3, ~4.49) would
hav giv '11 muny bur not uLL or tiles' and would hay ' incl ud -d s orn I -r rnx ne 1 lisle I
he re. Th 'se rift, n I .rms quit ' ob iously form ~I s r- .ut cgo ry und v 'ry p lor
results would be given if Ill' 'oring 'Ut" .h F rmulut ion did not r '(ognis ' this,
for r 'f rcnccs inc1 ix xl with se .ru l I mtul l -rrns woul I he r 'I r i -vcd in p r .(' 'reil' ,
to rh se with Oil' d .nta l r irn plus IIY L R NIDA I·..
This is an .xtr me .xurnpl c hUL 21 of the 2513001 .an ·ormulotiolls w .rc of
till' to cm
B = (Lim I) ~ (Sum _) i.11l I ( )., . , ....
i, " U S 'I of sc r- ,.It .go ri 'S "unc!' 'c.i tog 'Lil 'I', -co rd ingl y the S 'I:-<':'.tl 'gory
[U .i l i ry was c 't ms iv il y us I. indeed in 'v'ry coring xi rch Fo rmulut ion. s
the .xa mpl c on HY A UR NI E show '(~ this 'Ott I I b ' ex~ "( 'd to I rodu 'L' a murk 'cl
impr()vCll1ellt.
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ompllle!" Time Tak 'n.· B til l3001 .un and r ln programs hundl .d a ll 25
searchcs I11 one batch. Til' ti m ' iak in to sea rch .uch L'J P , of' :3.=;,000 ref .rcn .es
was about 8 to 10 m inure [ r the Boolean and :30 t :~2 Ior the 'coring pr ogrum,
ThC::!nurnbe r of index terms us .d was 482, and :3.3category numb .r s w .rc spcc i Ii 'd.
Using the valu s ca lcu lat cd in the last s icr ion the cs urnutcd 1 irn c for the .o rlng
Search is
E, i . Time
in minutes
(0.8 x --l -4 )3 10 . ..J. 2 3.7S x ~O x :>:3 3.-.,000= + +60
= :31 minute's.
This estimate agrees very closely with til' actual rimes t a k '11.
The th rce or Iou r ('0 one ra tio of' Scoring a nd Boolean S 'a r '11 ti mcs rcfl .ct s
the fact that the Scoring program ex ..imincd al l the index terms. while the Bool ian
took advantage of the "and" s to rcjc .t r .Ic rcnc s qui .kl y. The LIS' of 'J hi nu r I
chop method, described above, would have reduced or cl irn inut cd this difference.
R 'sulrs of' T'sl 2: The r .su lts ca n be c lca rl y pres -rn cd in "I diugrum 01' tWO
overlapping circles, each co r responrung to r 'I' ir '.11' 'S r ·t:ri ' cd by one technique.
The ovc ru LI. results for the 150 scu r ch 'S w v-r- -:
l300LEAN
SEARCHES
N. N % 1· R LEV NT
RC 'ER ..N R lRIEVED
( I~O }:. R J-[";'
% R'L .1lVE RE----L
TTLN. FREF[~Rl~N-<
R ..TRIEV, (150 'J\R H" ]
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RI
I-1E
(l.u !.:.AR HE
(It ca n h j misl ',.HUng to qual' overall Rcl a t ivc R' '~111.Iigur 'S, though th y arc
giv 11 in the first liugrurn).
111' P,HI rm f r 'suits indi .a t cs thut t11' .or ing I I .hniqu 1 ret rt iv«: I m orc
rel 'VUIlI· r 'f 'I' '11 ' 'S tha n th ' 13001'an, u nd did so wnhout unduly S~l 'rificing
Wh m individual S ia rchcs are .xa rn iu 'cl the sam' pau 'I'll is ma in tuincd, Of
th ' :..0 rcl .vu nt r 'fl;T.cn' s mi ss c i b rh .oring t .chn iquc, I:l we re missed by
just on's .u rch f'orrnulur i n , alld -xa m inat ion of that fo rmulut ion showed why,
Th ' titl ' or til,s a r .h was "Th ' Evaluu i ion of na lgc .. ics arid Dis the Elf .cts
)1' nu lgcsi 's on ,Ic .t ro '11' phul ogruph; in nimul s an I Man." The J3001 .an
ca rch Fo rrnul aur 11 us 'cl was
J3 = (um of -I ' ,t ro in ' -phul ogruj h t L' I'm s)
~lnd ( um of Po in I 'rms '1nl I rug I 'fillS)
Th' 'oring 'or'll )11l1ttlu[ion liS I divid 'd th·· t 'rms ill[O :3 l s 'r- "It 'g'ori 'S:
sur 'su It
111' 'oring eu r '11 'S s >1 ,t 'd i.l nUll1n 'r of r ·r I[cn ' 's j nd 'x "d by I u in Llnd Drug
t 'rms tUl without 'I "[ro '11' 'plwlognq h t 'rms, un Ilhis lind 'rSl'll ><.1 Ill'
This' ',lan'Hi( I do 'H not n 'lin Llwi ll1' 'oring ',1 r 'il did w 'I! on i.lll
rOrl1lUL.llions, bUllio's 'j '111' ';.llls'o:rruilul"'.
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Til' numb 'I" f rcl va nt I" 'I' 'I' '11' 'S mis se I b I til
st rt tty small 'I' than til' nurnl '1' mis s .d b 111' Booi a n in:
out of 20 ca rch l'.,ormulaUoll~ (.J al in the r 'l"ll<Jilling:- ca s 's)
un I 6..J. cut of 71 'Dr 'II '8 (Equu l ill t ho r .mulning 79). r 1he 7 sca rch 's
where the .o r ing t .hniquc miss 'cl mol' r 'I ivant r 'l"fCI1 "S, 6 w ire with the
ro rrnutc uon dis ius sed ahov '. The fi rs t r 'suit is 'l8tisli "111 :-iignificnnr at
til' 0.002% lev'], the S .ond 'II the 0.00 00] % I .v '1. But for III ' cul cu lution of
sun ist: 'vi s ignif: .anc 'I b m -aningf'ul . the sampl ' of 2::;sea rch Jorruul urf ons
frorn th ' rotu] of :. L R Io rmulat ions. woul d ha 'to be an unbia s 'd sample,
'In j this ir mu nOI be.
Po rrorrnunc '
111<..'Pre .isf on Figu r 'S pres '111<.:<1 '1I1ov' she, d that ref ')'l.'I1CCS r n ri cvcd by
rhc '( I"ing' t .chniqu ' 'lion' \IV 're 011 LtV 'rage, mo rc rcl ' unr than II10s ' rct r icvcd
b the I 01 'an S iu r h ulon ' ()% to II %). [Iowl' '1', I ecuus ' of dilT 'rent otlrpul
siz 'S til • rl'f '1' '11 ' 'S r 11'1.'v(:cI b til' 'oring T' 'hniCJll ' \V ',..', m ~Ivl'rag'
slighll t ·ss I"t'l 'vant Ilwl1 1110S' retrj 'v'd b.t til \ J3 01 Ull c.lrci1 'S (17% to 15.5%).
This slIgg- SIs tl1:l1 III ' sup 'rial' p 'rrol'n un .. )1' Ill) 'oring "Ilniqu' wus till . to
.its nbility to wi j 'n rh's 'op of th ' s 'ur '11wjlll lUI losing too mu 'h Pr' 'isi 11.
nth 't" Ihan 10 (lth 'I' I'Ll 't ni S1.l '11 tiS r 'n 'l"iJlly bUll 'e p '1'1'01".1\1'111 ", To 'x'1l11in'
tllis ,.ossibilit) mOl"' '10:->'I" thl"" cli'lgrums or' giv '11 of' r 't I'i v'lI P Tfornwn 'C
ut liff 'r 'nl OLJlllIf 1-. 'Is, bel '11dingr<.llll shows 111' Ilurnb )1" of r'l 'V'lnt ref 'I" '11' 'S
l' 'I ri' 'd.
(I) Eq1.wl utput: Bc)( I 'all tin I "II' '11 'S r 'tri 'v' till' SUln' llumher of
r 'I' 'r '11' 's in "I 'h S 'Llr 'II ( LlW i'rol 1 -t I S 'iJr '11 's using l rOrll1UILltiol1s)
B OL· RIN'
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.o riug ] .rtormuncc was s t rictl bcue r In I ut f_6s'iH'hc:s(J5 .cual). f
• .a r '11 'S ill whi '11 the 130 I inn , as I .ncr, 6 ut f 7 us' I til' s ingl ' formulation
dis .uss ' I abov '. Till' a l so u ' .ount .d for 13 (f th ' It rcf'e r ne '8 m is s cd by the
)l"ing t ' .hniqu r.
(2) '( ring output la rg .r: Bool 'In output in Ill' rung' 5 to 9 inclusive, oring
utput . ILlal to us minimum of t 'n ( utu from 25 H .ar '11 'S, j:3 fo rrnul at ions).
BOOL- se RIN
.oriug p .rf'orruauc W[1~ st rt .tl y l cn c r in 8 out of 8 sca rchcs (17 equal).
(:3) 'ori.ng output rouble: Boolean output in rh' rung' 0 to -l- in .lus iv " ring
output -qual to its minimum r ['11. ( uru from (-l- S .a rchcs . 19 s .u rch formulations).
B L·/\· RI ~
'(lOing ~ .rfo rrnunc W'IS st rt 'II hell -r in: i lut of :37 S -urchcs (47 '\lLI(JI).
hcxc dla rums u rc rcduccd to j .rccntugc f rrn in thc tu hl c bcl w.
[3 1 'iJ n .orl Ilg
Jquul Ulputs 75 100%
Cl' 'ut 'I" Utput 2 72 :1 100%
(lui I ' utpui 2 70 I 0%
hj~ tubl ' shows thui tile 'orin r t .hniquc gu 1 (';'[1 'r r n ri iva l P erforrna n 'C:
than til Bo I un rvcn wh en utput s i zc WJS til' sum '. ThU; r -sul t \V'IS srut i: t ica l l y
ignHi 'Jill UL a 'T high I .vcl l UL rh . magul tud > of rh . sup 'rioril, was smu ll ,
\ h '11 Ih ' ouu ut s iz 1 r tI ' co ring .u rch was .nla rgcd 111' mugn irudc of rh'
sup riori t as r all in' r 'as sd.
1 h .orf ng 'J r .h 'S miss 'cl 20 rcl .vant r 'I' .r '11' 'S found by the: Boolean.
A "'JUS' has ..til' ~ldy I ell slIgg 'st d Io r 1:3 of til's Iu i lu res, nu m 'Iy a m ix-judg 'cl
s 'a r '11 fo rrnulu t ion. T11' result \~"li '.11 I' 'qUiT'S pla na tion is Ill' large number
of r 'f .r '11' 'S miss .d b Ill' 1'3001.un .ar .h 'So
r,W, 0I1'ust'rinI121 rcpo rrcd onthc .ausca ol Rccuf fuilur·usingMEDL R
The resul rs we re bus 'd Oil 88 sca rch '8 a n I 6:3:l1'L'1 -vu nt rete rene 'S.
F>I '11 miss -d r :f<"J" 'ne' wo::.; insp 'clecl bM, .R swf!', Til' 'elliS'S sLigg 'SIC I,
and Ill) P 'r' '1IWgC )1' missed r 'I' 'I' Il' 'S DIlribul<.:d to l'ucll ',HIS' w'rc:-
(.i) M' II la 'k 'd important t TIl1S
(ii) , urcll rormul~llion fuil ,tI I) in 'Iu I' t'rms
10%
21%
Ih 'I' I'm mulul ic n L'1"n rs I 1%
(iii)', 'l"m ()l1lirt I from r Ir '}" 'n' . (lut I'd 'l'!n' "onlujl1cci
infor111tlli)n n tori ') :10%
til '1' jn 1 In rror;; 6%
(.lv) MislIl1cl '1'8t'1I1 ling of' LIS 'rs' inrorm'lticll n" Is ()I-
(llil '1" u:-; 'cis, st 'm inl '1"1 'li)11 fuilur 'S 2;:)%
lot,11 9JVo
111 'S' SllOUld t ' r'g'urd '<.I iJ:-i Ill' I 'finili 'P 'I" 'I1t<lg<.'s r~llh 't" 111:.l11resulls
gi '11 h '1", sin" til' prjrn 'obj' 'Iiv' (r this 'il'lPI 'I' W' S to '( Ilsid ''- :.tIl 'm'lliv'
S "I r 'h I ' 'I1n iqu 'S. He w 'v '1', Ih' uU11! ) I' did iI1sl . 't <.lIt Bool "Ill r 'll'i 'v'II
I..lilul' 'S, ..111 Ilil' t" 'SUIIS Jr' giv 'n~-
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ill" ral l i is we re not u vui la bl c f'o r ubh .adinus. t hc c ul d not I' us .d in
the 'oring 'arch Fo rrnulut ions . and to .nsu rc .ornpa ru bi l uy of t 'st r 'suits they
W ire d 'l 't 'cl frorn Baal ';)11 'onnuhlli I1S. Had this not be '11 d)11 I, the Bool "111
-arch 'S would h<.IVC r nrl ivc I -% of the mis s 'd r 'I' .r '11L'<.'S, Hud ubhcadings
bccn uscd rhc S oring ca rchcx m lght uls o huvc d nc bcn c r.
(i)
(i i)
(j i i)
(j v)
Subheadings nor u scd
Ind 'X t .rrns too g .n erut or sp , 'ifi '
"Paral lcl " rerrn used ill indexing
S%
1%
11%
.ur .h t .rrn s not in rcfc r .ncc 8:3%
B Cl "pa rall 'I" t .rrn is meant LlI1 obvious subsr iuu o ror 011' of the S 'arch
t irrns , ,g. 011 ' S 'U r '11 Io rrnu lu t ir 11 ~p 'cifi '(I.
11\1- NT or INF \[ T, 'I.::W13 RI but sorn ' r .tcrcn ' 'S asscs scd relevant
by the us c r were inc! ,5t 'cl b !-IlL..
T11(..' Iou rth '"ltIH, '<1)'-11 r '1'111S rui s sirur. c mp rl s 'S rnu ny of the causes
.
l i srcd under (ii), (iii) and (.i ) Dr a n 'ust 'I"'S -I'ISsiri .u t ion u n 1 without mu .h
Ddditionul \ rk til ' individuul failures CUI1110t b' Dutil( ritu1.i 'l~' ;'lst-lig'ned to Oil ' ( I'
otlwr, lUI ~om' 'x'lmplcH 111'1. b' illuillin'lling. It wati not surprising thut
Ps '11)Ioglsls who Iw I sp "Hi ,I tlwi r inrormution n" Is h I "Ht ,MAN" or" HILO"
'ollillnot 'J old un illt 'r'sr In pilp' rs on "R 1'5" "lilt! " r 'fr: r '11 - ,
'nUtl 'd" n til' hura't risti 'S of ut )110,lTli' Inn 'rv'll 'd Iri'll ,I Mus -i'1IUl'l',
Til' Inn 'l" 'lIl:H Mus 'lilaI'llI" (f' Ill' hi 'k '11" \vus lllLlrk ,I r'l '\I<.1I1tby th' us 'I"
whos) 1" III 'st WtlS tiLl \ I "Pll sill )l' , f>h(HITH1' )I()" 'Inti Bio -h '111is11"Yof Hi rei
Mus 'I '''. ':l r '11 tLl! 'tTl '111\ 'IS of III ' form:
13= (5 1m J ir It 'rms) ..llltl ( um Mus 'Ie l'rms) <11I (lim T 'l'hniqu' t 'rn s)
Hiri und mus 'I' t 'rms \V '1" I t"l'St.'l1t ill til' inu 'xing 01' til'!' 'I' 'l'l'l1 'L'. but nOIll' 0('
tl1l' 12 tl'ci1lliqu ' terms que led in till' eUJ'cil t"ltcm'llt.
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om' or the mc rlt s f t his I ':-it W -re list, I ab I3ri 'f! , the original
iill'( rmut ion r .qu ists and rh ' > a luut ions of the indiv i luul r 'I' '1'<.;'11 ' 's r t ri 'vee!
.a m ' from g .nu inc Us 'rs not Ir: III ME L R s S[ '111stuff'. II .mpt s w 'I"
madc u get cornpa ru bl ) result: b, us ing the sum' indc I .rrns ill Bool cun and
coring .ar .h 'S, an I wh re p )ssibl " t11' ,'LIm' output size. But the d '111.r it s of
th 1"'1 must a l so t ' listc I. These in 'Ill I':
(i) nl 2~ Io rmulu t ions \V 'I" US 'cl. i1 ':-j , cam' from 0111 a kw deparr mcnrs
of on' Ili crsIty. Til 'se cons isr Id of S' Tal d .pa rtrn 'Ills t1SS() .iu t cd w ith
Pha rrnu '010 . , Phu rrna "uri .al T .chn log, .tc , a nd u numb 11' of orh '1's ill .luding'
I3i. '1l'l1liSIl'_, o I 'j me I, Bio mgi nc 'rin r and Ps chr logy, They did IH I in .ludc
any lilli '01 M Ii 'in' Icpanm 'tlls sin" Ir;..lIh 'Iyt! ' had IH M -di 'ul f,'lculty.
11' r 'SUIIS gi '11 (hus htl 'mol" h '<.Iring on til', atish 'lion or til' inrl rmution needs
of Illl'dical s'i ntis(s Ihiln )1' pr'lctising doctors. bviollsly otller '\.Itl.'gorks of
M,OLAR L!Sl'rs c(lIld give liffl]" '111 results, guinsllilis, Irall1-lydl' wus, at
1 'i,lst for Ih' firsl y'ur. Ill' I ingest ::.ingl ' (inSliluli( 11':11)LIsei' or t1I:!.DL R in
T3riwin, \.Ill Ilh' l' '[ r 'suItt-> W 'I"' r 'nHlrk'll~ly 'ol1sisr '111 us shown by til' higl
Sli.ltiHli '<.)1 signifi "111" I' 'Is ') 'hi' <..'1.
i i) 'I' ')11' \ uss 'ssm 'nts W "" b~lS ' 1011 Ih ' SWI1 lar I M· .R I rinl or
"'lIlho)", titl', j )urnul, illL! 1'1 'rn,s <Jill sui h "llillgS. II is I ossill' that r -I 'V'111"
uss 'ssm 'IllS W '1"' nOI only slI1 j ,tiv'. wili '11 til 'y sl1 ul It', lut 1I1linfc rm'cI,
wi i 'h lh Hi10ul I not. But lil' B (I 'un un I 'oring (~lnd1 itl' cur 'h) outputs were
111 'rg 'd, dLl~ Ii 'ut's 1 I 'Wcl,tllld III '11 s )l"t -d int) u I ib!i )gnq hi' or I 'r 'hi 'i'ly
1-1'1'1'111.11'd b journul of pubti 'ulion. s rs Ihus did not know whi '11, or IlOW
muny, s "ll' '11 I "Ilnioll 'S hu 1 h' '11LIS 'd to ,. 'tri' 'i11tlivi luul r -fer 'I)' 'S. Tilis
SllOUI I IlIlv' 'ut cl )wn Ul1Y 'Ol1Sistl'nt bius to 'ori.ng or to i1on! "Ill r '[ l'icvDls.
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(iii) It .oul I i a rgu .cl ihut til' l 'Hl was bius ,I tow •.ads .ornpu rubi li t y ut rh'
'XP'I1S' or rca l ism: that i.l const ru in 'cl b III t .chni qu 'S lO work ut l cs s than their
opumal ,rfj 'i .ncy , ne J lvaniugc of rh' 130 1'.111 t .chn: Ill' is rhut it <.::.l11
uutomuucal l- o djusr til' ut put s ize to r 'lri .vc us man or us r 'W ref irene 'S as
S' '111lik 'I 10 be rcl .vuru (I. " sat isf til' Bool 'LIn ;;'xpn,:ssion). Witho It the
f r .knowl xlgc of th ' l300L '<111 Output s iz ' th ' rnu xi muru to be ret r icv 'el b t hc
.o r ing .a rch might \ 'II hDV' been set high 'r when t hc 1301 'un rct r i vv cl Jew,
thus perhups I' .rr icvi ng many more i r r 'I .va nt I' 'I' 'r 'ne 'S, till I low r wh '11 rh '
130 I 'all r 'tri iv 'cl mun , rhus pcrhups mis: il1g r .l cvant r 'I' -ronccs , The eXI .n:
of this .If -ct is unknown but its .xis t '11 ' 'is' irunn.
In 'I sirni la r mann '1", til". coring te .hn iquc wus not used to maxi mum
'ldvunlL1g', sine' onLy those ind 'x t 'I'ms uPP '...Iring in Bool 'un formulutions were
us cl. 1:3 r '<l\Jl'sting t!lut Ull( th 'I' user- '~llL'gor, of jnt.! 'x t 'rms be presenr, no
r 'I' 'r 'n ' . would b' r 'j' ,t ,I e.' 'l'pl in fJ our or som ' r 'I' 'ITn' , with J hig;lwr
s 'or '. Thus rnull III H' illtl 'x I 'rrn: 'oul<l huv' t "n IS) I it coring-formulations
Wilh )lll til 'f' h >ing un pos,'ibil il or r 'till 'ing til' Ilumb 'r of r 'f 'r 'n' 'S ret l'icvc.:d.
This 'nlild hi.! '1'1 to l11)r' I 0\\ 'ri'ul 'oring '(It" ,11 orl1ll1l~lliollS us.illg- mol"
U:-l("Y- 'al 'g'IHi 'S thon in th . I ','t, wh ')' .. no mol" lhull ~ WCI" LIS ,I in unv on's 'ar 'h.
In spit' or til >s' r~lullS, rh' t 'st shows thut, r r til'S 'i 'lllil'i' us 'rs of
M, I AH , "Imic I' r 'Lri' 'S m'll'l'inullv IlI)I" r 'I 'vant r 'I' 'r '11' S
thun th ' J3) I 'Ull wh '11 Ill' lllPUt :-liz's U I" III ' :-i'lm '. Tn 'I Ilili )n, wb '11 til 't" ' ' r'
f '\ l' 'I' 'r '11' 'S sueisf in r th' Bool 'un f(ll'l11ul'llic n, Ill' '( ring t "llI1i(]ll' I' 'tricv 'S
I1Hll1 more r'l 'vant r'l' r '11' 's I DlItom'll,i '~lll \Vi I 'Iling th ' SL'OP' 01' III's "I L"h.
his 'Oil 'Iusion hells \ith som 'wh'lt I 'ss' 'rltlil1l Cor ME L R liS 'rs ill g 'n 'r'tI,
'Ill I with 'v '1'1 I 'ss' 'rwint f )1' () r linut ' JIlL!" ,st ml'i in g '11'.1"11. 1 his t'sl
In's 111'un thllt th ' Bool 'un t "hili III ' slwul I 110t h "11011 ,d 011 )th'r lOr lin'lt '
syst 'ms wirhoul u til r ugll111mp raliv' I 'st of' it Llg•.1inst U 'oring ll'chnique, possibly
1I1' pu rli 'ul"'l r "'Impl' d 'v 'lor eel It 'r '.
- :3-
Many 0[' til ~ re nri rcm .uts of lh' Probabil tsr!c .o r ing Io rrnulu of this
chapt 't" WL'f' not met by th M· L Rind 'xing SYBt .rn . W .rc tIR'Y to be
m r. the perf rmunc f th i Pr obabi l ist i ' T -chni que .ou lc well im pr ov •
Th low Pr .ci s ion perc -'l1rages achi 'vetl by both t ichriicu 's show thu t the re
is mu .h zoom for an irnprr vern )111.
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ppl ie:lI ions or
:3, I Io rmulut ion
Wh(.:n u :-i ,.H '11 f'lils l< r 't ri 'V ' sui'fi 'i III rei 'V:lIl1 ref 'I.' '11' 'S, or r r r icvcs
t ( 111' ny i 1'1' -l cvant , it is (tell Lin "( nornt ' to r 'P '..11 the Sl';H '11 with u modifi .d
S' r 'h st-Hem .nt , But if tl ' r .rric vu l :-i rvi 'C .is ~1 l'l .ct i vc is scrn inur i n
of Info rrnut ion, o r .. T., . rvic c rh is is not so. III un ,T. c rvic c 'a .h
s .ur .h is r 'P 'ut .d at r .gulu r int 'I' al s (c. g. iv 'I', \V' .k or month), but on '<Jeh
occu s ion , only til' most r 'l' .nt uc qu is it ions Dr' ins) .ctcd. I1Ul the whole fil "
In this cnv i r nn 'I1t til' modificut ion of scarch Io rmul m ions is us f'ul . 110t only
to i mp rr vc the l'iginul formulLltiolls, but also to r 'cognis' III 'users' 'Iwnging
intc rust s ,
11' th ' ri rx: sea r '11 tui l x to ret ric ,';1ny rcl 'V'IIlt I'd 'rl'l1 ' 'S ih ' iormulut ion
can only b I modif'i 'd h, Ilumun int TV 'Ilti011. t11 '1'",is' 111 'l'V;1iU<'lti()1l of
in livitiual rd T 'ne 'S 'IS r'le 'llll/nO! n:1 ' unt pro id's d.lt<.l ror L1l1t()l1Wii' proc 'cluj' 'S,
SuppOS' rh'lt til' fi 1'st 13l)()!(.'ull l'<.led, n,
r 'l1'i 'V' In 0 r'le: 'l)1t~lll I 11(' nOIl-rl'1 'VUllt) r 'l' T '11' 'S, ~11l<.1 lhnt 111' ri rsl r·r 'n:n 'C
WelS in<l 'X ,(1 h l'rll1S ' to 1\:' Ih":-;' 'onl
I
rat '111 '11113 ,
1 TI11S \ I 10 Y l' h 'n Ih ' Bool 'a n
I •
B = (. I ~ x, .•... i.1ml , ) (r (v i.l nd Y') . , , " ~In I, A)N - "I 'I
wOLtid r ,t ri 'v' <1" til I r ,] , un! l' 'I' 'reil' 'S .in th I ril I whi '11 \ 'I" r 'I ri 'vl'd h the
Ol' igi 11,11 1'0 n1'LI i'l tim 13. I111 'I Iditi()ll n il' 'I tighl T. t r n101" ~~ "in', i'OI"IllUI'llioll
rlwil B.
i. ' B
so tllut I I \\It lid r 'tri 'v 'n( m)t" in 'IL~V'lnt r ,,' 'r'll' 's th'lll H, tlnt! possill. r 'w 'I'.
ni' nllll'l t 'I
I
il i:-; Fossibl' thol ii' J and n \V 'I" 'usl'd to S 'ul"ll ,Jllothl'r S 'I
or ref 'r '11' '::oi, I,g. th' n 'XI l11onth's ;l.:quisitiOl1s ill un . D. I. S :-it 'm, til '11131
might ret riL'v' r 'w '1' r I 'V'lill r 'i' I)' 'n 'cs than 11. HOWl'V'I', by using methods
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P- ':oj '111'11<.11 '.1' in this .hapt If. 13' .ould I 'autom,Hi "Illy wid '11 xl ugu in , This
wi I 'ning of 131 would I ' in a di If r 'nl Ii 1'1 'lion than iowa rds ih ' o riginul Iorrnulu u on
11, an I th \ n .t result \ auld t ' a d ilf .renr ruther than U light It' 11001 'an s '~I r '11•
•
Th ' g -ncrul i.SL11ion to th' 'as \ or mol' \ []WIl two rei -vuut ref .renc 'S rctrl iv xl
on til ' first round is obvious,
R .f'orrnu lu t i on r P robabi l is Li ' 1;' r J Pur' oo rdina tc In I" Uti <I 'fined
in 2, I, the .a r .h Stut cm '11101' a Pr obabil i uic .a rch c nsi srs of a l i st of index
tc rrus , a eh with an LISS() '[Ut .d v«. which is rh' us 'r's .st iniar e of I(l,/R) the
J 1
probabll try that a r \1\ ')111"r -f .rcncc is index .d with term i , To ref rrnulut c such
u s tatcrn .nr it is 0111 ne 'C 'S'.1 r I to add t 'l'I11S 10 rh ' ! iSI, cl ,I 'I ' unwanrc Ion's, and
re- -sri murc ea .h \ i- This r ,_.st imut ion can be don' by an uutornut ic 'Lli 'ukltion
ulilisingtlH:L1S<.'l·'S n..'!'vull"jlldg'I1H,'nts, 1h' t"lativ' rrl'qUl'n'yor teJ'm i in th'
I' I \ Ullt l' 'I' '1' \n '('s I' 'I 1'i 'V \d is w. I, \Vh 'n..'
I
= l"j
R
un.1 ri of til, R l' \1 \ 'tnt ref 'l'l.'l1' 'S Lire inc.! 'x 'cl h lerm i, Til' term i is nol U
suiwll 'S \'In:h t '1'111 1I11Ic:-i~P( ,/R) P(T,) <lnci so I'rni
I I
l" III I ' I<l k l'11"IS 'I S '~I I'l: 11
tern with
r,
wi = 1
R
wh 'J" Pi CIS I efol' ,) is til ' r '!'lll 'rr 'qu 'I,', or liS ' or III t'rlll i b 111' illli 'xing
I
S st'I11, For wi 10 b' <.l go Id 'slim'l! 'of I (T/R) 111' I' 'I' ;1111 r 'I' 'I' '11' 'S t' 'tri 'v 'd
sll( ul It, UI1 L1nl i"s '<.I sLlmpl ' or ull ~m~sill ' r'l V;J111 " 'I' 'l' ')) '('S. \Vh 're 1I11hi'IS '<I
n ',IllS unbi'ts 'cl wilh r ':-;p' 'I ('0 ll1 ' rr 'qUC.'1l'y )1' ()' 'U er '1\ ' , of I '1'111 i.
V'Iri'lill ( r Illis pro' 'till r' is to t'lk '
I
wi = A. wi + !J2
R
'Ind A. ,IJ Q r' \V 'ighting P;'!]"<JI ,[ 't's.
\Vh 'I' I
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1
A program was wr in en to calculate the w. but the two rctr icval tests or
J
Chapter 2 indicated that MEDLARS was suffi c icn tl y different from a Pure Coordi na tc
Index 10 make the usc of Uscr'-ca tcgo rics crucially important. In such a situation
the Pr obabi l ist ic Sca rch Statement does not consist of a single list of terms and the
method of Boolean Searching by rhc Probabilistic Technique ( :3.6) is more appropriate.
as a mea ns of rcf'o rmul a ting the sea rch ,
3.2 Super-BooLean Seun.:hing
A search. in which the minimum requirement for rct ricvul is the sa t isfuc ti on
of a Boolean Search Srurcmcnt , will be called a Supc r-Boolcun SC~lITh.
As an attempt to control the size of the output of a Boolca n Sea rch, several
Boolean Search Statements 13
1
, B.) .... may be used, each strictly righter rha n its
predecessor so ihur
Before references a re printed and sent t o the us c r , the sizes of these classes BI,
132, ... can be inspected and a dcc is ion li,;ken 011 which to p r int (an expensive part
of the whol c ret ri cva l system). MEDLARS for example permits up to:3 such
s tui crncn ts per sca rch. 011 s ca rcb no. 1 the s izcs were.
8:3 reference retrieved. I relevant
13
2
25 references retrieved, J5 relevunt
DJ 485 references retrieved, 93 rcl cv.mr.
The m inirnurn requirement for r ct r tcvu l was su t i smc tion of 131, xcu rchcs B2 and 11:3
representing Supc r-Bool ca n Sea r chcs which were themselves Bool ca n. There is no
compelling reason why rho Super-Boole<'lll Searches should not he Scoring Searches.
Had they been so, muny morc diff'c rcru levels of ourpur would have been poxs i hl c
than I. 25 or 485. There might be all economic advaru agc ill cloing the first search
using the Boolean prog rarn, (i r is quick) with a wide s ca rch Io rrnu lut i on and then
ranking the output by a Scoring p rogmm. But this would only be worthwhile if
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the Scoring Search did give good runk i ngs i.(J. r ankings with a marked relevance
gradient. Over the full. range of references in the file tile Proba bilisr ic Technique
did give good r ankings as was shown by its ret r'i cval pe rfor mancc (Chapter 2).
But it docs not follow' that it ncce ssu rily p roduccd mu rkcd .rcl cvuncc gru di cnt s over
5111<:111 sections of the total ranking, and this property must now be investigated.
3 . .1 Ranking Performance of the: Probabilistic Search
The ranking performance of the Probabi li sric technique over the range of
retc rcnccs retrieved by a wide Boolean Search could be examined directly by
rankings rhe outputs of Cl number of Boolean Searches. Alrernatively, data frorn
the rest reponed in Cha prc r '2 can be used.
In -il of the 150 searches in that tcst , rhc 13001cJn and Scoring searches
rerrieved the same nu mbe r of references and 80% of 1300Lc1:I11r et r icvu l s were
ret ricved by the Scoring Seu rch. The ranking in rhcs c Scoring sea rchcs is an
approximation to tile ranking' pc rf'o rruuncc of rhc Scoring t cchniuur over tile range
of references retrieved by Boolcuu sca r chcs , It is also or inrc rcst tor itself.
The formul.a used 1"0 calculate reference scores was 'In o rdcr+p rcxc rv ing;
transform of S, where
P (cond) = P. S
P (cond) was the estimated probability of a refer-ence being relevant given that it
was indexed by certain terms. P was the unconditional prohability of a rcf'c rcncc
in the Iil c being relevant to the purticu l ar user. Par un v one sea rch P \\ILlS taken
as constant and S became an order-preserving r ransf'o rrn of P(l·ond). When several
searches arc under consideration P cannot be as surrc cl c onstunt between sca rchcs .
It follows from this that in cvuluu r ing ranking pcrf'o rmuncc tile pcrtorrnuncc for
each search must be evaluated separately before there CJn 11(;'anv combination or
results from several searches. In particular, there is no way or cou l csc ing the
individual rankfngslO smooth the data.
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For each sea rch the average rank of a relevant reference was divided by the
highest pos s ibl e rank number. Ranks started J[ ra nk zero. For random
run kings (of the references retrieved) the Expected Value of this s ra t is t ic K, say,
is obviously one ha l f (by symmct rv), A count of the Humber of s ca rchcs in which
it is Less than one half gives (he s ign ificancc Level of (he hypothesis (hat the
rankings arc better than random. The results were
K < 0.5 in 26 sea rchcs.
K > 0.5 in J 2 sea rchcs
K not defined (no relevant references) ill :3 sca rchcs
(Toted 41 sed relics)
The success ra t c of 26 out of:38 makes the hypothesis statistic~lily significant
at the :2.0% level. One scarch formulation, used for 6 of these -iJ searches appeared,
on inspection in Chnpt cr 2, to have been badly Io rrnul a t cd . Of the 6 seu r .hcs , 3
r ct ricvcd no rcl cvanr references and for the other ;3 tile K values were 0.86, 0.57
0.76. Withou t these searches the hvputhcs is would have ach icvcd the 0.:3%
sign i fica nee level.
The mean K was 0.45 which is close (0 0.5. The dist ri but ion of K is given in
the figure which shows the actual va lucs of K achieved in individual s ca relics. Thcv
are arranged in columns corresponding (0 bands of 0.00 and tile hcighr« of rhc columns
form a histogrClm~-
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Table of K-valucs for individual searches. K expressed as J perCl'nrLlge, alld
displ<1yed in eleven bands of 9% ranging from 0.5% to 99.5% .
..
v
45 53
44 5:3
,
~ 44 52
43 52
42 47,.__
26 42 47
t----.
23 J6 39 47 80 ,
22 3.'3 39 47 SI 76
2J J2 :38 46 .'i7 75
I 31 21 30 37 46 55 74 ~
I • I
TIljS table suggests thar although the runk ing
was better than r arrdorn, it was not much betre.r, This result. although disappoint-
ing,. is c onsi srcnt wi rh the r csu l t s of Chapter 2, whc rc ir W<.lS shown that the re
were manv relevant references not ret r ieved hy tl~ Boolean Searches which were
retrieved by Scoring searches with larger output size. corillg Scu rchcs wirh output
size equal to Bool can retrieved only mu rginall y more relevant rcfc rcnc cs . This
indica ed that JS till! output size I the Scoring SeJ rch \VLIS inc rca s cd the frcqucnc y
of occur renee of relevant rcte rcnccs dcclincd [ai r lv slowly. and this sa me p ropc rt y
implies K values close to 0.5 for output s iz 'S of the order or u Bool cun output.
Of the LSO searches 109 lwei Sco rmg Search output's larger than the Boolean
outputs. Of the t09, 39 retrieved no relevant references. The K values for the
remaining 70 were ca lcu lu t cd. The mean was 0.40, noticeably hcn c r than 1'01' till'
previous scr , The succe ss rare W~IS only 41 out 01' 63 (.5 cquu l) however. The
histogram of' K values for these sea rchcs , and for till' previous set arc shown in
the di ag ra m, the hist ograms being no rmul iscd to have unit area under each.
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Distribution of K v;Jlul's
As CLl!) be seen from the diugru rn, the distribution of K values becomes much more
skewed t owa rd s the K=O Line, when the nu rpur size is iIll' rca sed beyond Boolean
output size.
Fr om these results it uppeu rs that the ranking of Bool ca n outputs by the
Scoring formula would only be useful ifyhe Boolean Statements used WL'[C wider thDI1
those no rrna ll y us cd for Boolean Sca rch ing.
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J.4 Sub-J3oolean Se~Hchillg
A sea rch in which a suffici cnt , but nor necessary, condi t ion for rct r icva l is
the sa t isfuct ion of D J300leDn Search Express ion, will be called a Suh-Bool cuu Search.
The performance of the Scoring Sea rch described in Chapter 2 WDS found, upon
BOOLEAN
cxpcrimcnr, W ben an app rox imat ion to this. Tile IOLd of rcfc rcnc cs ret r ieved
(negl cc t.ing whether r cl cvant 01- not) was split as in the diug ru m.
SCORING
TopogrJpllv of Ret rieval
Gut this is an experimental result. not ;J logical necessity. It is also only all
approximation. since: L I. 6% of the r cf'c r .ncc s (.='% of rcl ova nt rcrc rcuccs) were not
r ct r ic vc-d by the Scoring Search.
scu rch procedure whi ch rct r icvcd cvcrv rci'en.:ncl' s.u isfvi ng' a Bcolcan
, '.
Expression. unci then used the methods of till' Scoring Sca rch to ret r icvc other
rcf'c rcncus would cnubl c the professional search formulator. 01- the use r. to u vo id
choosing one technique rather than ariothc r. and would require only one sca rch
formulation. Such a s ca.rch technique is developed below.
3 . .s Standard StructtJre for Boolean Se,lrch Sturcn1l:nt:s
Any Boolean cxp rcss ron B can be written in Conjunctive No rma l Form .
.
Conjunctive No rrna l Form c ons ist s of s cvc ra l groups of terms, IIlL' groups "unci" eel
together. the tc rrns within a group "~:::'·'Cli.
e.g. 13 = (x 0 r x
] I - '21
For tile purposes of this Chapter. this form wilL he called the Stunda I'd form, or
St anda rei st ruc ru re. of J Bool can expression. Computer prog ru rn s exist ro put any
Boo l ean cxp rcs s ion into its Siu nda rd forme.g. f IJ.
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It is convenient to use the symbols "{" for "or" and ,.... for "and", i. e.
to usc a ri rhmct ic symbols. The standard form of a Boolean cxp rcs si on is then
B o· 0(4=xJ
In gener<lt the x .. arc either a ff i rrna t ions or negations of the terms of the~ IJ
original Bool can expression of which 13 is the Standardised version. It is shown
in the Appendix ro this Chapter t hur for any Boolean expression which has 110
negated terms or c l auscs . the xij in the c or rcspondi ng sta nda rd form arc al l
affirmations of terms. It is also shown that the St anda rd form is unique. These
<
results make it possible to combine Boolean and Scoring Searching into a single
retrieval technique.
Since tile x.. arc index terms (more str ic t l v, ,li'fi)"llH1tioIlS of the presence of
I]
index tc rrn s). ea ehLx .. is an aut omuticu ll y gcnc ru tcd Uscr -cut cgo rv , i.e. J
i 1 J .
set of terms which. for the pu rpos e of the pa rt iculu r s ca rc h, a re a l tc rnut ivcs.
The transformation of J Boolean Search Statement to St anda rd Form provides a
Scoring Search formulation involving uxc r+c a t cjror ics . It is obvious t ha t ,1I1V
reference sa t is lving the original Boolean cxp rcss ion rnust have a t l ca s ; onci ndcx
term from each uscr-c at cgo r y. Conversely. any reference fuiling to sa{'isfy the
original expression must lack the terms of ut least one user-category. It follows
rha t if each uscr+c.n cgo ry is assigned d weight Wand the sc orc of a reference
1.1
is calculated bv S .. -l
S4 w u
(whc re S
ru
if the reference ha s a t c rrn from lIsl'r-C~lIL'g()loy 1I a nd ~ = 0
ru
othc rwi sc).
then aII refc renc cs SJ t isfying the origina I
Sn1Jx = Lwu
u
Bool ea n express ion ha VL' a sco re S
mu x
and all other references have s t r ic t l v lower scores. This is t ruo no mu t tcr what
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values are assigned to the W provided that they are strictly positive
u
i.e. W > 0
u
111(' formula S4 thu. provides a method for Sub-Boolean Scurching.
3.6 Boolean Searching by J modified Probnbilistic Technique
To obtain a unique weight Wu for a usc r-vatcgory u it is necessJry to ca l cul atc
an "information CO;ltcnt" for each category, which does not depend upon which
term from the category appca rs in a rcfcrcnc c, 111is 111<.1\1 be done by rrcat ing
the user-category JS MEDLARS cutcgor ics were t rca tcd in Chapter 2 (not like
usc r-ua t cgo r ics in Chapter 2). The csrimarcd probabil irv of occurrence of u is
then p "
u
p = I - [\(J -p)
U J I
where the P. arc t al l ics of the t crrnx in u. This p is an cs t imur c of P(U). Since
I U
a rer m from each category must be present to satisfy till' Bool can expression.
the request for Boolca n r cr r icvu l implies t hat rhc cstimut c of P(U/R), the p robabi l i t y
of rho category's occurrence ill 'rc l cvu nt rdercllc<"!S. is uni ry ,
. P(U/R)
Thus log P(U) rnav be estimated by log -p;:;- und , when this is
substituted for Wu in formula S -+' S -+ has the form of the Scoring formula of
Chapter 2.
i , c. -. = ~ ,~ log Pu
The scores co l cu lat cd by S_f cannot be int c rpr crcd ~IS all o rdc r vp rcs c rvcd t ru nx-
formation of till' probabilities of the relevance 01' references. since the lIscr-
categories u are not orthogonal. One index term ma y uppca r in s cvc ra l of the 1I.
This will always happen unless the original Boolean expression is already in
Standard form. But the formula S_f docs have a number of useful properties
including: ....
(I) All references snr is tvi ng the original Bool ca n expression receive the sa me
score, This score is strictly grcutcr than the -c orc of any othc r rcfc rcuc c.
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(~) S4 gives the correct ranking with respect to the a ddi t ion of a further
search -t erm to a reference.
Proof: Anotherinclex term cannot reduce the number of user-categories
satisfied by the rcfe rcncc. and rnav increase the numbc r t her cbv increasing the
score.
(:3) S4 gives the correct ranking with respect to the frequency of individuu l
tc rrn sin rh c f ill'.
Proof: If the presence of a term i has any effect at ~1I1. it puts the rctcn:nce
into one or more additi ona l u sc r-cutcgor ies . The co rrcsponding log
Pu
values are added to the score. Each of these Pu is of the form
Pu
= - KO - p.) (O<K ~ 1)
I
since i is in U.
111(; K is the /k~J)([-Pk) j . l'. the product of the ( 1 - P k) for tIll' ut he r i ndcx
terms in the user carcgo rv U.
If a term j had been used in the original search cxp rcs s ion in place of the
term i, it would have apPC<1ITci ill exactly the same usc r-ca tcgo r ics U. hut the
P would have been dif'Ic r cn iu
P = 1 - K (1 - P'>
LI J
Since no othe r terms are changed the K here is the s am c JS before.
Now it' p. > p. then
J J
·l-K+Kp. > I -K+Kp.
1 J
since K>O
whence < JL - K(l-p.) I. - K(l-p.)1 J
.l < Jand log log1 -K(J-p.) J - K( J-P.)1 J
i. e. the higher the value of Pi the lower the mrormur ion content or the cJtcgories
in which it appear-s. This pl' I I~ ,.., .t' roves t le rcqu Irel resu t.
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(4) When a term i appears in n of rhe N use r-cu tego r ics rhcn up to
(N - n) other search terms Cl re necessary for retrieval. The rnti o .!:_ is thus
N·
one measure of the importance of a term in J Boolean expression. With this
measure of irnporrancc i-
S4 gives a ranking on which the effect of a term's presence is positively
ret a red to the importance of the rcrrn in the original Boolean expression.
Examples of the Importance Ratio
(a) B = z + x , Y has s randa rd form, 13
1
,
L
B = (z + x)(z + y)
and the importance ra ri o for z is 1.00 signifying that it is. by itself, sufficient
for retrieval.
(b) B = (xy + yz + zx) has Standard form, 13J.
J
B = r (x + y)(y + z)(z + x)
and t requires only :2 other terms for rct ri cvu l a l though tile i rnpo rtu nc c ratio
for t is on l v 0.25.
Proof of property:
n
The effect of the presence of a term of impo rtuncc i\' is tu add 11 of the N
J
possible log - values into the score.
Ptl
n
The la rgc r :\' is the g rcurc r the
increment to the score. Again there is the implied condition that "other things
arc cqua l ".
I
This time the other things arc the rclutivc magun udcs of the log-
Pu
and the satisfaction of some of the n cu rcgor ics by 0111er terms p rcscnt . As
befo rc. this condition docs not aff'cci tile conclusion.
The Io rmul a S4 thus has several useful pr ope rtics in a dd it ion to its pcrto rrnunce
as a Sub-Boolean search tcchn iouc. The only modifi ca t ion nL'ceSS;.HV to c onvcrt the
p rogra m of Chapter 2 to perform Sub-Boolean Sca rchcs is to cu lcu la t c ..lilt! store
the approprtaro p ill the piac c of the 0,' Once this ini t ia l st~lgL' or tile program ha su ~l
been passed the ;llgorithm is <.IS before. The tru ns lo rm at inn or J3001L'~lncxp rcs s ious
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to Standard form would have to be done manually. or by lI~C of anot hor
program e , g. that of Hieber In.
- 7R -
Refe] C:!ncc, eha pter :3
1 Hieber, L.J., "The Min imi sn t ion of Boolean Functions". M. Sc. Thesis,
University of Ncwcu srl c upon Tyne, ] 96.5.
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Appendix to Ch<.lpter :3
Proof that rhe Standard Form of a J300lciln Search Statement is unique and contains
no nega ted tcrms
111e Standard form of U Boolean express ion B = 13 (x , .... x ). wh c re B is
1 n
a function of index terms I ro n. can be obtained by a two stage process, <1S follows.
Stage L Obtain the "impl i cant s " of B. by writing
B = (13(0.0, .... 0) + -. + .... +Xn) (8(0,0, ... 0,1) + XI + x2 + .... +x') (.....
where
(J') - " "x . means not X.
l J
a nd (ii) c.g. 13(0.0, .•. 0, I)is t-he truth value of B for XI to x
n
_1 tu l sc. a nd xn t ruc ,
and (iii) there is a pair of brackets on tile rigilt hand s idc for every combination
or truth values of Xl ro xn i.e. / pairs of bra ckcts ill all. These ,-IrC c a l l cd the
"i rnpli ca nt s " of 13.
St<.lge 2. Reduce till' impl icu nt s to "prime impl icunr s".
By Llsing the identity (<1 + b)(a + b) == a repeatedly. the impl icant s can be
reduced to "prime impl cants ".
A "Iitl~ral'·. \', ' is an affirmation or ncgn tion of one of till' terms x to x .I n
A "prime' impl ic anr ' is a logicu l sum or literals P, with tile p ropc rt ivs iha t
(i) f3 C P
(ii) if any l ire ra l is removed from P then B is no longer contained w i t hin the
sum of the remaining literals.
In gcnc ra l thc set of Prime Impl icant s is not an i r rcdu ndunt set. i.c'. B is
equivalent to the logical product of J subset or the Prime Impl lcuru s . Thi s means
that the Standard form of a Boolean expression is not, in general. unique.
A Bool can expression used f'o r information retrieval must cont a in no ncgtu cd
IC' I'm s 2.2). '.Yi.tll rlus fest riction it can be proved tha: tile I nc ral« of pr imc
impl icanr., arc a l l af'Ii rmu t i ons . and that tJ1~ Stunda rd form IS unique.
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Proor (1): The literjls of the prime implicunts of u Boolean Sc,Hch stutement, 13.
u re all affirmntio11S
Suppose that P is a prime irnpl icnnt of 13, ami rha t P =:x +~, wlic rc ~ is
I
a sum of literals other l"11a11 x I or x l ' Then by part (i) of the definition of a
prime implicant.
and by pan (ii) of the definition.
Thus rhcr c must be at least one point (or reference) z in B but nor in
i.e. z £ x ,+~
J
and z_~
-
z £ (x +~)Z: = Xl .~J
Now ~= x 2 ::l 0 • Q
'!t
X
n
where tile ~ denotes the af'Ii rmu t ion , negJtion
or omission of a term. unci not all of the terms x2 to X a IT om i ned.n
Thus E *" *" *z x x xJ ..... • X2 n
There is rhus a combination or tile presence or ubs cnc c of terms x,) to x which_ n
is sufficient Io r r ctr icva l . if and onl v if x is abscm . Th is is a corn ru dict ion. . I
since B is a Scu rch Srar cmcnr and therefore does not involve the operator not.
Till' rcqu ired rcsul t ha s rhu s been p roved,
Proof (ii): The Srulldani form or J 1300leclll SeJ rcll SWtellll'nt is uniquc
Lc-mrna . No prime i mpl ic ant or a Search Stut cmcnt contains uriothc r unless
they ..Ire dupl icu t cs ,
Suppose Pl' P2 arc prime impl icants of 13... md rha t PI CP,) =
i = K
L
i = I
x, I
(without loss of gellcrality).
j = K
and that PI ~ > :-r- x I
i = I
v - 81 -
Thcn, since P is J sum of affirmed terms, and is included in P ,
1 2
with L < Kj = LP = L:: x.J 1
i = 1
(again ihc rc is no loss of genehtl ity in taking the first L terms),
Gut PI is a prime implicant, and so
i = L
13C:" x by IX} rt 0) of dcf'n~i
i = 1
But P
2
is a pri rne implicant , and so
i = L
13¢L xi (Ior L < K) by pa rt (i i) of defn ,
j = J
This is n contradiction and the lemma is proved,
Main Proof: Suppose P
1
to p. are prime implic ant x , and that P is another,
III
Suppose P is r-edundant since ir includes the product of tile others,
i , c ,- PIP 2' .. " Pm C P
i = K
== > :\
i ==
(by proof (i», one at least, being diffcr cnt from x to. l
Zl¢P=~ x. but z c r.
.. . I 1 1 I .
. 1 == .
Let it be zl'
Then
Sim iIa r I v z to Z C<J n be f ou ndin P" t () P but' Jl 0 t P.. 2 m L. m
Then Z 122' , ,2m c: PIP 2' , •• Pm and z I 22' .. ,2m is not the
empty set since each z is an uf'Iirrnu non .
Bu t z I Z ') • " z· ¢ P_ m
This is <l contradiction, and provcs the rcqu ircd result,
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Chapter 4.: Retrieval without Indexing - 1. A Title Searching Pr ograrn
4. 1 Alternatives to Index.ing
Authors themselves provide several potential means of retrieving their,
publ icnrions , .Thes c sometin~es include author - as signed index terms but are
more often resr r icted to;-
(i) The fu 1I. text
(ii) The abstract
(iii) The title
(iv) A. list of other pu bl.ic ari ons re-lated in various ways to the content of the text.
The t ransfo rrna ti on of text into index terms is performed by the ret ricva l
system staff. Th is comp rcs sion fr'0111full text ro a few index terms reduces the
cost of rhes ys tcms storage and retrieval operations, bur al most inevitably
reduces the am ount of info rmuri on about the content of the reference. Similarly,
the abs t.ra ct or the title contain less information than the Iul l: t cxr , Authors.
particularly of Medical references, are notorious Cor producing titles such as
"Can this be yours?" which contain very l itr Ie info rmuri on ar al l . Nonetheless
the author is better placed than almost evc r yonc else to produce a r ru l y informative
t it lc.
In the MEDLARS system the titles arc st o rcd with the indcx-t c rrns which
makes ir pos s iblc to compare the reduct ions of the fu II. text produced by i ndcxcr s ,
with those produced by authors.
An index based system rcqui rcs 0 senior staff Of subject experts to do the
indexing, and '-\ junior staff to convert the index terms inro much inc readable form,
e. g. hy keypunching. A titles based system only requires tile junt or staff. If ,
as in MEDLARS, the titles a re deemed necessary for display purposes, the index-
based system requires con s idc rabl y more juni or starr, '-15 well as senior staff.
It follows that an index-based system has to derr.ons t ra rc c ons idc rabl v better
retrieval performance to justify its greater costs. (T'rans l arion of r irlcs into a
standard language, c. g. English, could affect the rclunve costs).
4.2 Some Compa risolls of Indexing wi til Tilles
Studies of a nurnbe r of indexes in a w idc range of subject areas have shown
that a large pe rc enragc of the index rc rrns (or synonyms ,for them) were to be
found in the titles. Some examples may be quoted from published papc rs r-
(i) A legal index: Examination of 3228 titles showed that 64 . .:J.% of titles
contained all the corresponding index terms, and only lO. S% contained
none , [L]
(i i) Phvs ica l Review: 25 tir+csJn Physical Review were indexed by the editors
of Physics Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts. 6:3% of t itlcs contained
aLI Indcxte rrns [2]
(iii) Chemica l Abstracts Subject Index: 84 r it les were examined, 57% contained
all index terms. I. 3"'
(tv) Three Medical Indexes: ,')0 titles were chosen from each 01':3 Medical
Indexes.' The pcrc cntages of index terms appcuring in titles were :32%,
54%, and 26% 14J. Although these figures arc nor directly comparable
with those in (t), (ii ) an~l (iii). tJ1CY suggest that Medicu l t it lcs may have
a relatively low infor marion content".
An es tirne rc or the 're lu tivc uscfulncs s of MEDLARS titles [mel MEDLARS
indexing for retrieval is given by two further studics .-
(v) MEDLARS: Two samples, of .+770 titles and 01' '+.51 titles. were compared
with Index Mcdicus . In ea eh sample H6% of index terms uppca rcd in tirl cs . [5]
rcfe renc e f s printed in Index Medicus , On average each reference is printed
The index Mcdicu s terms are those MEDLARS mdcx-re rms under which <1
Linder only a qua.rter of its index terms, the other terms being of Less importance
..~
for tha r particular reference. Thus 86%,of these 'print headings' occurred in
titles, not 86% ofall the MEDLARS terms indexing the refcr enccs ,
(vi) MEDLARS: F. W. Lancaster in L 6] attempted 1'0 estimate the Rcca l l and
Precision performance of MEDLARS CIS operated 8.1 Washington D. C. The method
used to csr imatc Recall was to set up a 'Recall base' of relevant references
.beto re a search, and to rind what percentage of this base was rctr icvcd by the
MEDLARS search. This \\I"lS ca ll cd the 'Consistency Ratio' in Chapter 1, to
avoid the implication that it esrl ma rcd Recall. It is, however, a rca sonabl c
measure of one aspect oJ rct rtcval performance (u l bcit not the most importa nt
aspeer), The Consistency and Precision were 60% and 52% respectively for, .
MEDLARS Boolean Sca rching using aLI MEDLARS index terms. When s carchcs
were performed using 'print hcuclings ' only, the percentages o:lwnged 10 -J.-J.% and
60% respectively, i. c. the pc rccnrugc of the recall hose retrieved fell from 60
to 44, but. the pcr ccnra gc or the output that was .1 cl evant rosv from 52 to 60.
Since (v) showed a high deg-ree of sim il ar it y between MEDLARS titles.
and 'print headings', the results or (vi) a re an upp roxi rnut c i ndi ca t i on of the
retrieval performance using titles instead of index terms.
The pcrf'o rruuncc figures for searching us ing only the 'print headings'
a re surprisingly good when compared with those for the lu l l indc:\ing, and this
rcqu i re9 some explanation. Expcrirncntal studies of indexing IlJVC indicated
that as the depth of indexing is inc rca.sed there is l cs s and Less agrcerncnr on
the appropriateness of rhc uddirionul terms 171. The rclut i onship between
indcxc r and scu rch-fo rrnula to r is "kin to rhur between two indcx c rs . ThL'
cons ist cncv between searcher und indexer, scpa rut cd by time and SjX1Cl', is
likely to be less thu n between two indexers t ak ing pa rr in all indexing experiment.
One study, using 8 indexers to index 20 references found that the main source
of the small proportion of words on which the Indexers were agreed was the titles
and suh-rtrl es . [8]
All these studies have looked for the appearance in tile title of Cl subset
of the index terms.' In comparing the information cont cnrs of t itlcs and indexing,
it is als o neccs su ry to look at the percentage of important title WOlds which appea r
in the indexing, e. g. the MEDLARS search no 100-+0 on 'Streptococcal Ccl l Walls'
was inhibited by lack of the tc rrn rCcl i Wall' in the vocubul ar y , although the term
appeared in ritl.cs , (TI1<::'mi 'sing term was later added to the vocabulary). It
is thus possible for Litl.es to have 'u greater information content than the print
hcadings , whil e only containing 86% or these headings.
In systems using <1 restricted vocabulary, tile Jack of () tc rm in the voc abu la rv
C~ILl force both indexer and sca rchc r tu use index terms which do not describe the
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content of tile reference or of the user's interests, e. g. in the above CX<ll1IPiL',
• -'CELL MEMBRANE' miglll have been substitur cd for 'CELL WALL' although these
arc nor the same. Thus of the 14% of print headings whi cb did nor appear in ti t lcs ,
an unknown pe rccntugc could simply be incorrect dcs cr ipto rs . . If indexer and
searcher each chose Idcn t ic a l subsritutcs for tile tJ1Je descriptor, only a l ac k or
Precision would result, hut if the substitutes were di nc rcnr Rcc al l LInd Precision
woul d, both be reduced.
-1-.:3 A Scoring Sea 1-CI1b~lscd on Titl cs
The Wash ingt on MEDL/\RS results indicated that i1 B()oic;jll tit l c search or
MEDLARS would retrieve less of <1 givL'1l rccul l base, but would gain in Pr cc is ion .
By using a Scoring technique to scu rch the title's the output size or the scu rch can
be fixed in advance. By j'ixillg output size, ,lny increase in Prcc is ion uut orna t i cu l l v
givcs an increase in Rccu ll und vice vc r su, This cu n be scvn hy (;xprcssing
Rcc al l as a function 01' Precision:-
Recall = r
R
where r of' r hc R relevant references arc retrieved
, ,
Precision = r where 0 is the output size,
o
Then Recall = Precision x 0
R
But R is fixed for any search (a l though not known), and in a Scoring search 0 is
set a rbl tra.ri ly before the search commences, It f'ol.lows rhar greater depth of
indexing which is Ii kcl y to give Cl Boolean search higher Recall and lower Precision,
does not have such eus Ily .predic ta blc effects 011 a Scoring search with fixed ou rpur
size, Although MEDLARS tii l cs contain far fewer terms than there a re index
te rrns , a Scoring sca rch call mu k .us c of the greater appl icabi l it v of those that
.do appcu r.
The simplest form a Title coring search can tu kc is a list of search terms,
the score of Cl reference being
whcr c d = I if the
j r
and ~ =Oifirdocsnol,jr .
~ jr
jrh s ca rch t c rrn does appca r in t hc title or the reference,
Pr ovi s ion muy be made for :->C'Glrchterms to be weighted by rnod ify iug Ss
10
s_ =
;:') ~
j = I
w
j
where W is the weight of the jrh sea ITh tc rru , If the fr cqucncics or occurrence
j
of the jth te rm in titles generally, and ill relevant titles. can be cst irnut cd then,
W = log
j
Wj
p .
.I
with w = cs ri rn a te of rcl a t ivc frequency in rcl cvu ni titles
j
I) = cst irna rc of relative' f rcqucn cy in all rit l cst.i .
the Title Scoring Sca rch has the surnc form ,-IS the Probabilistic Scu rch or Chupt cr 0)
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Although the user can be asked lO estimate w. , no equivalent of index term rul li cs, J . .
is uvai labl c for MEDLARS titles and the estimation 01' P. would be difficult.
. J'
More importantly the terms in titles arc not terms from a Coordinate Index
system, and the Probabilistic formula docs not appl y. The val ues W, are rhus
J
left enrir Iy at the user's discretion.
Synonyms: The sclcc ti on of the search tcrrns is of grear importance, us in an
index term search, but the problems of selection arc different. WHh a vocabulary
of index terms one problem was to select from rho vocabulary substitutes for
some desired term which was not ava ilublc , For a ti t le s ca rch there is the
complementary problem of I.isting not only the desired term, but' <.1.11 reasonable
synonyms, e.g. in MEDLARS; English and Arncricun titles arc left una l tc rcd,
and all other languages arc r rans l atcd into Arnc r ican . This me,H1S that the lisr of
s ea rch t crrns need not conrain French terms but must' c oura in hoth English and
Amc rican spellings ('SULPHUR'. 'SULPUR '). Standard abbrcv iuti ons such as
)
'CNS' f'or "CEN1R \L NERVOUS SYSTEM' or 'EEG' for 'ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
eire also 'synonyms' for Tille Sca rch purposes: Different arca s of study habi tua l ly
use different ter miuology, e. g. 'VfTAMIN C' and 'ASCORBIC ACID'. III particular,
chemicals arc often given one narriebv chemists and several others by doctors and
manuiactu rcr s . Standard l isrs of cr oss vr crcrcnc 'S, 'see a ls o lists' arc obvi.ous lv
helpful, if they arc uva Ila b!c.
Another category or synonyms ca n be produc cd by punctuation e.g. 'SE ')2'
could conceivably he recorded in va r i ous t ilks ..IS 'SE-,,)1'. S[(:=)2)'. 'SE/:=)2' or
'5. E. ')2'. To ..ivoid having to specify all of rhcsc variuru s indiv iduul ly. <.1 single
symbol stu nding for any punctuation chn ruc t er is ncc cs su rv. In the input to
the program described below, cl space r cp r cs curs a n y puncruar ion charu ctcr ,
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4.4 Categories in Ti.tte Searchcs
Language Categories of TitLe Terms. ·In an indexing sys rem with a controlled
vocabulary it is possible to classify the terms to make the scarch easier to formulate,
and faster to perform. e.g. the MEDLARS category number D6.-+iL 12 represents
'BARBITURATES' and nine spcc ific barbiturates> 'AM013J\RnITAL',
'HEXOBARBITAL' etc. If the Title Search technique is such that url cs can be
inspected for fragments of words, as well as compl'cre words, the Title Search can
make usc of the carego ris an on provided by ordinary language, In the above example.
a. Ti t lc Sea rch [or 'BARI3IT' would ret rrevc tir l cs conra rning 8 of the 10 barbitu rate
tcrrns , Only 'THlAMYLAL' and 'TI:HOPENTAL' would be missed. Of course the
search (or 'I3ARBIT' might 8180 r er ri evc references on orhe r topics than ba rbiru rutcs ,
The l ingu i.st ic cln s siti cat ion could be accidental and have no Logical foundation,
e. g. a sea rch for 'Prosrhct ic Appl Ianc es for the Hip and Leg' retrieved a number
of references on thcl cga l aspects of medicine clue to the 1is: ing of 'LEC' ~IS a sca rch
~ragmenl. In spire of this counter example, rile abilir y ro search for frngmcnts
of words is most important. Ret ri cvul CHn be Test ric ted to complete words by
Specifying a 'fragment' whose first and lasr cha ract c rs arc SPLICL'S e. g.' LEG
Uscr-c'negories. The linguistic carcgo ri cs may not s a ri sfv <J part icu lu r user. 1J1
pa rticul a r the various synonyms for a term f rrrn Cl category for the user, but need
110t have a common sequence of lcu.c rs in them. Synonyms such LlH 'SULPHUR' and
'SULFUR' arc obviously pe rfcc rsu bs utu t cs for each other, but a user m~ly choose
to rcgard two terms as imperfect substitutes in ihur he has a pr cfo r cncc. A group
of imperfect subs ri rures ma y or may not be 'J linguistic category e.g. the user rn a y
request rcfercnc cs on any ba rbiru rutcbur with a preference fo r papcr s on
'PHENOBARBITAL" One solution is to list 'f3ARBIT' and 'PHENO' s.cpa ru t cl y,
Another is to make usc of user-categories in the calculation of S;), hy selecting
from each user-group a mux imum of one weight, tile weight selected corrcs pon ding
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of search
-t c rms
group
to the mo .t prctcr red term from rhut group in the title. i,e.
S_ = ~ Max. '{ tr WJ}
J ~ withtn
al l g r ou ps
In tile example 'on barbiru ra tes ~I user-category of two terms could he used -
'BARBIT' V\',ith weight
'PHENOJ3ARI3IT' with weight 2
A rcrcrcncc on 'PHENOBARBITAL' would receive, from rhis uscr-uatcgor y, a
weight of 2.
4.5 A KDF9 Progwm, for Tit-le Searching of the MEDLi\RS file
The standard MEDLARS system was irnpl crncnt cd in the U, K. by E. D.
13arrClclough on an E. E. L. M. KDld:J Computer. The quant ir ics of data to be
handled were large for a machine of this size and speed, and much inc code
programming was ncccs sa rv. Sta ndu rd E. E. L. M. Magnct io Tape Handling
routines were used.
The program ro perform a Ti rl c Scoring search was thc refor c written ill KDF9
rnuchinc code, parrl y bccuus c of rile same problem of lurgc -e cul ' datu handling,
a nd partly to make it' compariblc with the Mngneric Tapes containing the MEDLARS
file which had been set up bv the stunda rd programs. Adoption of machine code
and E. E. L. M. tape routines th r oughout a v ridcd much dupl icu t i on of effort. In
pa rricul ar the program u s cd for printing the rct r ievcd rcfc rcnc cs in an cu s i lv
readable Io rmur W<lS the srundu rd MEDLARS print.
P rog ra T1l III pur
(I) The MEDLARS file of references held 011 rn agnct ic iupc in rete renee
o rdc r ,
(2) 1\ paper iupc con tu in ing u batch or Sl'<IJ'L'1lIo rmul ut ions , Eu ch i'orlll-
ul at ion consisting of up to tell L1Sl'I"-cCltegories. eaeh us c r «: ..llcgory heing <.1 list
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of search fragmcnts , with a s sociarcd W, provided bv the user. Fo r each search
1 '
formulation the maximum number 01.' rcfc rcnc cs to be retrieved. Restrictions
on batch size etc. are given below.
Layout" of the KDF9 high-speed store
The program reads the paper data tape und combines a l l search terms
(fr om what cvc r search) into J single list sorted in s ca rch fragment order. The
'sort' is alpha nu mc r ic , wirh a s o rring order which places space first, Iollowed
by digits, and then by lct tcr s . No other characters arc acceptable in search
fragmcm s , Before a title is c ompa r cd with the search list all. non-alphanumeric
charu.c tcr s are replaced by Sp;_ICCS. This cnsu rc s c orn put abi l it v between t itlcs
and sca rch frugrncnts (some 'junk' characters in MEDLARS titles arc eliminated
altogether. They arc only of usc in the pr inr ing of Index Mcdicus) Tile KDF9
s ro rc consists of 16K 48-bit words. When sysrcrn sorrwa rc. program, LInd
magnci ic rape buffc r+s to.rcs arc in st o rc , some 11000 words remain. Of these,
4000 arc used in processing the titles. and 6000 a re used for u joint Scarch
Fragmcnr and Retrieved Reference list. This list is Laid out <.IS in tile diagrum.
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Search Fragment Glnd Retrieved Reference List
Merged
Sea rch
Fragment
List
• F!rsr
SeiJreh
of
Ba teh
Rcrr rcveu
Reference
"WT ADD
SHL FRAG I.
SH2 FRAG2 )-
St-I:} FRAG3
SH4 FRAG4 J
,
}
1
J
SCRT (1) CIT
SCR T (2) CIT
" "
" "
< SCRC C1T.. ..
.. ..
~
f
10
words
MAX
words
SCRC is rho score ol' a retrieved reference,
Fivc words for each sea rch
fragment. WT is the Wi assigned
by the user. ADD is the add rcs s of
the word for the score of the
approp ria re use r-ea t.cgo ry,
The next four words c onra in the
fragment, six cha racrc rs in each
word (FRJ\G J to FRAG 4). The
ITrst twelve bits of each wonl is a
. J ! shift' va luc wh icll is usee! for
masking (SHl to SH4). The shift
value is 48- 6C where the computer
word contains C cha rncrc rs , c. g.
;,1 fragment' 'NEUROMUSC' would
have 6 characters in tile first word,
:3 in the second. and none in the
)
I h i rei Cl neI f au rt Il _
For oach SC£1 rch then.' is provision
for Lip to 10 us c r-c atcgorics . SCRT(k)
is the score of tile kth user L~,Hcgory.
CIT Jndicut cs ,I rcf'c rcnc c idcntificut lon
number Up tu MAX rctc rcnc cs may he retrieved.
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Size Restrictions
(i) From the diagram of the store it is clear that for a batch of S searches with
Nj fragments in the jth search statement , and an output limit of MAX on the jrhj
search, the program requires that
j=S
L
j = 1
(5 N. + 10 + MAX.) ~ 6000'
. J J
and each search fragment must have~ 24 characters. For example; If each
search had 20 search fragments and each user rcqui red no more than 190 references
then the la r gest batch size possible is S, where
S (LOO + ]0 + ! 90) ~ 6000
i.e. S' 20
i. c. twenty such sca rchcs could be processed simultaneously.
Other aspects of the p rog rum f mposc additional resr r ic t ions. however, and
-thcs o Dre -
(ii) No. of searches in botch ~ 200
(iii) Tora l no. of search fragments in batch ~ 800
(iv) The l ongcsi title that may be s ca rchcd must' be less than 2()()O cha racrcr s
in length. At e. g. 100cllaracters printed across a line printer page this
represents 20 lines. i ,c. a short abstract. The longest MEDLARStitle
seen h~' the author was about 500 characters long.
Different c.ornbi nur ions of restrictions wouLd be possible. but the number of
search frugrnents must always be less than ~I.')th of the number or cha ractc rs
in a title since the store a rca s us cd 10 hold t it lcs cluring the s ca rch. arc used to
sort the se~l rch fragmcnrs before the sea rch hegins.
Retrieval Action
The formula used for c alcul at iug the score of a reference
~ Max r, W 1
s = ~ within c.u cgo ry ljr j j
.') II .a. usc r+ca rcg or'tes
is S_, where
J
as. developed in 4.:3. The retrieval action can be described by a very simplified
flow diagram.
nOlle
~,
,./lSTOP ll1111i~~---fGet next reference
from MEDLARS file
" Compare the ri tic with the
unified sorted list of search ~
fragments.
~---r-'"
~ -~----" ""--;;:---'-"
Title docs not J Title docs Title or Search
conra in search contain search list cxhausrcd
fragment Iragrnenr
t t
Put Wi into the
compute r word
reserved for the
appropriate usc r
-c a tcgo ry , Do
rh j s 0111 Y if a
I<J rger Wj has not
already been placed
there
J
for each sea rch
c a lcula tc tile
reference f s score.
aile! compare this
with the sco rcs of
references al rcady
retrieved.
I
\.
If the number of references already retrieved for a sea rch a lrcady equals the
,
maximum for Lh'[ll search, the current reference cu n only be added to the retrieved
set at the expense of rejecting one which has alrcady been retrieved. This is done
if the score of the cu r rcnr reference exceeds 1he srnal Iest score ill the sci . TIle
program is so designed that a reference whose score is less than that minimum lS
rci(,~led art c r ()Ill~' aile comparison. This s it uat ion is likely to be frequent.
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The most interesting pa r t of the rer r ieva.l action is the inspect ion of the
ri r le for the presence of search Irugmcnts. The method used is very efficient
and needs a deta ilcd description,
Inspection of Titl.es for Search Fragments
The low cost of input to a Title-based retrieval system was given in 4.1
as one of the major advantages of such systems. Bur the t ot a l cost m ay not be
low if ti tlc+s ca rc hing' takes more c ornput cr time and a large numbe-r of sca rchcs
nrc performed. The low fixed cost may be offset by high operating costs.
The ritl e search technique described here almost equalled the speed of the Scoring
Search of Chapter 2 (using index te rmx), but means of imp rov ing the speed or that
search were given. and the Bool can Search (using-index terms) was three 10 four
timc« faster. Tille" Searching is thus sl owcr than iudcx-tcr m searching. bUI not
so slow as to be imp racr ical .
Each MEOLARS r it lc is used. in turn. 10 construct two ordered lists. the
Sorted Tille List and the Title Access List. These are c ompa rcd with the Search
Fragment List described above. The method of comparison is best dl'sL'j'ibed
with the help of an example. In the example the reference t itl c is 'THE CRYING
CAT _SYr\OROME.· and the Scorch Fragments ore '_CRYING_CAT_' and'
, TIJR 'ER S ' which may come' from the same or different sea rchcs , (The dashes- - - .
nrc used here in the text to rcnt-cs cnr spaces). At the time of sea rch the three
lis ts would appear as:-
WTl ADD I
,......,.,....,
12 C R y I N
12 G C A T
WT 2 AOO2
12 'f' U R N E
24 R S
- .......-
Sorted
28
29
0 T
.!. T H
2 T H E
3 T H F.-
1.') C A T S
8 C R y I N
19 S y N 0 R
4 T , H E C
17 A T. S Y N
16 C ,A" T S y
9 C R" Y I N G
1:1 0 Rc -0 M E
17 E
..
I,
7 E :C R y I
14 G ,C A T
6 H B'
c,
C R y
12 I ~~~~'G C A
4
26 M E'.'
22 N 0 R 0 M E- --- '.
U N G C A T
25 0 M E ....
24 R 0 M E
.'"
10 IR Y I N G
20 S Y ~; D R 0,
18 T S Y N 0~.
,",) T H r C R.
I 1 Y I N C C
2l Y N 0 R 0 M
T
T H
T H E
T H E
T H E c
T II E C R
H E C R Y
E C R y I
C R Y I N
C R y I N G
R Y I N G
Y I N C C,J
I N G C A
N G C A 'I'
Cl C r. T
C A 'I" S-_
C A T S y
,
A T S Y N
'I' S Y N 0
S Y N 0 R
S y N D R 0--.
y N 0 R 0 M
N D R 0 M F.,-_.
0 R 0 M E
R 0 ,1\1 E
0 M F
M E
E
0
,1
2
.3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1 I
12
1:3
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 >·1
22
2:3
24
25
26
27
28
29
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The Titl c Access List c onrains one computer word for each cha racrcr in the'
title. Ea eh computer word contains six consecutive characters from the title.
If the first character in each compure r word is read by scanning the eye clown the
page, the title is immediately visible. The Sorted Title List contains the same
computer words but rearranged into dictionary order (with space before digits
before letters). Stored in each word of the Sorted Title List is the address of thar
same word in the Title Access List. The Search Fragment- List has been dcsc r ibcd
alrcadv , It is in an order determined by the first six cha ra ct c rs of ea eh Fragment.
Since the Sca rch Fragment and Sorted Title Lists a re both in a sorted ordc r ,
tht: ur!o can be in s pcc tcd , Cor the occurrence of the f i rs t six churuc rcr s of a
Search Fragment, by a 'pop-up'<p roccdu rc. When the first six cha racrcr s a re found
in <I title, a much slower o lgo r ithm inspects it for the rest of the Sca rch Fragment.
The Sorted Title word conru ins ADD. its address in the Title Access List. The
remaining characters of the Search Fragment are c ompa rcd with those in the (ADD +&)rh,
(ADD + 1.2)th, (ADD + 18)1'h words of tile Title Access List. Since the Scu rch Fr~lgmC'nt
and Sorted Title Lisrs arc only sorted on a key of six cha ra crc rs the algorithm for
detecting 2..J.cha rucrc r Sca rch Fr-agments is not a s impl c 'pop-up' pr occdu re, but
the more complicated algorithm is faster than iJ multi-computer-word sort Ioll owcd
by <.1 simpler c ornpa r is ou procedure. The compa ri son a Igori rhrn used .in the
program is given in the flow diagram bel owr-
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COMPARISON OF SEARCH FRAGMENTS WITH TITLES
Words in Search Fragment List denoted by Sci) (strictly SCi) is the f'irsr six
characters of the i th Fragment). Words in Sorted Titlc List denoted by
SCi) <T(.i) SCi) >T(j) •
SO )=T(.i)
Cornpa 1-(;' rest of
i til Frugmcnr with
(ADD(k) + 6) til
(ADD(k) + I. 2) til
(A DD(k) + I 8) rh words
01' Title Access List
Frugmcnt Found
.i n Ti tlc
Title Exhausted
bcfo re end ot'
Frugrncnt
Eragrncnt nor
equal t o
C 11<1 rae t c rx of
T.itle
,,#
Hit action
not
cqua l SCi) T(k)
cornpa re
1----4 c qu u I
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For simplicity the flow diagrum does not show the stopping c r it criu (S or T lists
exhausted), nor the masking procedures for comparing Sea rch Fragment Lisr
words of less than 6 characters widl the Title words, all. of which contain six
characters. The inr roducri on of 'k ' is necessary s inc e the algorithm is cffcc tivolv
comparing two lists of 24-character strings, each lisr sorted by only the first 6
characters of each string.
Ti.me Taken
The Sea rch Frugmcnt List is scanned only once, ami the Sorted Title List is
scanned only once unless it contains rcpca rcd strings of si' cha ru ct crs which are
also the first six Ch;_lmeters of some Sca rch Eru gmcn r . The number of'
comparisons necessary for 8 title which contains no Sca rch Fragments (the
'rejection time') is T + S where th 're a re T characters in the title and S Search
Fragments.
If all the Search Fragments are word stems i , e. S18rt with a S[Ji.ICC:. then
)
the number of comparisons necessary fur reject ion is D + S whc rc there arc D
l'.Inguagc words in the title. Typica l lv D is only an eigllth of T. This improverncnr
in speed is achieved because space is sorted before digit-s and letters. putting all
the word stems a t the read of the Sorted Title List .. When ~l la rgc batch of sca rchcs
arc run s imul taueous l y, and S is +argc relative to T or D.. the improvcmcnr in. speed.
is not sufficient to offset the rcrri cvu l disudvaruugcs of a restriction of Search
Fragments to word-stems. This restriction would reduce Recall.
Once the first six characters 01':.1 Search Frugmcnt u re round the p rogrn m lcavcs
the fast pop-up routine and enters the much slower seen on which cxum incs the
remaining c hu ruct c r s. The program wi l] operate at Cl much higher speed if
Search Fragments ,HC rcstr icrcd to less t huu six cha ruc rc rs , i\gain the restriction
will. give an imp rovcrncn I in speed at the expense of rct r icvo l disLldvuntages. This
restriction would reduce Precision.
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The pop-up routine is left more frequently when Search Fragments occur
more f rcqucntl y in Titl.es. Thus frequently occurring Search Fragments s low
the p rog ra m down.
If all these complications arc ignored (because they are difficult" to handle,
not bccuus e they arc unimportant) the computer time taken is split between
Overheads and time related to the number of Search Fragments, FOUT sea rchcs
of ,34, 000 rcrc rences using different I isrs of Search Fragments gave rcsults i-
Time (in mins.) No. of Search Fragmcnt s
48 108
46 68
57 175
:39 :3
If the overhead is eliminated by subtr a iring the last result from ea eh of the others.
the cst imu rcs of the times pc r sca rch f'rugrncnt UTe (in minutes). 0.086, 0.108,
O. ]04. per :34,000 reference-so The time per sca rch trugmcru per rcf'ercnc c is
- 4 --J.
approximately '2 x 10 seconds. This compares with about 0.8 x JO seconds
per search term (index term) in the Probabi l i s t ic Scoring Sca rc h of Chapter 1.
However in the test below, with a largc number of search fragments, the title
sca r ch program took less time t ha n these calculations would predict.
The ovc rhcud is large. about :39 minutes. This WLIS verified hy s ca rching
for the single frugmcnr '-AAA'. which ago in rook about:39 minutes. Since such
a sca rch involves the comparison or only one sca rch frugmcn! with only about
:1 wo rcls frorn the Sorted Title List. tile time iukcn is ul mosr cnt i rely due to the
cons t ruc t ion of the rwo title lists - Sorted Title unci Title Acc 'ss. This takes u
long time since every cha ruete-r ill tilL' title has to he inspected. pucruu non
cha r ac t c r s rcpl accd by spaces, ,-111(1 charnc rcrs only lIsed for p r uu ing Index
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.
Medi cus eliminated. The Title Access List is formed du r ing this inspection.
Then it is Boned to form the Sorted Title List. If the t lr lo sea rch were adopted
as a standard search procedure. rh is ove rhcad could be all but cl irn inarcd by
processing the titles once 0111y, und s roring the two title lists on J spcc ia l
magnetic tape. Then the speed of the title Search program would be about half
the speed of the Pr obabilis n c Search program according to these cst.imurcs ,
In rho test below, the Title Search went at almost the B,1111(' speed LlS the
Probabilistic.
4.6 A Comparison of 1300lcan and Scoring Senrdws L1sing Index Terms wi.tll
Scori.llg Searches using TitlL's
Two tests of rcrrrcva I performance were made. In each test ~l number-of
searches were performed by the s tandard Bool ea n Search, by the Title Search,
and by the Probabilistic method. These tests were described in dctu i l in 2.9,
and to avoid needless repetition on l v the aspects which affected the Title Scu rch
a re described here.
Tesr I: Dcs c r iption and Results
Users of rile MEDLARS Monthly Selection Service were given the option or
Title Searches. Of the 50 users some did nor accept the offer. arid some did not
.
evaluate the refe rcnces r ctr icvcd. As a result. only !.'3 searches we re a va il abl c
for lise ill a comparison of Boolean and Title s carching. The Title Scu rc h
Sta tcmcnr s were formulated by MEDLARS starr from the terms of till.' Bool cun
Scarch Statements. No usc WClS made or use r-c a tcgor ics . Output s izes were
set u rbirru rf lv at :30 Of 75.
Tile Bonl ca n Sea rchcs did overwhelmingly betrc r , In H of the iJ sea relic-s
the Boolean was bctrc r 01; both Prcc is i on and Relative Rccu l l , In 4 of the
remaining 5, rill.' Boolean Search was st r icrly better on one ru t io but worse on
the other. Of the relevant references retrieved the Bool can Sed rchcs avc rugcd
70% and the Title Searches 43%. a l though these figures arc c ornpl tcarcd by tile
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fact that not all techniques were: used for all searches.
From this test iiwa s obvious ihar u further test was required, in which all
searches were pcrfo rrned by both t echni qucs, and in which more C~I re was taken
in selecting the output size of the Title Searches, in order to get fully cornparabl c
rcsilt t s ,
'Test 2: The criteria which determined the dcs ign of the second test <lye given in
2.9. The dcs ign was an attempt to meet the partially contrudicro ry requirements
of real is m and cornparabi l irv.. ,
Fo r the Title Search Formulations it was considered una cccpr abl y unrealistic
to ta kc as Sea rch Fragments rhc stems of t-he MeSH terms used in the corresponding
Boolean Sca rches . Ideall y the. Title Searches should have been fo rrnul.arcd in
cxa c tl v the same ma nnc r <H the Boolean i.e. at personal interviews between the
Strathclyde Librury staff aile! the users. This could well ha vc cxhuus tcd their
cooperation before the evaluation stLlge was reached. The Title Searches were
therefore formulated hy <l St rarhcl ydc Librarian and a subject expert in consultation
witil the autho r , They were based on the m ca ni ng of the Mc'SH terms used in the
Boolean Search Statcmcnts , and the Libra r inus merno ry of the original (Boolean
formulation) interviews wirh us c rs . The m l es r er rI 'vee! by the original Boolean
Scu rche s we re also avail abl c t()l~i1Tl. In rwo cases the Boolean Scu rch fo rrnula t ion
consisted al mos t cnt irclv or MEDLARS category numbers, and the us c r hud to be
Jnr c rvi cwcd to provide Search Fragments.
The I300kan Search Stat crncnt s us cd 482 MeSH index terms and :3:) category
numbers. The Title Sca rches us cd 492 Search F'ragmcurs , some such as
'-AMIN', 'ETHYL', 'CAINE' int cnded 1'0 be the equivalent of MEDLARS cut cgo rv
numbers, others corresponding to indiv idu al tc rrns , Although tile Title Se...ircb
Fragments had nor been generated in <.1 mccharuca l fashion frorn the ML'SH terms
of till.' Boolean Search the rcl a: i ouship between Fragments and Boolean Sed rchcs
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was dose, Of tile 492 fragments, all but 68 appeared in one of
(i) The MeSH rcrrns of the Boolean Statement
or (ii) The MeSH terms represented bv the Cu tegory I1U mbcr s in the 13001can
Search Statement
or (iii) The Title of the Boolean Sca rch Sta tcrncnr
(TIle two title sea rch statements formula ted by the user are not included).
Some effects of the inclusion of these 68 terms arc analysed jIJ the results section
hcl ow , Most, but not all, arc obvious synonyms for MeSH terms used in the
Boolean Statements,
c. g. Boolean Srarcrncut Ti til; Stu icrncnr
(MeSH lCrm) (Word Fragment)
ASCORBIC ACID "VITAMIN - C"
BIRD "-AVIAN"
COMPUTER "~1ACHIN"
DENTAL terms "TOOTH"
DENTAL terms "TEETH"
This table shows some of the 68 fragments not found in MeSH t c r rus of tile
correspollciing sea rch ,
User-Categories: As with rill' Probabilistic Search, user-categories wen.' u s cd
in ev<.:ry Title Sca rch Fo rmuiu t ion. ThL' example quoted ill :2.9 of the sed rch
on "Hya lu ronida scand Dental Caries' is equally pc rr incnt he re.
Computer Time Taken: Doth Boolean and Ti rl c Search programs handled all :25
searclj(.'~ ill one batch. The t imc taken to search each tape of' ;3,'),O()O rcf'c rcnc cs
was about 8 to 10 minutes for rhc Boolean. a nd about 80 minutes for the Title
Sca rch. Howe vc r about 40 minutes could be usc r ihcd to the 'overhead' lu nct ion
of settillg lip the r it lc lists, ThL' dfl'ctivc s cu rch time for the Ti t lc Sca r ch
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program was thus about 40 minutes. The number of seurch fragments used
was 492. Using the values calculated in the lust section csr imarcd time for
the Title Search is
Est. time in
mius ,
= 40 +
. -4
2 x LO x 492 x 3~000
60
= 40 + 57
= 97 m ins ,
This estimate isc ons idcrubl v more than the actual time taken. The program
appa renrl y becomes more efficient us t)1C number of scarch fr~lgments is inc rca sed,
This did not happen with the Pr oba hi lis tic Scoring p rog ra m which is structurally
, '
similar to the Title Search progrum. This performance difference is due to the
action of the 'pop-up' method for comparing two sorted lists.
Suppose, fot the sake of clarity, that a sorted list of search fragment s is to
be compared wirh a sorted tit l c list, and that the title docs not conra in ullY
. or rhcscarch fragments. Suppose a l so that the two lists are' sufli c icnt l y long.
or evcnl v distributed through tile ul pha bci , t hut the comparison docs not s rop
1I11til both lists are (almost) exhausted, Then tile number of individual cornpa r isons
tha r rnust be made is (T + S) where there are T dements ill the Sorted Titl c
l i s r, and S in the sorted Sca rch Frag mcnr list. Tile va luc of T + S a ris cs since,
Lifter each cornpar i son. one or other list is popped up i. L'. one clement from one
list is rejected unci is never cons idc rcd again. In tile Probnbi l is t ic Search rhc
numbe-r of comparisons ma v also he w r incn (T + S) wh c rc T represents the
nurnbc r or ifidcx terms of rile rcr'c ron 'C, and S rile numbc r of sca rch t c rrn s . In
the test. tile values of S for horh Title and Probabilistic SL'~lrch were upp rox imurcly
,')00, hut the values or T were vc r y d i t'I'ercnt , for the Prohahil is tic Sea reil the
average vu l uc of T is 9, I'or the Title Search T is the number of ellLl ruct c rs in
the title, and the average lengtil or titles is ill the region or 80 to 100 churuct c r-s.
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The number of comparisons for varying numbers of search terms arc set out
in the table.
No. of Search
Terms
No.· of comparisons (approx.)
Tit lc Search Probabilistic Search
, 100
200
:300
400
200
JOO
.400·
lLO
2JO
310
410
510
500
500 600
As can be seen, the efficiency of, the Title Sca r ch algorithm is rcl ari vcl y low
for small number's of Search Fragments.
Resulrs ·ofTest 2 The results a r c given in diugram» of two overlapping
circles. each corresponding tothe references retrieved by one technique.
The overall results for tl1cl50 SL'~IJ."Chcswere:
BOOLEAN SEARCHES TITLE SEARCHES
No and % of Relevant
Rcfc rcuc cs Ret ri cvcd
(150 s cn rchcs ). % is
Relative RECALl;;.
Tot a I no. of references
ret r icvcd (I.=;O sea rchcs)
Precision (%)
(.150 sca rchcs)
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111(: precision of r ctr icvu l for each tcchniquc can be c alcul at cd from rhc Iir s t two
diagrams, and is 17% for Boolean, 12.5% for Title Searching. While it can be
misleading LO quote overall Rcl arivc Recall figu rcs these nrc given in the first
diagram.
The output size of the Title Sea rch was equal 1'0 that of the Boolean when the
Bookan retrieved 10 or more references. and WDS LOotherwise. The results
for different output sizes arc given in the rabic. which shows the number or relevant
references retrieved by Title Scurches with (8) the same output size <.1S 8001e<.1n,
(b) Title output 10, Boolean in the r ange ,:::;to 9, (c) Ti rlc output 10, Boolean in
the range 0 to +, The table also gives the numbers of search Io r mul ari ons , and
of searches, on which these rcr r icval figures are based. The statistical sigTlificancc
or the results can be ca lcu latcdfrom the numbers of sca rchcs in which the Title
Sen rch retrieved more r cl cva nt references than the 13001 ea n and these ,'igu res a r c
a1sogivC:11 in rhc rabl c ,
Boolean No. of No. of No. of No. of l\o. of No. of No. of
output Rei. Refs. Rc!. Refs. Rel.Refs. scu rch searclles sea rchcs sen rchcs
size r ctr ievcd retrieved ret rievcd form - in which in which
by Boolean by both by Tirle ul ations Bool cu n Title
only 01;1 y better bet I"L' r
10 128 71 8.5 9 41 26 5
.5 - q 28 17 .)- 1..3 r 7 10,) / _J
0 - -t 2L 8 84 19 8-t -+ 4()
This tu hl c is clca re r in pcr ccruugcd form: -
IO()%
100%
Illi %
Boolean Ou tpu r % of rei evant rcf'c rcnccs ret ri cvcd
Si 7.C Bool can only Both Ti tie Oil Iv
10 45 ?- :30-,)
::; - 9 :34 21 45
() - 4 1~ 7 75
TOl<'11
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" These tables show that when the output sizes were cqua l , the Boolean
Sea rchcs performed better, and that tile superiority of performances was
consistent (26 out of 31 searches i.c. significant at the 0.01% level). When
the Boolean Sea rchcs retrieved few references, arid the Tit l c output WJS bet vccn
one and two times the Boolean output size. the Title Searches retrieved more
relevant references, though the superiority was not very cons isrcnr (l O out of 17
searches, i. e. significant at the 32.0 % Level). When the Title output was
very much larger than the Boo l cu n. many more relevant rcfcr cnc es Were r ct r icvcd
and the superiority of the Title Searches W<.IS cons istcnr (40 out or -+..j. seu r chc s i. e.
s ign ificanr at the 0.00001% level) .
.The tables suggest that Title Scurchi ng was inrcr io r to Index tc r m scurchiug
in retrieval efficiency, bur tlyat by using J scoring tc-chn iquc and sett ing ~l la rgc
output size. searching by titles could produce JS munv. or more rcl cvanr
references than the corresponding Boolean Searches. Users might he willing to
spend more of t hc i r time 'cditing' the outpur .. if the reduction ill systcm costs
were pas-sed on to them in the Io rrn of lower charges for sca rchcs .
Titlcs ~lIld Index Terms
The c ompa r is on of the Title Scarch p rogru m with the MEDLARS T300leLln
Sca rch contributes to the cvalua t ion of MEDLARS, but docs not directly cvalu arc
the usefulness of titles for rcrricvul . s inc c the retrieval techniques differ. By
comp<'lring the Probabilistic Sco r ing.s cu rch with the Tit l c Scoring scu rch , titles
c nn be compared with MEDLARS indexing, s inc c the sca rch algorithms a re
bus icu l ly si rn ilu r. The results of rhi accrnpur+son havc to be treated with
caut ion, howcve r , since there may he Jntc ruc u on bet ween 111C ret r icva l technique
and the data to which it is applied. e.g. It is possible. even it u nl ikcl v. that
index terms m ight givc bcn e r results than titles when uscd hV;'1 Scoring' Sca rch.
• L
a nd wo r sc results wh cn us cd hv <.1 Bool can Sca rch. OJ' vice vc r su .
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In the test 2 dcs c r ibcd above and in Cha pte r 2, each seu rch was done using
the Bool ca n , the Probabilistic, and the Title Search program. Since: the
criterion used to determine the output sizes of the Pr obu b il ist ic and Title
Sca rchcs was the same, the output size of each Title Search cqua l lcd the output
size or the corresponding Probabilistic Search. The two methods CDIl thus be
compared by counting the number of relevant" references retrieved by each,
and the number of searches in which the; one rcrrievcd more t-han the other.
The rcsul ts were;
PROBABILISTIC TITLE Number and % of rcl cvanr
rcf'c rcnccs retrieved
(1.=;0 searches)
Nu mbe r of references
ret r icvcd (1:')0 sea relics)
Prcc i s i 011 (%)
(l:10 sea re hex)
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Since rhe output" sizes are the s.nnc, the Rcl arive Recall pe rccntugcs lor tile
two techniques stand in the sa me ratios to one a norhc r as do the Precision Ratios
(66% to .5:3%). The table shows tlwt the index terms are rno rc us eful f'o r
retrieval. but not overwhelmingly s o . Of the 150 sco rchcs , the Probabilistic
Scorer retrieved more relevant references in 63. less in 41, aud the same as the
Tirl c Scorer ill the remaining 46. The hypothesis tha tt hc P'roba bit is ti c Scorer
is better is s ign it icanr at a t least the 4.0% level:
Non-Boolean terms used as Search Fragmcnts
The construction of the Titl c Scu rch Stu rcrn cnt s wa s described above.
Of the 492 Sea rch Fragments used. 6H could be described as 'non -Bool can ' in
that they could not have been produced by selecting chu ru c rc r vs cqucnccs from
rill' terms or rhc titles of the Boolean Scnr ch Srar crncnt s . or rhcs c 6H only I7
com riburcd to the scores of relevant r crc rc ..nc cs retrieved by the Ti t l c Scarch
p rogrum, The others cirhc r did not appca r. or appca red with ot her t c rrus
from the same usc r+group, these othc r terms having cquu l or larger weights
than the non-Boolean one. The diagram shows how many of the relevant
rcf'c rcnces retrieved by the Title Searches would have received lower wclghts
had the non-Bool cun Fragments not been used. Thov might still have been
retrieved by the Title Search .s , a l bcit with lower scores.
NO. OF RELEVANT RJ:,:FERENCES RETRIEVED
BY ROOLEAN
SEARCHES
BY TITLE
SEARCIIES
Se ore not <I Ifcc I cd by
non - Boo IL' Cl n Tc I'm ,..,
Sco rc contu ins con-
I r ihut iOil from non-
Bool ca n Terms.
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A similar d iugrurn can be con s t rucr cd to compare the Probabilistic Searches
and tJ1C Title Sca rchcx.-
PROBAI3ILISTIC TITLE
Unaffected
Affected
In each case rhc non-Boolean terms contributed to the score of about one fifth
of the references missed by the other technique. The retrieval performance
of the Title Searches docs not appear to depend cxccs s ivcl y on thcs c terms.
The non-Boolean terms which contributed ro relevant reference sco rcs can
be examined in derail. The table shows the number of rcfe rcnccs aff'ectcd,
the non-Boolean Term involved, and ill rhc lasr column, <I I ist of the 'Boolean
Fragments' which p rornprcd thc use of the nou-Boolcu n term;-. ,
t .,
CC; ~~'"~~"' "h'.
ht;. LlO -~. -"
1\
Fo r mul at.i on No, of NOll-Bool can Associated
No RcCs Fr agmcnt Fragments
8 1 . C,INGIVA 12 dental terms
8 ] ORAL plus SALIVA .~.
.
9 16 BURN B. l\lJ)AGES,
9 3 WOUND DRESSINGS
10 7 HOSPITAL MEDICAL RECORDS.
10 ] PATIENT INrORMA TION
10 3 DIAGNOSIS RETRIEVAL,
STA TISTICS,
DOCUMENTA TION
]0 1 ELECTRO[\! COMPUTER PROCESSING
J 1 -t VIT1\MIN C ASCORl3lC ACID
~
/ ' 1J3 2 DETERMIi\J CHEMIC \L STRUCTURE
L3 ] STUDY
I.') 1 RIBOSOM MICROSOMES
IS s ,ENZYME ESTERASES, GLUCOSYL-· •.~
-TR/\NSFERASES
1.6 ,I. J\ VIA N BIRD MUSCLE
l7
,
I }, NTITT--IYRO THYROID /\ NTl\GONISTS l
) , . '
17 I CJ\ TAJ30L MLTABOLISM
25 :3 RESPONS BLOCKING AGENTS,
11
NEUROMUSCULAR ,1
PACILTTATION 1,)\
I,
f
THE EFFECT OF NON BOOLEAN FRA(JMENTS._--
1
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The judgement of whether these terms biased the rest in favour of the
Title Search program is ncccssu ri ly subjective, The Search Fo rmul ations
. were obviously not identical with the Index-term Fo rrnul at ions , nor could
they have been, s ince the index-term formulations used 3:3 MeSH category
numbers, and ir would have been tmpractical to have listed a ll the terms,
which appear ed undcr these category numbers. The Tit l c Sca rch Fo rrnu lat ions
did not use more re rms than the index term Iorrnulati ons , in spite of the lise
of the non-Boolean Fragments. The judgement that must be made is whether
users and search-writers in consultation would have written bcrrc r or worse
Tirl c Search Formulations than the ones used in the tcsr . In the author's
jUllgement all the non-Boolean terms in the t a bl c could have been expected
from the dullest of users, except for those used in fo rrnul at ion number nine,
The usc of BURNS <111(j WOUNDS to retrieve rctcr cnccs on the t rcatrncnt of
burn s and the r rc.n rucnt of wounds (the t ir.l e of the scu rch W;JS 'Metallized
Dressings'), in ackli t ion to BANDAGES and DRESSINGS does s ce m an improvement
of the search Fo rrnulnt icn which is not cornpl crcly obv ious . Thcs c terms
affectecl 19 rcfcrcncc-s , AIl'JlOUgh this made them good Seu rch F'rugmcnts
rhcv d id not have a lurge lJfl.!ct on the tora l resul rs ,
MEOLA RS Subheaci illgS. Seven of the relevant references 111isscd by tile
Boolean S 'arches n nd rct r icvcd bv Title Sca rchcs would have bucn r ct r icvcd
by the Boolca n Sca rchcs had the Formulations contuiricd their o r igi nu)
Subheadings in adcli i ion to the index terms,
COIlC tus iOlls ('rom 1: cc-I 2.
The mer its LInd dcmcr it s or the format of tile test are l i s t cd ill 2.9.
The s cu lc cf the t cs »- - l50 s ca rchcs using only 2.=;sea reb Io rmul at ious
m cuus t ha r till.' rcxult s appl y for mcdicul sc icut ist s using tile MEDLARS
systcm. For oi hc: u-« rs of MEDLJ\RS, and I'(H other systems, conclusions
- 11.2 -
bascd 011 these results hold with ll!sS cc rtuinty ,
A d ircct compu r ison of the efficacy of MEDLARS titles and MEDLARS
indexing for retrieval is given by the compu r ison of the Probabil isr!c with the
Title Searches, since, for e.:very search, the output size was the same, and
both usee! Cl Scoring rechni que for retrieval. 111C index terms retrieved
considerably more relevant references than the rilles (37H to :303), but the
advantage was not so large as to make economic factors un impo rtum . If a
rcr r icva t system based on titles cost vcry much le's 1'01' rcfe rcnc c-Iupur .
the higher costs of searching and tile lower RecJ11 achieved might be accepted,
Mo ro re-levant rcfc rcnccs could be retrieved by setting larger outputs and
le<:lVing the users with more sifting to do. 111C scul c of' rill' r ct r icva l svsrcm
is very important for rhe sUl'cess of <.1 t itlc+bn scd rct ri cvul technique. If tile
system is huge enough aud important enough within D discipline, its adopt ion
of title based rctr icval m igiu cnc ou ragc authors and j ou rnul editors to t.ikc
ea re that titles were fully dcscripti vc of the contents of rcf'c r c-nc cs . Till'
-effect. if it occurred. would pr obabl y not occur until the svs t crn lwei hccu ill
, ,
opcruti()n for some rime.
The comparison of Bool cu n and Title Scu rchcs rucusurcs ihc pL'rfOrI1lLII1CL'
of tile Tirl o Search ulgor i thm i.1gclinst the stunda rd MEDLi\.RS svstcm (and v , v.).
For Title Searches with output size equal 1"0 tilL' 13ooleLI11output size the rur io
of relevant retc r cnc cs retrieved bv the two methods \VdS s i rn il u r 10 tile rn t i o
for Proba hfl is rtc to Title. It \\',IS 12.75 to .10 for Boolean to Title (a t equal output)
and l2.;:;0 to 10 for Pr-obabi l is t ic to Title. Howcvo r , as tile s iz c: of t hc Title
Search output was increased beyond t ha t of the Bool c.m Sca rch output the
supc rio r irv PiJssed to tile Ti t l c Scu rch , For Title Sc-urciles with outputs of
10 ugu ins: Bool cun Sca rchcs wii h out put s or 0 to -t, the rut i o or rcl cvunt H..Ic rcnccs
ret ricvecl WLlS :31 to 10 in j',JVour of tile Tirlc Se,1 rcil. Thi s suggest S t hLlt the
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supcr io r performance of index terms W<JS offset by 3 ret r icva l t cchn iquc which
automatically widened the sca rch spcc ific.a tion, provided rhar la rgcr than
Boolean output sizes were set. The test showed that Titles as a 111(;<.1I1S of
ret ricvat should nor be rejected .. either on the grounds that r irlc searching
. would lise an irnp rnc r ic ally large amounr of computer rime. or 011 the grounds
t har it would nor give adequate Recall or Prcc is ion, unlcsx an extensive test
has shown rhar Jj1ey gave poor retrieval results ill the subject arca under srudv.
If no cxt ra costs are incurred by indexing tile references. index terms should
be LIsee! s incc they give bett cr ret r icvu l , MEDLARS indexing. for example,
is produced a s a by product of the publicat ion of Index Meciicus , and the
indexing cost is rhus nor casv 10 ~Ietermine. Even whc rc index terms a re
ava tlubl c. the construction of the: vocabulary may make it unsuitubl c for
pu r ucul a r sca rchcs . III rha t event '-I Titl c Sca rch p r og ru m p roviclcs a n
cffic icn t al t c rnarivc to on index term sca rch ,
- .114 -
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Chaptl:r 5. Retrieval without Indexing.
II. Associative Retrieval 011 a CiLation NL'twork
5.1 Associative Networks
An Associative Network is Cl set of 'objects', anv pa ir of which may be
'linked'. These hnks may have direction, in which case the network is
termed 8 'Directed Ncrwo rk '. If the links also hove m~lgllirude the network
is described as.an Associative or Directed Network 'with Link Coefficients'.
An alternative terminology is 'Linear Graph' for 'Associative Network' and
'Directed Linear Graph' f()r'Dirccteci Network'. Networks call be represented
by diagrams such as the following.
As soc iativc Network Di rcct cd Network
In such d iagrums object' are represented bv circles, links by lines,
directions bv a r r ows . Tile l a yout or the c i rcl es on tile p~lge ha s no sigutf'icnncc.
For cxa mpl o , the two diagrams thin follow represent the SJl11e network.
Rcp rcs cnrur ion I. Rcprcscm.u iOI1 2.
- J 16 -
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A Directed Network in which no object 110S more than one link leaving it
(or in wh ich no object has more than one link entering ir) wil l be call ed a
'Strict Hierarchy', or a 'Tree'. An example is given in the diagram:
Srri ct Hierarchy
An cxarnpl e of a network in the standard 1\1EDLARS system is the MeSH [ 1]
Category Strucru rc described in Chapter 2. Each tcrr» in rile vocabul ary cun
be linked to up 6) four more-general terms, ,,111(::4 to an unlimited number of
more-specific te rrns , Although it ca n be loosely descr ibed as a hicru rchicul
structure it i.s not a Strict Hierarchy us defined above. but is ,I Directed Network
without Link Cocff ic icnt s. Such network sr ruc tu res are ubi qu i rous l y us cf'ul in
Information Rcrricval , but the discussion in this Chapter \ViII he I im i t cd to
"
networks in which the 'objects' arc references. These networks of references
may" either exist naturally or be gcnc rat cd by calcul ut iou . An obvious example
or a natu r al network is the Ci rui ion Network. Most publishcd r cs curch papers
quote a nurnbc r of other publ ishcd pupc rs and so form ,I Oi rcc icd Ncrwo rk Vv iihout
Link Coefficients. Lengthy computer processing may be ncccs su ry to produce
<.1 represelltLltion of this network ill a form suit able for iufo rmu ti on ret ricvul .
but it is only tile r cp rcs enun ion wh ich requires construction. the network itself
has ,JI rcadv been formed by uurho rs c iring each others pupcr s ,
To use a network Io r retrieved it is nel'CSS~1 ry to assume rhur rctc rcuccs
which arc linked are in some way s irui lu r , Auih or s l11i.l)l cite papers fo r m~ll1y
re;.1S011Sother th an t hc s imi la r irv in content to their own paper. ami ;J nifiL'iLllly
gl'nCrCltl'ci "s im ila r i rv ' nct wo r ks could prove more uxcfu l for ret r icval than
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natural ones. Fo r example an associative network can be derived from a
coo rdina tc indexed file by using a modified form of the scoring Iormu lu of
Chapter 2 to calcul are the similarity between any pair of indexed r cfe rcncox ,
The formula given for the score of a reference was:
= K ,~
w·
S log I.
i
i = Pi
where there arc K search terms and
~ = J if the' irh sea rch term is present in the iridcx ing of the reference,
and ~i = 0 otherwise,
Wi = the user's cs rimutc of the p ropo rrion of relevant references that
1:1 re indexed by the j rh search tcr m .
p. = the p roportion of references in rhe file which are indexed by the i t h
I
search term.
Th is formula call provide a mcusu rc of the similarity between two references
. if the List of index terms attached to one reference is taken as cl Probahilisric
Search Statement, and the score of the other rcfcrcncc is calculated with
respect to this Sca rch Star cmcnt . Denoting the similarity between references
I and :2 by Sl(l, 2), tile formula becomes:
l=K '·12
J
Log Pi
where there arc K distinct index terms used to index the rden:IICL'S LInd
,J2 = J if term i indexes both I. and 2
= 0 oihc rwi sc
W. I [o r all i ,
I
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The formula is obvi ousl.y symmetric. The formula gives values of S/1,2)
in the range 0 ~ Sl(1,2)<00. A normalised form givingvalues in the
range 0 ~ S2(1, 2) ~ 1 Is ;-
L!K ~12 1
S2(l,2)
log p,
i = 1 1
r:) K )K S~ 1L log E: £~ Log _'-i = L J i = 1 1 Ri
where
('J
and ~~ are defined in a similar manner to
1
~12 '.
I
The calculation of si rn ilu r i ties S(a,tJ) between each pa t r of ref'e rcnccs
(CL, (J) in the file gives an Associative Network with Link Coefficients.
5.2 Bibliographic Coupling
A Citation Network is a Directed Network without Link Coefficients, and C~111
be us ed directly for inforrn ari on retrieval, but it can also be used to generate other
networks. and the gonc rarcd networks used for retrieval. The ret r icva I mel hod
known as Bibliographic Coupling [2,:3"1 is one t-echnique for generating a
(non-di rcct cd) As sociurivc Network. This is done by cul cul at ing the sim il ar it v
between two references. I and 2, by rhc forrnu la:
i = KL ,12
i = 1
where the references 1 and 2 cite Kdisrmcr references, and
1.2
= I when both
cite the i th cited reference. and 12 = 0 otherwise. This gives a mcusu re or
i
si mtl a r ir v in the range 0" S:/I, 2)<OC.
in the range 0" S.:j(J, 2) ~ 1 is:-
A normalised form. givingvulues
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i = 1 1
(' 1 c 2
where d. and <l. arc defined in a similar manner to
1 1
~.] 2.
1
rcspcct ivcl y, apart from the weighting factors log _1_
p.
1
arises from the treatment of citations as though they were index terms.
This correspondence
The S eurch Starerncnt for a Bibl iographic Coupling Search consists of a
set of references provided by the user, and kn own as the Request Set.
Sornc , ut least, of these Request Set references must he in the Citation Network.
The c rtrc ri on for the retrieval of a reference is th a t the sum of its sim il a r i t ics
to the Request Set must exceed sorno threshold value. Al rcrnur ivcly, each
reference can be given a score equal to the sum of its s irni la r it ics to the
Request Set. and the N highe:-;t scoring rcfcr cnccs retrieved. (N c qua l s the
rcqu ircd output size).
Bibl iographic Coupling is particularly appr opr iare when tile rcp rcscntau on
of the Ci tu t ion Nerwo rk consists only of a file of references each with u list of
papers cited by it. Th is r cp rcs cnt at ion is cl osc in form to tile original printed
texts. and is thus relatively inexpensive to c onst ruct . In additi on , this
representation is ident ica I in form to an i~dexcd file of the MEDLARS type,
and programs developed for index-rcrm retrieval can perform Bibliographic
Coupling Searches. The program dcs c ribed in Chapre r :2 for example, only
needs to omit the weighLing factors log wi to become a Bibl iogr aphi c
Pi
Coupl ing p rog rum ,
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More general Network Retrieval Algorithms proposed ill the next
section are not r'ela ted ro the rcp rescnration of the network bur to its logical
SI rue tu rc , , Bibliograph ic Coupl ing will be shown to resemble ",I spec ial cu sc
of H Netwo rk Retrieval Algorithm.
5.3 Network TransmiltClnce Algorithms for Associative Rctriev<.d
:).3,1 Retrieval on a Directed Network
Let us aSSUlT1C that a Network Search commences when a user specifies
a Request Set, and gives each member of that set all ini tia l weight or score.
Thereafter references in the network receive scores (or have their scores
changed) by vi rrue of being Iinked to other references which [IIready huvc
scores. Two' conditions are inru it ivcl y r eusonabl cr-
(J) A reference should nor trunsrn it to other references a higher score than
it receives from other references i, c. no r cfc rcnc e should ac: as all a mpl i ti c r .
(2) The score rrnnsrnirtcd by a reference should depend UpOIl the numbc r of
references to which <.1 score is s cnt; the Iargc r t hu t number the smellier the
score t run srn it tcd. A review article quor ing 500 references does not.
inrui r ivclv. connect i.hos c references to each othc r or to tile review as closely
us a research paper quoting 5 references connects those 5 to each other or
to itself.
Roth these c ondi rions arc mer when the score received bv '-1 reference
is divided between the r cfc r cnc c s receiving scores from it. This process
overfulfiUs the first condit ion in that the total or scores t runsrn i r t cd by u
rcfc rcncc docs not exceed its OW11 score. but it pr-ovides D s impl c criterion
for determining the score sent ,-liong <J Link, and it s a ri sfie s I ill' r cqu i r cd
conditions. To const ruct Cl ret r icva l a lgo r it hm Ll criterion for determining
the score received by D reference is also ncccs su ry. T\Vu ah c rnutivcs
a r c given ill the next sections.
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5. :3. 2 . Additive Scores
One criterion for the score of a reference is 'the sum of a l I scores sent
to it'. To prevent spu rious amplification of reference scor es by e. g. two
references citing each other, this criterion must be qualified bv the condition
, . -
that no reference may receive a score which originated from itse! f. however
ind irecrly.
This criterion token with that of s. 3, 1, defines the score of a II
references in the network. Tile calcul ar ion of reference scores is the same
as the calculation of Cau s al Effects in Causal Models (e.g, r ,fir 5]), except
for the restriction that no reference mDy receive a score originating from
itself. This restriction simplifies the ca lcu lu tion . (Two variables which
cause each other cia, quite lcgi nrnutcty, ampl ify cuch others values, though
often to a finite limit).
The summation of scores is appropriate when the user expects thar D
reference Iinked to several of the Request Set would have a h ighc r probubi l irv
of relevance than one l inked to only one of the Request Set.
Non-Additive Scores
An alternative criterion for the: score of a reference is 'the mu x irnu m of
the: scores SCM to it'. 111is is app ropr intc when the us er expects that iJ
reference closely related to a high scoring member of the Request Set would not
hav,e Cl higher probability of relevance if it were also di st ant lv relurcd to a
low scoring member of the Request Set.
The usc of this criterion in conjunction with that of :;,:3. I. defines
the score of all. references in the file. Each reference with (J nou-z c ro score
derives that score from just one member of the Request Set, Lind I icx on a 'path
of score assignment' originating at that member. The scores 011 this path dec reuse
monotonically from the sco rc of the Request Set r'cfcrcnc c ,
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.5.3.4 ComputL1tion of Network Transmittance
When the Nerwor k Tr ans mltrunc c criteria arc us cd for ret r icval , the
scores of the Request Set: arc ini t ialis cd by the user. During the cou r sc of
the computation these initial values may be alrcrcd. Transmit ranees using
the summation criterion can be computed as follows:-
The method proceeds in I rounds I, forming on the Krh round all paths of
K (or less) links from mcrnbcr s of the Request Set. Unless the cornput ari on is
ca r r icd out for (F-l) rounds, where F is the number of refc rcnc cs in the file,
then the T'rans m ittanc cs computed 'arc only appr oxlrnatc, but since scores decline
monotonically along these paths the computation of a Jew rounds gives good
approximations, A t the Kth round:-
(i) Ta kc each K-l length path PK _ 1 found on the Iasr round,
P = a a a aK-l K-l K-2 .. · .. 1 0
where eaeh a repr esenr s a rcf'c renc c. and Q
O
represents <J member of the Request
Set.
(.i) Ia K which have <J ink from (lK _ J
(iii) Eliminate any a~) wh ich uppca r s in the s cr f (lK_J' (lK_2····· "i: (lo}
(iv) U' I ,,( i) f I K 1 I IIV sing tne remaining CLl( orm t le engrn pat lS
(i1) Tak(,; all references
P (i) (i)K = (LK (1K_ I ,.... Cl J ClO
and a s s oc ia tc with each K lengt h p.uh a score
(i)
WI< defined hv
(i)
\1\' =K
wK-l
L
where \VK -I is the score associated with PK-1
L is the nu m bc r or references with a I ink frorn (l
, K-1
and w is tile initial score os s igncd 10 (/ by till' user.o < ()
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(v)
1
When the fi nal round has been cornplcrcd , say the K round, then the
score assigned to a refer-ence. is the sum of the scores of all paths terminating
at it. By the method of compurut ion only paths of length::;;' Kt arc included
in this sum.
111<..' same procedure wi l l calculate Network Transmittance by the second
criteria (non-additive scores) if. in (v), tile 'sum' is repl accd by the 'maximum'.
5.3 . .s Retrieval 011 a Citation Nerwo rk
A Citation Network ,is a nuru rally occurring Directed Ncrwor k. The
original di r cc ti ons of the links are based on whether reference Ql cited
reference Q2 or was cited by it. It is not obvious that rhcsc di r cc t ions arc
important for retrieval and for the purposes of Network Retrieval Algorithms,
the links wi ll be taken as rwo-wa y Iinks.
More complex t rca tmcnts of link directions a r c possible. <III I 011L' such
treatment. used with the sumrnat ion criterion for t runs m irrancc. gives r csulr s
similar to Bibliographic Coupling. This will be c al l cd Al tc rnur ing Searching
and results from using the computational p roccdu re:'> of S. :3. ..j.. t <J kin g th c
directions of links 8S:-
(i) from citing reference to cited reference. Oil Iir s t , third
and al L odd r ounds .
(ii) from cited rcf'c r cnc c to citing reference all all even rounds.
The diugru ms below show the scores assigned bv the summation criterion
using two-way links, and using altcrnaring Links. and also rile scores <lssigned
by f3ibliognp hie Coupling. In each case the Request Set consists of the single
leftmost reference. and is givell Cl score of 1 by tilL' user. The <.1 r rows go
from citing reference to cited rcfc renc c, irrespective of the algorithm used
tor searching. The va lucs showu are for two rounds of tile sum mat ion
c r iic r ion and 011<..' round or Bibl iog ruph ic Cuupling.
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Network A
Summation Criterion with two-way links.
Summation Cr itc r ion with Alternating links.
Bi bl iogr.p hie Coupling.
.l
Network G
.67 .11. 11
1
.67 • 17 • 17
2 1
THE WEICHT'S ;\SSIGNED TO REI,EREl'\CES BY THREE RETRIEV/\L
ALGORITHMS
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As can be seen, the method of Bibliographic Coupling gives results simi l a r to
those of the summation criterion with Alternating Links. The two differences
art' that Bibl.iograph.ic Coupling gives 110 scores to the intc rrn ediur c rcfercnc cs
(i. e. those cited by the request set). and it docs not take account of dispersion
at these references. The diagram below makes this c l ca r~-
From this diagram. the citing of B by both 1\ and C contributes <J value of
1 to the s irnila rf ty or Coupling Srrcngrh between A and C. When a normal iz cd
form of Bibl iogruphic Coupling is used. al l owancc is made for the references
cited by f\ and C which a r e riot cited by both, but no account is taken or other
references c iring 13 i.e. Bibl i ogr-nph ic Coup) ing takes ac counr or dispersion a t
A and C but not ut B. The surnrnat ion criterion tukcs uc count or dispersion
ut A and B whl~n calculating r rans m in anrc from A to C. and of dispersion at
B and C when cnl cul aring t runs m in ancc from C to J\.
,5.4 The Effect of Incompleteness on Associative Scurching lIsing Trunslll[ttunce
j\ Igo ri t hm s
!\Ily As soc iarivc Network of r cfc rcncc-s is ncccxsu r il y incomplete. iI Dill Y
bcc aus c nex~ yeLl r's publ icur ious have not been included. Lind they l11dY closely
link t wo rcf'c rcnccs in the cx isr ing; ncrwork which are 110tclS yet closely I inked.
For example. next year tell dif'Ic rcu papers may each c itc d pa i r of rctc r cnc cs
in the p r cs cnt ncrwo rk which huvc as vet 110 path. of a nv lcugt h , linking them.
There is no obvious wuy to cst i mutc which references muy he linked hv Iuru rc
publ i cur ions , but the negative cfIcc t of tutu re I inks, the di spcr s ion cflcct , c.ru
he cst [mat ed , Most sc icnt iiic papers have a di s t r ihu t ion of us c which is higll
sho r r lv after publ ica t ion uud decline'S t hcrcaftc r . Lib ru ry s t a t is t i c s tro m till.'
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National Lending Library for Science and Technology. Boston Spa. have been
used to estimate the use-distributions of s cverul categories of scientific
papers. The distributions of use have the shape of an exponential dec •.lY curve
as shown below:-
No. of requests
for paper
and the 'hu l.f-Lif'c ' of papers in di If'c rcnt ccrcgo rrcs can be cst im.n cd from tllese
curves. as the period of time from the publ icuti on date to th c dat c by which
half of the requests that will ever bv made for the paper. have been made I 6.71.
For medical I ire ruru rc the hal f-Lif'c is about :3t years. More generally. tile
fract ion of tora l usc C(x) occurring within x vcars of publ ic a t ion can be
cst imut cd. r\ssliming that the distribution of c ituri ons is of t hc su rnc form
(i.l'. equal to the usc di srribu ti on multiplied by "I sc al c ruct o r). the t ot a] nurnhc r
of references linked ro (or from) Cl reference, Q .. i.11 a Ci t at ion I ict wo rk CLll1 be
estimated by:-
Total links = 0 + GjC (I - y)
where D is the number of references cited by Q
G is the number of rete rcnccs in the network citing Q
is the year of the most recent: acqu isit ions rcp rcs cntcd in tile
Citation Network
v is the yeur of public ati on of Q.
In practice 0 and G arc the numbers of I inks in the rcp rcscnrnt ion of t hc
Cit a t ion Network. Since C(f - y)~ 1 this estimate scales up to C. It is.
however. all underestimate of tilL' t ot aLs iucc it takes ac coun t of the unpublished
n_'fl'rL'Il~'l'S t o Q. but not of rilose which have al ready been publ ishcd , but have
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not been found and included in the rep rcs cnration ..
In the Transmittance Algorithms of 5.3. for a Citation Network
the number of links can be modified by the factor llC (f - y) wherever app ropriarc.
If this is not done, the Algorithms are biased in favou r of transmittance via
more recent references. This may be 'considered a dcs irublc property of
a Network Sea rch Al gor ithm, and the modification purposely omitted.
5.:5 A Computer. RepresenUltion or Cl Citation Nerwork based on references from
A Card Index maintained by Cl Medical Research Council Unit.
To test rho Network Rer r icvul Algorithms of this chapter a n Associative
Network was necessary, and preferably one which was nor based 011 MEDLARS
indexing. since the objective was to investigate methods of rct r icva l which did
110t require all indexing ope rut ion. A small Ci tat ion Network WLlS t hc rcfo rc
represented On Magnetic Tape for searching using an EELM KDF9 computer.
A simple rcprcscnr.n ion of a Citation Index using Cl four part bibliographic
code could be:-
Code for Journal Volume No. Issue No. Page No. 1~------------------~--------------~--------------~------------.
e.g. CACMOOlOlO:,)H
One such entry irlenr ifi es u rcf'c rcnc c. and a list of similar codcs.idenlil"yillg
the rcfe renc cs rhar ir c ircs , can be an ached to it. To Use the Algorithms or
5.:3 a list of citing references is also required. This CUll be formed hv
'inverting' the o r igina l rcprcs cnt a t ion , and then merging the o r igi nul and the
inverted rcpr cscm at ion. Inverted rcprcscruur ions , which a re a ls o useful for
indexed riles, cons i s r of lists of references stored undc r t he ir a t rr ibut us (index
terms, or in this case, cited rcfe r cnccs ),
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The dis advantage of this simple representation is that while it is cas v
to identify journal a rt iclcs with this code, there is no very sau stucrurv way
of identifying books, research reports, and non-serial l ircraturc gcnc rul ly,
hy means of such a bibliographic code. In order to include such references,
the method adopted for the experimented Citation Network Wi.!S to give each
reference <J unique idenrificar ion number, starting with T, 2.3 ..... etc.
The basis of the Citation Network consisted of about 1000 references
from one of the c a rd indexes maintained by the M. R. C. Clinical Effects of
Radi ati on Research Unit at the Western General Hospital. Edinburgh. Bv
r<:lking such Cl compact subject area it wa s hoped that the inaccu rucics cuu s cd
by the small size of the network would be minimised i . e. that the number of
references outside the network. which cited references in the network, would
be small compared with other networks ba s ed on only 1000 references. The
network represented on the KDF 9 included the original thousand references
plus all references cited by i-hem. No.a rrernpt was mack to extend the network
b~lckwards in time by inc ludi ng the references cited by these (ired references.
The reprcscnrat ion was formed hy the method below, and was cl joint project
by the author LInd W.A. Gray 181.
(I) The texts of the references from the ea rd fil c wc re foundi 11 rhc
National Lending Library for Science and Technology. Boston Spa. unci the cir a t ion s
mode were microfilmed, and Xerox prints were made from the microfilms.
(2) The citu t ion s , and the original rcf'c rcuces were then coded onto
st andu rd sheets, using MEDLARS srunda rd journu l codes for all jot! rna ls
indexed by MEDLARS. and us inj; OIlC spcci a l l'oeil' for Ilon-MEDLARS jou r nal s ,
anda second for books or non+s e r ia l public a t ions , In add ir ion. MEDL;\RS
jou rn a l title a bb roviu t ion s were recorded for MEDL1~RS jou rua l s , und s impl o
(n on-xt a nda rd) abhrcvi at ions of book t i t lc-s dS and when they occurred. The
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ful.l infor rnur ion recorded for each reference or c it ar ion W~lS:-
Abbreviated Title
Authors
Journal Code (or book code)
Year of Publ ica tion
Volume Number
Page Number
These coded sheets were then keypunched onto punched paper L~lPL' by staff at
Ncwc asr!c Computing Labo ruro ry ,
(3) Identification numbers were then assigned, The references on the
original cards were ass ign ed the numbers 1. 2.:3 ..• etc. Thereafter each list
of citations was input, and compared (by computer p rog ra m) with thc references
already in the file. Those which had s im il ar bibliographic dct a il s were classed
,-IS 'hits' and printed out for human inspection. rile others heing .un omat ic al l y
added to the file, and taking ident ifi car ion numbers ill scqu encc frnm the last
mcmbcr of the cxis ri ng file. J\ 'hit' with a reference alrcndv in the rile occurred
when: -
(0) the references had the same ycur of publication
(b I) Both were non -se ria Is
AND or
(b2) Both Were in the sumc jou rnal
Both were anllonymous
or
c 1) 110l"hhad the ScIme author
or
c :3) If one lwei two or more authors, then a t least two autho rs we re till'
same in both references
To avo id missing rcfc rcnc cs bceaus c of small difi'ercilces in rho quot at ion or
authors' narucs , in it ia l s were ignored. since the number or initials quoted
even by the author himself. can vary. Authors arid jou rna l editors ore
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perhaps less likely to m is -spell u surname, but it would be very easy Io r the
keypunchers inputting dara 10 MEDLARS or to the Ci.rar ion File to hit Cl wrong
key. Accordingly the cornpa r ison routine allowed Cl one lct re r diffe rencc
between two surnames tha r it judged the same. Norni s al ignrncnr was permitted
however, so that STANFORD was judged the same as STA MFORD but not the
same as STAFORD. The method of comparison is dis cus scd i.11[8].
This procedure of automatically finding 'c andida tc ' matches, and vetting
them by inspection before rcinpur , took a lot of effort but was pa rti cul a rl y
useful for identifying conference proceedings erc , , whose titles were er rur ical lv
c •
abbreviated, as well as cl irn iria ting the effects of inco r rect in ir iul s and page and
volume number
The idcnrtficat ion numbers corresponding 10 cuch I ist of cit arion s from
one of the ,origilwi card file were recorded.
(4) When each rcfe rcnc co r c it a t ion had been ~lssigncd an idcnr ific a rion
number. the file WJs cornpa red with the MEDLARS fil c , A program W,IS
written to generate from the Citation Pile, input tapes for rho srunda rd MEDLARS
Author Seurch Program. (The Author Search Program wus written by
E. D. Bar ruclough of Ncwc asrlc Computing Labo rarorv). These input tapes
only iuc ludcd post 1963 references (rhc MEDLARS file started in 1963), and
only those references which held been given J MEDLARS j ou r nul code. The
Author Search Program performed sca rchcs in ba rc hcx of ,:;0. It permitted
initials to differ hut surnames had to be cxuctly matched. The MEDLJ\RS
references rut ri cvcd by the author searches were stored on m'.lgnetic tape
hut also primed and vi su a ll v c ornpa rcd with members or the Cu arion File.
Inco r rcct rcrr icval s were dcl ctcd , by program. from the mugnetic ra pc ,
Once agLlin the human inspection procedure cost a g rc.u dca l or vfi'Ori hut
cn su red ac cur acv.
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(S) The representation or rhe Cita t ion Network as a list of Llpproxim~HelYl
1000 identification numbers each with u list of ci tcd identification numbers now
existed on (paper) code sheets. This W~lSkeypunched and inverted by pr ogrurn ,
The Network representation in o.cginul and inverted forms were me rgcd with
ea eh other, with the file of bibliographic details, and with the file of MEDLARS
rer r icva l.s, The rcsul tunr representation of the Citation Network c ons istcd of
over 10.000 references, each with bibliog rnphic details. Lists of cited and citing
references. and wherever possible, '-1 list of MEDLARS index terms , category
numbers, and .a MEDLARS English La ngu age Title. About -+000 of the to,OOO
had MEDLARS index terms. The remaining refc renccs incl udcd those publ ishcd
before the titan of J\/1EDLARS in 1963. and papers, reports or books not included
in MEDLARS.
This Citation Ncrwo rk i:-; VlT~' small compared to thc MEDLARS file
(ur that date, half. a million rctc renccs). but it is relatively la rgc when compared
with 1110srfiles set up for Information Retrieval Experiments. and the compact
subject area means rhur it Is not equivalent to ~1 random sclcct ion of 10. 000
MEDLARS references, but to cl much larger rundoml v s of ccr cd subset or
MEDLJ\RS .
.5.6 Quunt.ities of Computati()J1 req1.lired for the COllst ruction of the NL'twol"k
Representat ion
The nurn bc r of comparisons of bibliogruphic dc.t a i!s needed for the
construction of <.1 Citnt ion Ncrwo rk Rcp rcs cnturi on by the method us cd by till'
aut ho r \v;_lS];_ltgl'. and could be prohibitive for L1I1but s mal l cxpc ri mcnt a!
files. and the simple bibl iog rnph ic code method outlined cl! till' beginning of ."').. J
would be better if minimisation of cost Were more important til ..in tile inclusion
or l1oJl-SCrkll publ icat ions .
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The file began with thccu rds from the M.R.e. c a rd index. Let this
initial s ize of file' be 1. The lists of c irati ons given ill these r 'fen:llces
were then c ornpa rcd with the file, und non+h i t references added to the end.
Thus the jth of these cited rcfercnccs wus compared with
+ x.
]
rcfe ren cc s whc re x rete rcric cs h<ld been added to the fi le .
j
The t oral
numbc r of c ornpu r isons required to assign idontificut iun numbers is
j = J
L
j -i, 1
(J + x .)
J
where: .I rctcrcnccs iJ re: cited by till' original file unci x is such that, .i
x
j
and O~x. ~F-I(with both limits attained)
J
whore F is the fill<.ll s i:«, or the fill'. It c.m be seen t hut x 1:-; 111011Otonic hut
.i
110t strictly 1110110l011ic. 11' the r isc i n x . ·is cvcnl v s p r cud OVL'r the j values,.I .
then the t orul number of c ornpa r isons is app roxi mur cl y
.1. F + I
2
II'V is tile uvcr agc number 01' c n at ions made bv the original rcfc r cnccs , then
VI (F + I) /2
and this is more (probably I11l1chmore) than r-
')
vC
The process of clssigning the idcnt ific at ton nurnbc rs requires a numbc r of
hi hl iogruph ic comparisons wh ich vur ics as tile SCjUc.IJ'L' of the origiI1<il file
s i z o , In the work rcpo ri cd hen', I = lOOn, F = 10, noo (<.Iprr()\.) ,lncl
VI (F + 1)/2 =::;,.=500,000 V c ompa r ixons \\'C.'I'C nCL'eS:-;'Il'\'. This c.il cul.u ion
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ignores the problem of the 'hits' or 'ncar hits' which in uddi r ion to the com-
pu r isons c ount cd above, hud io be cornpu rcd visually, and then, if not
genuine' 'hits', had to be re inpur and compared with cuch other (by machine)
for 'hits' and 'near hits', The iteration of this process was ea rr icd no
further.
The computation r c quir cd for th c inversion or the file of cited lists is
required irrespective of'the r cfcrcnc c+i denr ilic a t i on s ys icm . unless the
search t cchn iqucs used Lire to be restricted to var iant s of Bibl iogruphic
Coupl i.ng.
The very large amount of MEOLARS searci1ing,unciertclken to provide
index terms for testing purposes, would not gcncrul l y be required.
S.7 A. KOFY program to search the Citation Nctwo rk
To faci l itu t c c ornpar is on of Network Search with Incll':\ Term s ca rch iug.
till' mugnct ic [<JPI..' containing the Citation Nctwo rk was written in ,I [o r m
similar to the s t andu rd MEOLARS fill' tapcs . The s t auda rd MEOLJ\RS
S\'st(,111was impl cmcn tcd ill the U,K. by £:0. Barraclough on an EELM KOFl)
com pu t cr. For the quaurit ics or du t a to be hu ndl ed this much inc was slow.
ami had a small hi.gh-spl'ed s t o r c, and machine code programing \V,lS ncccs su rv,
St andu rd EELM Magncri c T,lPC l lundl ing routines were used.
Tile p rogr.un to perform the Network Sea rching W<.lS written in KDFL)
mn ch inc code, pa r i lv to muke it c ompat ibl c with tile MEDLARS-foJ'lllilt
IllLlgnetic tape, and pa rrl y bee ..iusc of' the problem of large-sL'~lIe d~lt<'1IWllllling,
The pcr iphc'rul s uvail abl c did not include ..lilY scmi-vundom ,1CCl'SS store,
and till' high-spced r andom access store was small - onl y 10K -to-hit words.
The KDF9 W~lSthus not idcu l l v suited to Network Scu rchcs Oil ial'ge nctworks ,
1\ lIse(lIl i',lcility that it did ha vc W<lS rlic p rov ixi on , ill tilL' LFLiv1 suite 01 l\bg-
.netic Tapcl-hilldl ing Routinl's. or dl'iciellt rout illes for l"c:lciillg lll<lglll'l iL'
tapes h<Jckwanis as we.ll as I'orw(l rds.
')
Program Input
(1) The Ci ta iion Nciwor k held on magnetic tape in Cl format similar to till'
MEDLARS fill' format, but with the addition to each entry of two lists or
identification numbc rs , being till' lists ofcircd and citing references,
(2) A paper r a pc cont a intugu batch of search Ior mui at ions • Each
Io rrnul at ion consisting of LI list or idcntificu ti on number-s. each with a n initi a l
value for its Sco rc (these Sco rcs he:ing intcgcr s).
(.'3) On paper tape, accompanying the: Se:elrch to rrnul at ions two numbers
ind ic uti ng: -
(a) Two W,IV link/f\lrerneltingSe:arciling (see .,),:3..')) and
(II) SUlllllldtion/Singie Path Algorithm (sec 5.,'3,2, .'). :l. :l)
LJyout of the KDF9 high-speed store
Almost eli I the uva ilubl c slordgeis devoted to iJ singll' list oi' the form:-
Round 0
S ID
Req No~
Req No
ADDu)
Round
S 10 ./1..001
Round 2
s ID
Round :3
J\DDO: tile Add r cs« of tile appropriat<..;:
Request Number
ADD,): I ill' Address or the sl'cond
l'l~rc1=(_'11CC Oil Cl [XI! h
Rcq. j\;(): <I Rc qucs t Numlx-r
idcn: i ryillgi <.1pa rricul Ll1' sc;_] r ch
Io r mul.u iUI]'
ID: Idcnt ificu t i on Number of ,1
rctc renee
S: Sc o rc of rh.u rete renee.
ADD J: tile .r'\dcl ress or the ,'i r s t
reference Oil <.1 [1<1111.
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The rcf'c rcnccs in Round J a re those provided by the users as input, and the
scores a re those assigned bv them. The r cfe renccs iii, round N are those
which arc linked to a member of iJ Request Set bY,J path of (N - 1) I inks. The
scores of rcfe r cnces in the Nth round arc calculated from those in rho (N - I.)th
round by rile method given in ,::" :3, 4. The dec i:-; ion as to which, and how
many, references arc linked [0 Q depends upon whether the search mode is
Two-way Links or Alt e rnuring. Each round corresponds to one pass of the
magnetic t apc, hut since this t apc is read in both dlrccri ons , no rewind time
is rcqui rcd,
The init ia] values of Relevance Scores of the Request Set must be inte~'L'rs
and u ro t hc rcfo re greener than 1,0, Rcfcr enc cs whose cul cu l arcd score is
less than a threshold value arc 110t included in the list in store, This
th r cshhold is applied to prevent the limited high-speed stol-e Ileing exhausted
too qu ic k l y. When the pr ogra m is used lor Single Pui h Sea rchi ng the clf'cc t
_of t h i s th rcsbhotd is such ihat an v references not ret r icvcd n ic cc rru in to have
lowe r sc o rcs than those which a rc , When till' program is being used to scu rch
by the Sum rnu r ion Algorithm the dfect of this rh r cxhhold is nut so p rcd ic rublc.
It is ,1Iw~IVS pos s ible t hat '-I l a rzc number of rcfcrcnccs with vcrv xrnu l l sco rc s.. ..... .
rnigtu be I inked to a s ingl c rcfe rcnc c (on some l at cr round) which could then
have a non-j r iv in l s co rc , But if the t h rcshhol d is 1101 imposed the store is
qu ickl v exhausted and this cf'tcct i vcl y rcs r rict s tile b.u ch size cllidjor tile
number or' rounds.
WIIL'n the .requi red number of rounds hilS been cornpl ct cd the rypicul Jist
cl cm on t is r-
S ADD :J S = scoreID
ID = rL'fL'rL'J'lcc idem i tic.u i011 no ,
on putil from Request ScI.
}\DD= ilddn:ss of previous rdL'I'cllCC
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This typical cnt r\' is replaced by:-
S Req No ID ] RL'q No: Sca rch formulation no
or 'Rcqu cs r )10. '
and th l' 1is tis so ned us ing Rcq No 1 ID .]as a key. For each request the
program then checks how many cnr ries there a re for each ID, and if there are m orc
than one the scores of ali but one are set to zero, and rho score or tile rcrruu ni ng'
ern rv changed to the maximum' of the scores (Single Path .i\lgorirhm). or sum of
thc sco rcs (Summation Al go r i thrn): of entries with that ID. The cnt r ics are then
sorted hy score. and the idcnr i fic a t ion numbers and scores or the N highest
scoring references arc punched on paper rape, where N is the maximum output
size acceptable to the user. Rctc rcnccs with zc ro sco rcs arc ncvc r retrieved
and the number of idcnri ticut ion nu rubc r s punched can thus be less rhun N •
The punched paper tapes produced by this p rogru m 1Hl' in the sa me format as
t hose produced by.the programs described in Chapter :2 und Chapter 4. and s c rvc
as input to the same su i t c of merging. sorting and printing programs. In pa r i icu l a r
the s t andu rei MEDLJ\RS pr inr program is used to present till' retrieved rcfc rcnccs
in, an cas i l y readable for rnu t •
:').8 A C0111pJrison of Scoring Scarching using MJ~DLARS Index Terms with
Citation Network Sea reil ing
The Citation Netwo rk WLIS bascd on references tr om Cl very spcc iul ls cd ca rd
index. The card index WLlS onl y one of ,) numbo r or indexes mu m t ainod by tile
M.R.C. Cl i n i cul Effcct s or Rucliat ion Research Un it. and did not cover tile
intc rcst s o l even this highly spcc ia l iscd Unit. A test based 011 genuinc info rma t i on
needs (us ill Chuptc rs J. 2 and ..j.) WLl:Sriot pox sibl c. and quest ions Were soli cu cd
from member-s or the Unit. lSy the time of the t csr rhc Unit lwei l'helngcd its uurnc
to the M.R.C. Populu t ion Cytogcnetics Un it , and SOJ1H.: l'klng'l'over of sw!'!' held
occurred. hut five memhers of till' Uilit agrccd to cooper<.ltc <.Indeelcil pL'odllCl'l1
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five requests making 25 requests in a l l . 111e requests each consisted of three
MEDLARS indexed references fr ornthc Citation Ncrwo r k plus a single sentence
description of the search topic. Such brief search spc c ific ari ons would nor
no rma l lv he acceptable as a bas is for formulating MEDLARS Sca rchcs , The
brevity of the search dcsc r ipr ions docs not mean tha r t hcv Were vuguc. On the
contra ry. most were quire specific. For example.
Sei.Hch No :3: Chromosome Srud ics of Clonal Development in the Acute
Lcukemius
Sea rch No 7: Mccha nis m of Action of Phytohi.lemagglurinin on Lymphocytes
A major difficul rv in turning such spcc ificntions , even when acc ompan icd bv
specimen rcfe rcnces . into MPOLARS Sca rch Fo rmu l ar ions is t h.u tile search
writer doL's not know just how specific a lo rrnul at ion is r cqu i r cd by the user.
When the user has i.l gelluine information need he can he uskcd to cl uc idat c the
degree of specificity rcqut r cd. but nor when tile sca rch hilS only been p rocluccd
fo r <.l rcr r ieval test. Network Scu rch ing \Vas thc rcforv cornpu rcd with the
Probahi l is i ic Scu rch of Chupr c r 2 since it was then not Ill'CeSS<.1n· to decide on the
exact degree of specificity rc-qu i red. In tile test reported ill Chu prc r 2 the
Pr obahil is tic Search technique gave results s imi l a r to. und sligiltly bcrrc r , thun
the Sta rida rd MEOLA RS Sea rch , when operating cl! the Si.l me Oll rpu t si z c
Each of the 2;:; s cu rchcs W,JSperformed us ing (i) the Pr obuhi l is t ic SCL1J"Cir.
(ii) the Network Search with additive scores and tWO-WeIV links. dill! (iii) the
Network Scu rch w irh add iri vc scores and alternating l inks . This meant that cuc h
user I)~ld to cva l uutc the output from 1.') searches, ..111(1 ill c ons cqucuc c rha t till'
output sizes lwei to be s rnu l l . In L1LIcases rile output s izc \\',lS set at U. Results
quoted below are Io r output sizes or 10. Tho ilighl'I' OUlputs ill the progr,lllls \vere
set to allow for tile exclusioll or Request Su refelTllces. Til L' Probabi lis Ii c SCLIrcil
could olliv he over the MEDLARS indexcd references. :3YI-l- ill <.111. Till' f\!ctwork
".
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Searches used all references and links in the rile, for the rruns m is sion of scores,
but were modified at the output stage, to punch nOI tile 13 highest scoring: rctc rcnc es
but the 13 highest scoring MEDLARS references. These t:3 a lways included the
Request Set. To ensure full c ompa rubi l ity the Request Set rcfc rcnccs are
excluded from the results quoted for the Network Sca rchcs , and the results given
for the Pr obubl l is t ic Searches count as r cr r ic-vcd only the tell highest scoring non-
Request Set references.
Search FOrmllldtions
The search formulations for the Network Searches consisted of the Request
Sets selected by users. The formulations of the Probabil ist ic Sea rc hcs were
constructed by a subject-expert using MeSH and the printed version of the
MEDLARS tree strUCtLIH'. All Request Set rcfc rcnc cs wc r c printed ill the lists
of retrievals sent to users, and were evaluated with the ret r icvu l s . The users
we re awu re ar t hc rirnc they Ior mului cd their sca rchcs t hur the additive-scores
or sum mari on. algo r irhm would he used for retrieval, and t hc r cfo rc sl'iL'ctecl
sets or::l references which together defined a t opi c . An v individual mcrnbc r of
a Request Set could therefore be irrelevant to the request. The tabi c below
di spl avs the users cvu luut ions of Request Set references i.1g<.linst rc-r r icvu l by
the Pr obubilis ric Search (;_H output size = 1:3).
Request Set References
Evaluat eel by users as: Retrieved h\' Pr obabi l.Is t ic NtH ret r icvcd bv
Scu r ch r r oba hi I iS1ic Scu rch
Relevant 2t) :39 67
-,
i\()t r cl c van!' 0 H H
2H I -+7 7S;
L
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The Consistency Rut io for these sca rchcs is thus /67i. c. 42%. This
compares with an Average Consistency Ratio of between ,')0% and 60% for the..
Standard Mcdlu rs Searches quoted in Chapter 1.
Comparative Retrieval Performance (Output size = to).
Since the adjusted output sizes are the same for a l l three search techniques,
and no Request Set ref'c rcnccs arc included in allY of the adjusted outputs the
results can be given in a diagram of three overlapping c i rc lcx representing
the relevant r cfc rcnc cs retrieved by each of the th rcc scu rch methods:
The rcsul t s wc rc i-
Numbers of Relev~lnt References Retrieved
Pr obahi l is ri c Search
Network Scarch
(additive scores)
i'\etwork Scu.rch II
(nou-uddi t ivi: scores)
S";IJ-.cll r ct r icvcd 71/J I,')From the diagram it can be seen rhar the Pr obubil isti c '-- '- ... '-, )
41/ 3 ..0/)
relevant references (63%). and the Network Searches / II: aud II:)
(J6% and :38%). Thus, on the ba s is of nurnbc rs of relevant references retrieved.
the Probabilistic Sca r ch technique performed considerably hct t c r than the J :ctwork
Sca rchcs . unci the two Network Searches w~re about cqua l .
Out of the 25 searches the Probabi.l is u c Sea rch ret ricvcd s trt ct lv m o r c
rcl cva nt references t ha n Network Sca rch I in J-1- sca r chcs , <HId les,.; ill 7 s ca rchc-s
(c quul in -1-). It retrieved more r cl cvant rcfcr cnccs than Network Sca rch II in
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14 searches; and less in 8 searches (equal in :3). The hypothesis that the
Probabil is nc Search is best is thus significant at the 7% level. The Network
Sca rch II retrieved more relevant references than Network Search I in -J. searches,
les~ in 3, and the same number in 18 scu rchcs . It is thus not possible to
c onc lude that one Network Search is better than the other on the basis of this
res t.
The 25 sca rchcs can bo divided up according as the Probabilistic Search
retrieved 0, I, or 2 of the Request Scr , i.e. achieved Consistency Ratios of
0%. 3:3% s>r 67% (none uchi evcd 100%). When Con s is t cnc v was 0% tile
Probabilistic Search was best on :3 out of .S (I equal) occasions, when Consistency
was :33% it was best :3 rimes our or 8 (2 equal), ~111dwhen Consistency wa s 67% it was
hest 8 times out of 9. These results do not imply a s impl c r ol ar ionxh ip between
Consistency and superiority of pe rfo rrnuncc. but it is c l ca r t ha t tile Network
Searches did bct te r rcla r i vc to Index sca r chcs where voc abul a rv failings or orhc r
problems of sea rch spcc ific at ion cuus cd the Index searches to miss known
rei evant references.
For each of the Network Scorches a direct c ornpn r ison with the Probabilistic
Search c an be made. Each diagram below shows the number or rcl cvant
references retrieved as Cl percent or the number retrieved hv the two search
methods being cornpa red.
Probabi listie
Sea rch
Network
Sea rch
Probabilistic
Sca rch
Network
Scar eh II
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'The cqu ival cnr diagram, given in Chapter 4, for J cornpa r is on of Prob.ibi list ic
and Title searching is:-
Probabilistic
Sea rch
Title
Searl'\)
111e Network Sca r chcs . like the Title Searches both use the dat a ava il abl c with
the printed reference. and so represent uh c ruut ivcs to indexing. 111e overlap
between Pr ohabi l is ti c ,tlld Title sca rch r clevun t r ct r icval s is higher tha n for till'
Probabil ist ic and Nctwn k Sl·elLches. Th is is as expected since a Tit l c scurch
uses a form of uurho r J 'Si_>!;11L'dindexing (i . e. titles) and is not so di ffc rou: from
till' Pr obabi l ist ic tcchui q-u I" eire the Nctwo rk searches. /\ I t hough the rcsul [s
of this Chapter :.HC, hJ 'Ie' <)n ,I smul l numbcr of specially solicited questions.
searched over a small exucr imcntu! file, the Title Scu rch did not icuhl y bert c r
against t-he Probabil is i.: Sca r ch rhan did the Network s ca rchcs , ret r icv ing .::;:3%
of rcl cvunt rdeJ'ellV( ~ ruthc r t hun -+0%. Since the very Llrgc cxpcndiru rc of
computer time and IlIl1 JII dfort needed to const ruct the Cir ut ion Network die!
not result in bcrt cr r: t r cvu l pcrf o r mancc than the less cxpcns ivc alt c r nat ivc
to indexing (I. e. r u l c-. ), iho test suggests that Network Scu rch tng on u Citar ion
Nct wo rk is only ju- t I c·1 i! :i much less expensive rcp r cs cntut ion of the Network
c.in he produced. '1 e s v- tcrn of bibl iog ruphic coclcs
.It)' I T Ii ((>de Volume no. Issue no, P~lgc: 1~=~--1
___ ._ -".._ .. Jt. _
(iL'sl'ribed in .J •. t>, j l'r'ilL' 01 rhc dis:ldv~lnt~lges listed t!Jere_ is suc!J an ine.'<pLllsivl'
rep resl..'ntdti 011.
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these 8 the totals of relevant references retrieved by tile three methods
we rcr->
Probabilistic J 1
Network I 24
Network II 27
. These figures show the value of retrieval techniques which. ulthough infc rio r
to index-term searching, can p rov idc alternative strategies of rctrf cvul
where. e.g. the Indextngvocubul a r y is weak, or the sca rch formulation proves
c1ifficu Lt.
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Chapter 6: Single and Multiple: Retricvol Strategies
6.1 Single Strategies: In the preceding chapters the service given to
MEDLARS users is evaluated. and scve r a l alternative retrieval techniques
tested. The usual method of evaluating retrfevul performance by estimating
Recall and Precision Ratios is nOJ-used, since there is no possibility of
obtaining a good estimate of Recall. It is obvious, however, from the existence
of relevant references known to users yet: not retrieved by MEDLARS, that in
tile rnajo ri tv or searches MEDLARS certainly does not ach ieve 100% Rcc al l ,
To many users this is a serious Iaul t, since performance ar anything less than
JOO%Recall docs not give them the as_8urance that then: is 110 need for ~l human
l ircrutu r« scu rch , and they are obliged to scun the l itcraru rc JS before. The
value of MEOLARS does nor lie in the elimination of the users' own sCLlnning
of the literature. Its value is that in supplementing the usc rs own efforts it
p rovidcs many relevant references that have been ru is scd bv the users. The
effect of MEOLARS is thus to increase literature awarcncs s , ruther than to
clim inarc rhc need for human searching. A measure of this effect rhc
Exr en s ion Rut.i o , is proposed in Chapt-er 1. The performance or MEDLj\RS was
evaluated us ing over 300 searches, which were normal searches and not specially
sol tci ted for the t cs t,
The results show that the number's of relevant references known to users
are vc rv much inc r ca s ed by MEOLARS searches. Over the main range of
sea rchcs (between 14 and 65 rete renc es known by user before sea rch) MEDLA RS
doubles or triples the number of relevant references known to users. When
the Lise rs know less than 13 relevant references before the sen rcb.rhc mul t ipl ying
effect of MEOLJ\RS is much greater. Above 65 rcfc rcnccs known bcfo rc there
are vc rv few data points, but the dccline is; slow c. g. a factor of ].91 was
achieved when 164 references were known. 111e largest number known before WLlS
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u
32.5 and the multiplying factor was 1.09.
The alternative techniques were evaluated ill tests over relatively few
searches. An ultcrrui rivc search technique, which uses the same indexing as
the standard MEDLARS search, and one which uses the English-language
titles of references, were tested using 25 MEDLARS sca rchcs , III this test
each sea rch was over 6 magnetic tapes, each of :35,000 rcf'c rcnccs , not the
full MEDLARS file. The performance of each seu rch over each rape is
recorded separately. Both of these alternative search techniques, the Probabil isri c
Search. and the Title Search, assign a score to each reference inspected, and
retrieve the N best-scoring references. It is thus possible to predetermine
the output size of these searches. When the output size is the same as that of
the sranda rd MEDLARS search (Boolean Search), the Pr obabil ist ic Sca rch
retrieves the largest number of relevant references. and the Title Sca rch the
smallest. j\s the output sizes of the alternatives an' extended beyond the output
size or the standard search, the pattern changes , the Probabilistic Sca rch still
ret rieving the largest number of 'relevant references. but the standard search
the smallest. On the basis of the limited test described, the Pr obubi l is tic
Search appears an improvement on the standard MEDLARS search. An estimate
or the relative cost of the Probabilistic Search depends UP()I) the cost of c omputcr
rime, clerical workers' time and indexers' time. In the test or retrieval
efficiency equal numbers of s'eDl'ch terms and categories were used in Boolean
and Probabilistic Searches. For 2':; Search Formulations the Probabilistic
Sca rch iook fou rt irnc s 8S long on the KDF9 i.e. about 1 minute per thous and
rcf'crcnc cs sca rchcd, instead of about] /4 minute per rhous and , The use or
a 'bi nu r v chop ' instead of a 'pop-up' comparison t cc hn iqu c (see Chapter 2)
would reduce the difference cons idcr abl y. 'D1C cost of printing the retrieved
references is the same Io r each method, as ore the costs or indexing the file.
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111e costs of specifying the searches cannot be determined from the test since
the Boolean Formulations were used as the basis for both Boolean and Probabilistic
spec ificat ions, but an interview to determine the users' information needs and to
examine the vocabulary for suitable terms should not a priori rakc longer for one
method them for the other. The total costs are thus very similar. The criterion
of retrieving the N highest scoring references, rather than 'applying a thresh-
hold score, does raise difficulties where Cl very la rgc output is required. One
user of the MEDLARS Monthly Select.ion Service specified a Boolean search which
retrieved 2000 out of the 35. 000 references on one rape, i,e. almost 6% of the
file. He expressed satisfaction at the volume of output and confirmed the search
specification for next month. Such an output size implies that a reference's
score, once calculated might have to be compared with 2000 others before the
next reference could be considered. This would rake .m excessive amount DC
compu re r time. For such la rge outputs- the Scoring technique could only be used
inc onjunction with J rhreshold.
The Title Sca rch pe rfo rrnancc is not sufficiently good for general usc, a nd
it is r clur ively expensive in computer time (-2 min/WOO but half of this spent
ref ormatti ng ti tles), . Where suitable MEDLARS index terms are not uva il abl c
it is a n efficient alt c rnative to the standard search. It docs provide a level of
performance which is cornpa rable with the s tandard MEDL1\RS system, without
the expense of indexing, but all titles have to be translated into a sing-le srandu rd
Ia n bTLI a ge .
Two search techniques wh ich usc 8 Ci tation Network were tested using a
specially constructed Citation Network which had 3914 references in common
with MEDLARS. Fo r this test the questions were s pcc ia ll v solicited from
rcs cu rch workers with interests in the subject mattc r of this experimental file.
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TIlO Network Searches were compared with the Probabilistic Search. Their
performance is not suff ic ienrl y good for general use, but Like the Title Sca rch
they provide a useful alre rnative or supplement to the index term s ca rchcs ,
An inexpensive representation of the network is necessary since Ti tlc s ea r ching
index term searches.
already provides a rcl ar ivcl y s impl e.cffective , and inexpensive supplement to
6.2 MuLtiple Search Strategies
In addition to the individual search techniques considered in 6. I, search
strategies using combinations of two or more individual methods a re possible
and may give retrieval performances which are in some respects better than
the performances of individual methods. For example, a strategy which
ret r icvcs aLL references retrieved by either of two ind iv idu al methods cannot
fail to give better Recall than e ithcr of them. TIle di agru ms below show the
Precision pc rcenragc. and the Relative Recoil pe rccnragc for various strategies.
Relative Recall is the pe rccnt age , of all the relevant references retrieved,
tha r are retrieved by a pa rt icu la r strategy. It is on overestimate of true
Rccul l and values are only comparable within the one diagram.
6.2. J Disjunctive Strotegies
The set of four di ag rums below show every disjunctive c ornbi nntiou of Boolc.iu,
Probabilistic, and Title Searching. The fibrures given in an area overlapped by.
two ci r cl cs a re the performance ,figures for a strategy which retrieves only those
references retrieved by both the individual. rcchn iqucs but not by the third.
Ff gu res in an area covered by one circle arc (or a strategy which ret r icvcs onlv
the references retrieved by one individual search, which were not also retrieved
by other scu rchcs , The diagrams show results for All Searches, Equal Output,
Boolean Output Sma l l cr . and Boolean Output Much Smaller. these being the same
divisions as in 2.9 and 4.6. (RR = Rei at ivc Rcca II. P = Prec isi on)
BOOLEAN
PROBABILISTIC TITLE
I ALL SEARCHES
BOOLEAN
PROBABILISTIC TITLE
(~ . no retrievals, Precision not defined)
III BOOLEAN OUTPUT SMALLER
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BOOLEAN
PROBABIL ISTIC TITLE
II EQUAL OUTPUT
BOOLEAN
PROBABILISTIC TITLE
(i- no retrieval s, Precision not
defined) ,;
IV BOOLEAN OUTPUT MUCH SMALLE~
DISJUNCTIVE COMBINA TIONS OF RETRIEVAL STRATEGIES
- 149-
The ability of the two Scoring Searches to automatically widen a search has been
discussed in Chapters 2 and 4. To examine the perforrnancc of multiple
search strategies, unbiuscd by. this widening effect, the most useful diagram is
the Equal Output one, di ag rarn II.
Multiple search strategies, which retrieve references only when two (or
more) individual techniques would retrieve them, are us ed in a rt ernprs to
increase Precision without unacceptably large decreases in Recall. From the
diagram it is clear that the only areas of especially high Precision a re the a reas
.01' overlap of 'Boolean and Title', and of 'Boolean, Probabili s t ic and Title',
i .e. references retrieved by both Title and Boolean Searches a re especially
rclevant , irrespective of whether rhey'n re also retrieved by the Probabilistic
Sea rch , However, although the frequency of relevant references in this area of
overlap is over twice the frequency in any other area, only 22.4% or the
rcl cvanr references retrieved art' included in the overlap. The cuu se of the high
Precision ill areas overlapped by Boolean and Title searches may be that they
have vi: ry di ff'crenr c r ire r ia for retrieval, whereas the Bool can and Pr obubil ist ic
Searches when operating at equal output sizes have rcl at ivcl y sim il a r c r i t e ria for
ret r icval . Of a t ot a l of 1:3:34 references retrieved by each technique. l061 arc
rct ri cvcd by both Boolean and Probabilistic, but only 21:3 by both Boolean and
Title sca rchcs , Thus the strategy of rcrrteval by both 'Boolean ami Pr obabll is t ic '
is not very dittc rcnr from a single strategy search. While the Probabilistic
search uses the same materials as the Boolean, namely index terms, it hu s Cl
similar logic It> t hc Title search, and the 'Probabilistic and Title' ovc r l ap docs
riot have the high Precis ion of the 'Boolean and Title'.
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In diug rarns III and IV the area of high Precision includes the same areas
as in II. but also includes the 'Boolean and Probabil ist ic ' area. When the
Probabilistic output is larger than the Boolean, the pattern of rct r ieval is:-
BOOLEAN
76.0%
PROBABIUSTIC
The Bool can r cr r icval s are then approximately a subset of the Probabil istic
rct r icval s and diug rams III and TV show that references in this subset ,HC more
.'frequently relevant than in the restor the Proba bil is tic retrievals. When the
output size of the Probabilistic search is larger than the Boolean, thcv do have
diff c rcm criteria £0'[ retrieval, and the nature of the difference is tha t the
Prohabil is uc search uses a wider, less specific, criterion. rcsul ring in a lower
Precision rate. The diff'c rcnt pattern of high Precision in diagrams III and IV
comparee! with diagram II is thus the result of the output s iz c effect operating
in III and IV but not in II.
A diugrum similar to dic.19T8mS I to IV can be d rawn for the Probabilistic
NETWORK I
PROBABILISTIC
Search and the two Network Searches. It is:-
NETWORK II
V DISJUNCTTV E STRA TEGIES USING PROBABILISTIC At\TQ NETWORK SEARCT--IES
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From this d iagram it: can be seen that the Network searches, being similar,
have a Precision in the overlap which is not particularly high. The combination
of'Index s ca rch ing and Network searching does give a large improvement in
Precision. As before the Relative Reca l l in the areas of high Precision is
low - about 9%. This is still lower than in diagram II, and is due to the
wide difference in composition of the Index term and Network sea reil outputs.
Because of the low Relative Recall ratios for the areas of high Precision,
disjunctive combinations of the individual search techniques tested do not
provide practical retrieval .merhods .
6.2. :2 Conjunctive Strategies
The scr of four diagrams below show every conjunctive corn inbat ion of
Bool ca n , Probabilistic and Tille searching, i.e. the figures given in an area
ovc rl appcd by two circles arc the performance figures for a strategy which
retrieves all references retrieved by either of the individual techniques, and
"
perhaps by others also. The diagrams are similar to those of 6.2. l.
CONJUNCTIVE COMBINATIONS OF RETRIEVAL STRATEGIES.
PROBABILISTIC TITLE
I ALL SEARCHES
BOOLEAN
PROBARILISTIC TITLE
II EQUA L OUTPUT
- 152 -BOOLEAN
'J
BOOLEAN OUTPUT S'MALLER.
BOOLEAN
TITLE
As before. diagram II, Equal Output, is the most useful for a n cxa minau on
IV lillOLEAN OUTPUT MUCH SMALLER
of the pe rf'o r m ancc of multiple strategies unbiased by the automatic widening
cupahil it ics of the two Scoring searches. Multiple search st raregi cs which
retrieve all references retrieved by any of the individual strategies a re usedin
an cmpts to improve Recall. Since Recall cannot be mca su rcd , the diugrams
show Relative: Recall, and consequently a 100% Rclarive Recall figure appears
at the centre of each diagram. Were true Recall figures given the highest
f igu r c might not be 100%, and the diffc rences between figu res for different
strategies would then be less than the differences between figUfcs in the di agru m s ,
The ratio of Recall f'igu rcs for two clifferent strategies w o..ild , however, be the
samo as the ratio of the two Relative Recall figu rcs shown.
From diagr~lmv II it can be seen that the Probabilistic search ret r icvcs most
relevant references, 69. 1% of all. relevant references ret r icvcd, The combi na t ion
"Probabilistic or Title' retrieves 96.5% however" and the fJll ill Precision from
16.4% to 12.6% which accompanies tile rise in Recall is nor such as to
significantly al t c r the amount of work required of the us c r ,
Di<.lgrul1ls III and IV show that when the Probabi l is t tc and Ti rl c searches
ope rate at larger than Boolean output sizes. the Rel at ivc Recall of the Probabilistic
scu r ch falls to under 60%. but the combination of 'Prubabil ist ic Of Title' retrieves
over 99%. and the losses i.11 Precision from 2-+.0 to 20.6 and from 11.7 to 10.8 Lire
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even less noticeable than in the Equal Output case. The use of the stratcgy
'Probabilistic or Title' to achieve high Recall is thus justified, and there is
no need to perform searches by all three techniques unless the omission of
even a few relevant references is unacceptable.
The use of the 'Pr obabil istjc or Title' st retegy ruther than a combination
of all three seaych techniques would not save the user much effort, since the
double strategy retrieves 24.3.5 out of Cl total of 2690 retrieved by all three
searches at Equal Output, and 466 of 493, and 1570 of 158.5 a t unequal output
sizes. This is r'cfl.ectcd in the closeness of the Precision figures for the
'Probabilistic or Title' and 'Probabilistic or Title or Bool eun ' strategies.
The economy of the double strategy is in computer time,
11w diagram of conjuucrivc combinations of Pr obabi list ic and Network
searches is:-
PROBABILISTIC
V CONJUNCTIVE STRATEGIES USING PROBABILISTIC A~p"
NETWORK SEARCHE~
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The diagram shows that the Probabilistic Sca rch is best with the highest
Relative Recall (6:3%) and Precision (28%), but that for a drop in Precision
from 28% to 22%, the Relative Recall can be inc rcased from 6:3% to 94%
(and the true Recall increased in the same ratio). The usc of <.1 combinuti on
of Index term and Network searching is thus justified if high Recall is
required.
e.
APPENDICES
The foll owing five appendices give details of the rh rce non+s tanda rd
scar eh programs used. They make usc of a number of s t a ndu rei sub-
rou ti ncs , These are:-
P2800
P2801
P2802
P280:3
L:34
L:35
L:36
L78
L79
L82
L89
Read Cha rae ter
Read Number
Print Character
Print Nurnbe r
Mag Tape Forwards Read Normal File
Mag Tape Forwards Read - Inverted File
Mag Tape Backwa rds Read - Inverted File
Check Mag Tape J 6 Word Label
Mag Tape Parity Fa il
Internal One Word Sort
Type Message
These routines arc nOL listed.
The programs a re written in EELM KDF9 User Code, a mnemonic
machi ne code: whose arithmetic and logical operations take place: in a
16 word push-down stack known as the Nesting Store.
Subroutines Pll8 and PI09 are taken from the srundu rd MEDLARS
system and a re listed for completeness only.
APPENDIX I c ,
FORMA T OF THE MEDLARS FILE AND THE eITA TION FILE
five computer words added on at the beginning (for purely t cchn icul reasons)
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APPENDIX I
Format of the MEDLARS file and of the Citation File
The items on the Citation file consist of MEDLARS items with
and lists of cited references (,parents') and citing rcf cr cnc cs (,children')
added on at the end. Where it was not possible to find a MEDLARS
item for a reference the same format was used but the number of index
( , ') .terms tags IS zero.
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APPENDIX II
EXAMPLES OF SEARCH STATEMENTS FOR CITATION,
BOOL EAN, PROBABILISTIC, AJ'.TDTITLE SEARCHES.
BOOLEAN SEARCH STATEr.1ENT
N00100
Ml=I'1ILK
M2=COW
M3=GOAT
Cl=H.32.7
Ra :=MlandCl and (M2orM3)-- -
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PROBABILISTIC SEARCH· STATEMENT
001)0 0 30
50 M3478
50 M12777
01)100 1 30
100 M476S6
00100 2 30
100 CH.32.7
TITLE SEARCH STATE~1ENT
00100 0··so
1 ; GOAT;
1 ; Co\i;
00100 1 30
1 ; MILK;
00100 2 30
1 ; CHRDr-1A TOG;
CITATION SEARCH STATEf'~Ef'rr
00100
2 1414
1 1762
2 503
R~ NO SUB NO
WTS AS PERCENTAGES
MESH TERr~ID NOS
MAX
REQ NO SUB NO MAX
REX). NO
WTS REF ID NOS:
APPENDIX III
THE PROBABILISTIC SEARCH PROGRAM
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PROBABILISTIC SEARCH PROGRAM
READ REQNO
SUBSEARCH NO
MAXIMUM OUTPUT REQD
TERM CAT NO
END OF ALL INPUT
OR END FOR THIS
REQ ONLY?
ALL
READ TERM NO
AND SET UP AN
ENTRY ON SEARCH
TERM LIST -
TERM NO/REQ SUB/WT
READ CAT NO IN
CHARACTER FORM
USE P109-A
STANDARD MEDLARS
SUBROUTINE -TO
CONVERT IT TO
STANDARD INTERNAL
FORM, AS AN
INTEGER
SET UP ENTRY ON
SEARCH CAT LIST-
WT/REQ SUB/CAT NO
THIS REQ·
- IS8 -
SORT ENTRIES ON SEARCH TERM LIST
BY TERM NO
LIST
PRINT CAT NO
REQ NO - SUB NO
WT
FOR EACH ENTRY ON THE
SEARCH· CAT LIST
CHANGE FORMAT OF ENTRIES ON
SEARCH CAT LIST TO -
WORD1- 1
WORD 2 - ~ / REQ SUB
WORD 3 - SHIFT/ - /CAT NO
SUB NO
RANGE FORMAT OF ENTRIES ON
EARCH TERM LIST TO -
WORD 1 - ~. /REQ SUB
WORD 2 - TERM NO
ADD RETRIEVED REFERENCES LIST ONTO END
OF SEARCH TERM LIST WITH ONE ENTRY PER REQ
THE FORMAT IS -
WORD. 1 MAX+10 / REQ NO / -
WOS 2-11 SUBSEARCH SCORE \'lORDSSET
WITH INITIAL SCORES OF -1
WOS 12-(MAX+11) RETRIEVED REFS SCORE
WORDS SET WITH INITIAL
SCORES OF -1
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CONT2
lit
IN EACH ENTRY ON SEARCH TERM LIST
REPLACE THE REQ NO - SUB NO BY THE
ADDRESS OF THE APPROPRIATE
SUBSEARCH SCORE WORD .
IN EACH ENTRY ON THE SEARCH CAT
LIST REPLACE THE REQ NO - SUB NOBY THE ADDRESS-OF THE APPROPRIATE
SUBSEARCH SCORE HORD
.~
CALL ROUTINE P36 TO ADJUST THE
TERM AND CATEGORY SEARCH WEIGHTS
ON THE BASIS OF MEDLARS
FREQUENCY-OF-USE TALLIES
(SEE BELOW)
v
FIND DECK vlITHMAG TAPE OF fMEDLARS FILE
OPEN FORHARD READ OF MAG TAPEIAND READ FIRST ENTRY
...
/ CALL ROUTINE P41 TO CALCULATETHE REFERENCE'S SCORE FOR EACH
REQUEST AND TO RETRIEVE IT OR NOT
~
READ NEXT REFERENCE FROM r.1AGTAPElNL
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PRINT
PRINT
NONE
SWITCH OUTPUT TO PAPER TAPE PUNCH
REQ NO
REF SCORE
REF ID NO
FOR EACH REFERENCE RETRIEVED BY ANY
SEARCH PUNCH -
•
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TERM AND CATEGORY WEIGHT CALCULATION ROUTINE P36
-----::--i\al~1GET ENTRY FROM MESH
NO IS MESH TEPJ.1ON THE.IIIIII!~;;"- ---_
l--~--ISEARCH LIST ?r
no I
YES
1
NONE
~·LAST)
GET CATEGORY NUMBERS OF
r-1ESHINDEX TERM - THERECAN BE UP TO 4 PER TERM -
1
SORT THESE CAT NOS AND
CALL P38 TO ADJUST THE
HEIGHTS OF SEARCH CATS(SEE BELOW) .
PRINT ENGLISH LANGUAGE NAME
OF THE .TERr-1e.g. HORMONE
AND THE TERM ID NUMBER
PRINT THE ~ VALUE FOR THE
TERM WHERE P IS THE
PROPORTIONATE FREQUENCY OF
USE AND W IS THE USER'S
ESTIMATE OF THE PROPORTION-
-ATE FREQUENCY OF APPLICATION
TO RELEVANT REFERENCES
INSERT THE ~ VALUE IN THE
SEARCH TERM LIST
GET NEXT TERM ON SEARCH LIST I
NONE
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CHANGE SEARCH CATEGORY LIST FORMAT
FROM - TO -
WD 1 7\( 1-P ) ~( 1-P )
WD 21 REQ SUB I -]f(1-P) REQ SUBW W
WD 3 SHIFT CAT NO SHIFT CAT NO
ADJUST SEARCH CAT WEIGHTS ROUTINE P37
GET SEARCH CAT NO AND
f'1ESHITEM CAT NO
MESH CAT NO
LARGER
MESH CAT NO
SMALLER. EQUAL
IS MESH CAT A
MORE SPECIFIC
POINT WITHIN
THE SEARCH CAT?
GET NEXT
f1ESH CAT
.CALCULATE
n(1-p)
FOR SEARCH
CAT BY MULT
FIRST WD BY
( l-P)
NONE NO
NONE
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CALCULATE REFERENCE SCORE ROUTINE P41
OE'I' REFERERENCE IDENTIFICATION NO.
SORT REFERENCE'S INDEX TERMS
ELIMINATE DUPLICATES AND FORM
A LIST OF THE DISTINCT INDEX .\
TERMS. IF A TERM IS APPLIED
BOTH AS AN INDEX r.mDICUS TERM
AND AS A NON-INDEX MEDICUS
'TERM IT IS TAKEN AS AN INDEX
MEDICUS TERM
SEARCH TERM
SMALLER'
NONE
EQUAL
DIVIDE THE 6
VALUE FOR THE
SEARCH TERM BY
4 IF THE TERM
IS AT THE INDEX
MEDICUS LEVEL
INSERT THE ~
VALUE INTO THE
APPROPRIATE
SUBSEARCH SCORE
WORD IF IT IS
SMALLER THAN THE
VALUE ALREADY
THERE
NONE
~
· ,
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SORT THE REF'S INDEX TERM ENTRIES-
INCLUDING ENTRIES FOR DUPLICATE·
TE S - A T
ELIMINATE DUPLICATE CAT NOS AND
SET UP A LIST OF DISTINCT CAT NOS
APPLIED TO THE REFERENCE
CALL P38 TO COMPARE THESE CATS WIT
THE SEARCH CAT LIST
SEE-BELOW
PLACE THIS SCORE WITH THE REF ID NO
NEXT TO THE MAX RETRIEVED REFS AND
SORT THE MAX+1 ENTRIES BY COMPARING
THE SCORES OF ADJACENT ENTRIES
'THE ENTRY LEFT IN THE CURRENT REF .
POSITION I E RWR N
FOR EACH SEARCH -SET SCORE OF CURRENT REF AS
MINUS THE PRODUCT OF ITS.
SUBSEARCH ~ VALUES
THIS GIVES THE SAME ORDERING
AS +7f~ ..
RE ET ALL SUBSEARCH SCORE WORDS
HITH INITIAL SCORES OF -1
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COMPARE REF'S CAT NOS WITH SEARCH CAT LISTROUTINE P38
GET FIRST SEARCH CAT NO AND
FIRST ,REF CAT NO
EQUALREF CAT NOSMALLER
GET NEXT REF CAT
'"-----""'I
NONE
IS REF CAT A
MORE SPECIFIC
POINT WITHIN
SEARCH CAT?
INSERT ~ VALUE INTO
APPROPRIATE SUBSEARCH
SCORE WORD IF IT IS
SMALLER THAN THE VALUE
ALREADY THERE
NO
NONE
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THE TITLE SEARCH PROGRAM
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TrrLE SEARCH PROGRAM
READ REQ NO
SUBSEARCH NO
r·'IAxrnun OUTPUT REQD
READ HEIGW.£1ASSIGNED TO
SEARCH FRAm1El?r BY USER
FEm S'rART OF SEARCH FRAG
READ SEARCH FRAG CHARACTER
BY CHAR AND PACK 6 CHARS TO
A KDF9 HaRD. THIS HORD TO
CONTAIN A SHIFT FOR f\1ASKING
PURPOSES SINCE THE FRAG I'-lAY
NOT BE A f1ULTIPLE OF 6 CHARS
LONG. UP TO 4 KDF9 HORDS
C LTOHED ER
END.OF FRAG FOUND
Er1PTY KDF9 HORDS SPACE FILLED
NONE
END OF ALL INPUT
OR END FOR THIS
REQ ONI,Y ?
ALL
SORT SEARCH FRAGS ON A KEY
OF FIRST 6 CHARS AND FORM
A' SEARCH FRAG LIST HITH 5
K~F9 WORDS PERFRAG -
WD 1 NO CHARS/REQ SUB/HT
vlDS 2-5 SHIFT 6 CHARS
PRINT FOR EACH E~~RY ON
SEARCH FRAG LIST -
SEARCH FRAG
ROO NO SUB NO
vlEIGHT
- 182 -
FORr·1 ROO LIST SORTED BY REQ NO
HITH FORf'.1AT -
HAX+10/ROO/ADD
ADDRESS IS OF HORD IN RETRIEVED
REF LIST CORRESPONDING TO REQ.
FORr1AT OF RTRVD REF LIST l·.fHICH
IS ADDED O~~O SEARCH FRAG LIST
IS -
vlD 1 MA.X+1O/ROO/-
HDS 2-11 SUBSEARCH SCORE lIDS
lIDS 11 -( M.,\X.11) RETRIEVED REF
SCORE vos
CHANGE FIRST vlORD OF SEARCH FRAG
LIST ENTRIES TO -
. 1:J'r/NO CHARS/ADDRESS
ADDRESS IS OF PARTICULAR SUBSEARCH
OF PARTICULARREQ IN WHICH FRAG
IS USED
FIND DECK \'lITH NAG
MEDLARS FILE
CALL RETRIEVAL SUBROUTINE p68
(SEE BELOW)
NO f-10RE REFS RTRVD
GET NEXT SEARCH OUTPUT ---..
NONE
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FOR EACH REF RETRIEVED BY ArIY SEARCH-
PUNCH -
ROO NO
REF SCORE
REF ID NO
RETRIEVAL ROUTINE p68 .
[OPEn HAG TAPf<' READ)
SKIP PAST
SKIP PAST
ZERO THE SCORE OF THE ·CURRENT REF
ON EACH SUBSEARCH OF EACH SEARCH
I.'10DIFY THE TITLE BY RETAINING
CHARS 0 TO 9 AiID A TO. Z
REPLACING PUNCTUATION CHARS
BY SPACES AND DELETING ALL JUNK
CHARS (e.g. CASE CO~~ROL CHARS
-184 -
_~ COrvIPARETHE FIRST KDF9 HORD OF TliB Ith
SEARCH FRAG S( I) HITH THE Jth v,lORD OF
THE KLIC INDEX T(J) USING THE SEARCH
PRAG SHIFT FOR r1ASKING
FORI1 THO COPIES OF THE r,10DIFIED
TITLE OHE Hr YE STORE ONE IN YF.
1,'lITH FORr1ATS -
YE ADDRESS! 6 CHARS
YF -/ 6 CHARS
THE ADDRESS IN YE IS OF THE HORD
IN YF CONTADUNG THE SAME. SIX
CHARS AS THE YE WORD .
IN BOTH YE AND YF STORES ADJACENT
HORDS COHTAIN THE (Nth TO N+5th)
CHARS AND THE (N+l th TO N+6th) .
CR~RS' OF THE TITLE
SLJRT YE LIST TO PRODUCE
A KLIC HmEX TO TITLE
S(I)<T(J) ,S(I )=T(J)
NO MORESEARCH FRAGS
S(I)T(J)
NO MORE
KLIC ENTRIES
· :
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,~EARCHFRAGGET CHARS 7 TO 12 OF
"
NONE GET NEXT SIX CHARS FROM
TITLE USING ADDRESS NONE
IN T K
=
13 TO 18 OF Ith SEARCH FRAG
NONE GET NEXT SIX CHARS FROM -eTITLE USING ADDRESS NONE INCK,
IN T K
=
, 9 TO 24 OF Ith SEARCH FRAG
NONE GET NEXT SIX CHARS FROM --eTITLE USING ADDRESS ~ONE INCKIN T K
1-6
=
Q
~
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COfvIPARES(I) WITH T(K) -
USING MASK
s(I)/T(K)
PUT FRAG WT INTO
~_---" SUBSEARCH SCORE WORD ~_-¥
IF LARGER THAN WTALREADY THERE
t----lI FOR EACH SEARCH -SCORE OF CURRENT REF
IS SET TO SUM OF ITS
SUBSEARCH SCORES FOR
THAT REQ
PLACE THIS SCORE WITH REF ID NO
NEXT TO THE NAX RETRIEVED REFS
AND SORT THE MAX+1 ENTRIES BY
COMPARING THE SCORES OF ADJACENT
ENTRIES THE ENTRY LEFT IN
THE CURRENT REF POSITION WILL
BE OVERWRITTEN LATER
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APPEl\;UIX V
THE CITATION SEARCI"J PROGRAM
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CITATION SITARCH PROGRAM
READ OPTIONS'-
THO HAY LINKS/ALTERNATING
SUT'1ALGORITHf.1/SINGLE PATH
PASSES REQD
RE D
n~AD INPlYI\ REF ID NO
j\ND FORB GENERATIONS
ZERO AND ONe ON THE
t!'lAIN LIST
THE FORMAT IS -
GENO -/REQ NO/-
GENl HT/ -/REF ID/ADD
THE ADDRESS IN THE GENl
EI\TTRY POINTS'-TO THE
GENO ENTRY i.e.REQ NO
FOR "JHICH THE REF IS AN
INPUT REF
EHD OF ALL INPlJ"'I'
OR END OF INPUT
FOR THIS REQ
ONLY
ALL
.....----~ PUT .AN ENTRY INTO THE
Ii'JDEX-TO-GENERATIONS
LIST WITH FORMAT -
HO REFS/ /START
IN GEN 1 ADDRESS
. THE ADDRESS IS THE
POINT ON THE MAIN LIST
WHERE THE GBH ST RTS
THIS
REQ
LAST TAPE PAS
COMPLETED OR NO
REFS R'fRVD ON
PREVIOUS PASS
.... '
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SORT CURREN'I'GEl~,' 1.e •REFS RTRVD
ON PREVIOUS PASS, BY REFID NO
GEN NOODD GEN NOEVEN
PLENISH OR REPLENISH THE
'I'APE DATA TABLE FOR READING -
IN THE FOFMARDS DIRECTIotJ
SETA Q-STORE (r-mVING POINTER
TO TRAVEHSE THE CURRENT GEN
IN DESCEHDING ORDER OF REF ID
(TAl'E HOLDS REFS IN DESCEIIDING
ORDER
NONE
'.'
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--~ COII1PARE ID HO OF TAPE REF
HITH ID NO OF REF IN
CURRENT GENERATION
TAPE ID'
LA~GER
GET NE}cr' ITE~~
FROfv1 'CURRE~'T
GEl'fERATION
INSERT INDICATOR IN
CURB GEN ITEM TO SHOW
WHETHER ITEM IS
INDEXED BY MEDLARS
OR NOT
. HONE
mm OF T
IS THIS THE
• FINAL MAGTAPE PASS?
YES NO
IS SEARCH MODE ALTERNATING
CJRT\-IOWA Y LINKS?
2-WAY
r
',' ."
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FOR£'.1AN E!IT'RY FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION OF THE MAIN LIST
FOR EACH REF CI1'IHG THE
CURRENT REF
NO
FORr1AN ENTRY FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION OF THE 'f'.'lA.IN LIST
FOR EACHREFEHENCE CITED BY
Th'E CURRENT REF
BE TRANSMITTED
Sf.1l\LL
NO
SORT THESE, 'ENTRIES
ELIMTNATE DUPLICATES
AND ANY ,~~S.THAT ALREADY ,
APPEAR ON' THE CHA IN FROM '
THE 'CURRENT R~ BACK
TO AN' INPUT REF.., ' ,L,.,;,,;;~o:.:.....=r:o.::..:.~=----- .......
ADD THE REMAINING ENTRIES
Ol t.rOTHE'NExT GEN'ERt\TION
on THErtlAIN LIST '
YES
"
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REPLENISH TAPE DATA TABLE
FOR READING IN REVERSE
DIRECTION
SET A Q-STORE POINTER TO
TRAVERSE THE CURRENT GEN
IN ASCENDING ORDER OF
REF ID NO . -
OPEN BACKHARDS READ OF MAG TAPE
COfJIPAREID NO OF TAPE REF
'.'IITHID NO OF' CUR GEN REF
TAPE ID
LARG.ER
INSERT INDICATOR IN
CUR GENITEM TO SHOW
WHETHERITErt1 IS
INDEXED BY MEDLARS
OR NOl'
YES IS THIS THE FINAL
MAG TAPE PASS?
NO
, '.~.
. " ..
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ALTER 2-WAY
NO
FORM AN ENTRY FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION OF THE MAIN LIST
'FOR FACH REFERENCE CITED BY:
THE CURRENT REFERENCE
NO
FORMAN ENTRY, FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION OF THE MAIN LIST
FOR ,"EACH' REFERENCE CITING '
THE'CURRENT'" 'E' "
NO
SORT THESE ENTRIES, ELIMINATE
ANY' DUPLICATES ',AND ANY REFS
, THAT ALREADY APPEAR ON THE
CHAIN FROM THE, CURRENT aEF
BACK TO AN INPUT REF
ADD THE REMAINING ENTRIES ONTO t----~
THE NEXT GEN ON THE MAIN LIST
\ " '
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SlIfITCH 01JTPGT TO PUNCH ONLY
REPLACE THE LINK ADDRESSES IN .RETRIEVED
ENTRIES BY THE REQ NO OF THE SEARCH
'~JHICH SPECIFIED THE INPUT REFERENCE
ULTI~~TELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ENTRY
i.e. REPLACE -BY'-
~~ID/ADD
, WT/ID/ADD
etc
~~ID/R~
WT/ID/REQ
etc
SORT THE RETRIEVED ENTRIES ON
A MAJOR KEY OF R~NO AND A
Tv7INORKEY OF REF ID NO
GET FIRST R
FOR REFS WITH GIVEN REQ NO -
1 • IF A REF HAS BEEN RTRVD' MORE THAN
ONCE DELETE ALL BUT ONE OF THE ENTRIES
AND LET THE-WEIGHT OF THE REMAINING
ONE BE THE SUM(SUM-ALG) OR THE MAX
(SINGLE-PATH-ALG) OF THE WEIGHTS OF
THE INDIVIDUAL ENTRIES
2. SORT THE ENTRIES BY WEIGHT
3.FOR THE MAX .HIGHEST-WEIGHTED.
, MEPLARS·- INDEXED REFS • PUNCH -
REQ NO
WEIGHT,
REF ID NO
-YES NO
'.....
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